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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This second Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement (FES) was prepared |
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
The Supplement addresses site alternatives to the proposed Allens Creek Nuclear
Generating Station (ACNGS) and a proposed means a of transporting the reactor
pressure vessel to the site.

1. This action is administrative.

2. The proposed action is the issuance of a construction permit to the
Houston Lighting & Power Company for the construction of ACNGS Unit
No. 1, located near the Brazos River in Austin County, Texas, and sched-
uled for commercial operation in 1986.

The facility will employ a boiling-water reactor producing 3579 MWt (the
maximum expected thermal power level is 3758 MWt). A single steam turbine
generator will use the generated heat to provide net electrical output
capacity of 1146 MWe. The exhaust steam will be cooled by the flow of
water pumped from and discharged to a newly constructed lake having a
surface area of about 2072 ha (5120 acres). The Brazos River will serve
as the primary source of cooling-lake makeup water and as the receiving
body for the cooling-lake discharges.

3. Principal matters considered:

a. Alternative sites, and

b. Reactor pressure vessel transportation.

4. Summary of alternative site analysis:

In its alternative site review, the staff reviewed the applicant's alterna-
tive site methodology, selected and analyzed alternative sites that were
representative of those resource areas capable of supporting a nuclear-
powered generating station, and compared these alternative sites with the
Allens Creek site. Having made this comparison, the staff did not findt

any of the alternative sites environmentally preferable to Allens Creek.
| Thus, the staff concluded that none of the alternative sites can be shown

to be obviously super'cr to the Allens Creek site. The Allens Creek site
remains an acceptable cb !ce for location of the proposed nuclear station.

5. Summary of proposed reactcr pressure vessel transportation:

The staff has reviewed a proposed method of transporting the reactor
pressure vessel from the Texas coastline to the Allens Creek site. In
this review the staff considered the impacts of barge transportation up
the San Bernard River, construction of a barge unloading facility, and
overland transportation of the reactor pressure vessel from the unloading
facility to the Allens Creek site. The staff concluded that this means
of transportation would have no major adverse impacts.

-- - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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6. The following Federal, State, and local agencies were asked to comment on j
the draft of this supplement:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
Office of the Governor, State of Texas
County Judge, Austin County, Texas
Houston-Galveston Area Council
Mayor, City of Wallis
Sierra Club

Comments on the Draft second Supplement were received from the following: I

i

Department of Agriculture i

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Environmental Protection Agency
Office of the Governor, State of Texas

7. The staff's FES and the first Supplement to the FES were made available
to the CEQ and to the other specified agencies in November, 1974, and
August, 1978, respectively. This second Supplement to the FES was made |
available to the public and to the other specified agencies in March
1S31.

8. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this Supplement,
the'first FES Supplement, and in the FES; after weighing the environmental,
economic, technical, and other benefits of ACNGS Unit No. 1 against
environmental and other costs; and after considering available alternatives,
it is concluded that the action called for under the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance of a construc-
tion permit for the station.

9. Since the fir 3t FES Supplement was issued in August 1978 two decisions of
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board have resulted in a need to
modify the conclusions and proposed conditions contained in the first FES
Supplement. In Tennessee Valley Authority (Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-515, 8 NRC 702 (1978), the Appeal Board held that
the NRC may not incorporate in permits to build power plants conditions
which in actuality, call for a " review" of the adequacy of water quality
requirements previously established by EPA. In Carolina Power and Light
Company (H. B. Robinson, Unit No. 2), ALAB-569,_10 NRC 557 (1979), the
decision of the Appeal Board was that NRC is bound to take EPA's considered
decisions regarding water quality matters under the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972 at face value, and simply to factor them
into its NEPA cost-benefit balance. In accordance with these decisions,
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the draft NPDES Permit included in the first FES Supplement as Appendix
"S.F." is now recognized as being determinant with respect to effluent
limitations and monitoring programs affecting water quality. Thus, any
proposed effluent limits and water quality monitoring requirements that
were recommended in the first FES Supplement by the staff that differ
from the limits and monitoring requirements of the draft NPDES should be
withdrawn. The staff has used the results of its own analysis of the
impacts of the limits of the NPDES on the aquatic environment. The
staff's analysis in the first FES Supplement concluded that the effect of
discharges at the levels permitted by the NPDES Permit "could alter the
biotic productivity of the cooling reservoir" (FSFES Section 5.3.2.2,
Chlorine effects on biota through long-term exposure). Thus, the staff

|in its alternative site review only assumed that the ". . . impoundment
will support some form of a recreational fishery and associated recrea-
tional water uses." (Section 2.3.1.2, Aquatic ecology and water use).
The staff also reconsidered its assessment of alternative cooling systems
after de-emphasizing the benefit of a recreational fishery at the site
and relying on the assessment of the other recreational benefits associated
with the cooling lake and planned adjacent state parks (Section 2.3.1.2,
Socioeconomics).

Since staff conditions recommended in the first FES Supplement can be
modified during a subsequent operating license review to remove or modify
any conditions excluded by ALAB-515 and ALAB-569, and since the staff has
already accounted for the changed impacts on the aquatic environment, the
staff has concluded that a detailed revision of the first FES Supplement
conditions and corresponding discussions in the text of the report is not
warranted at this time. In summary the principal changes are:

Condition 7.a.* The benefits equivalent to the fishery benefits given in
the FES (Section 5.6.4) are no longer recommended as a requirement, and
staff approval of the revised lake management program as it relates to
aquatic matters is no longer required.

Condition 7.b. Since the NPDES requires a chlorine minimization study,
all proposed NRC conditions with respect to this study, including a
requirement to include a level at least as low as 0.1 mg/ liter Total
Residual Chlorine at the point of discharge to the lake, are withdrawn.

Condition 7.c. The condition that chlorine not be discharged upstream of
the traveling screens for the circulating - water intake structure is
more restrictive than the NPDES conditions and is withdrawn as a condition.

Condition 7.f. All proposed conditions for preoperational monitoring
programs related to water quality, including those described in the
Environmental Report Supplement and in Secticq 5.6 of the first FES
Supplement are withdrawn.

" Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement, NUREG-0470, August 1978.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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FOREWORD

Recent Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board decisions regarding alternative
sites have placed greater emphasis on the staff's procedures for alternative
site review and analysis. On reconsideration of these procedures as employed
by the staff in the FES and first FES Supplement, the staff has found that the
presentation of additional information with respect to (1) the identification
and analysis of specific alternative sites, and (2) the comparison of these
sites with the Allens Creek site, is warranted. This second Supplement to the
FES presents the results of the staff's analysis and comparison of alternative
sites.

This Supplement also contains the staff analysis of environmental impacts
associated with transportation of the reactor pressure vessel from the conflu-
ence of the San Bernard River with the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway to an
unloading point along that river and thence overland to the Allens Creek site.
This transportation method was proposed by the applicant subsequent to issuance
of the staff's first FES Supplement.

Copies of this Supplement and the applicant's Environmental Report Supplement |
and supporting documents are available for public inspection at the Commission's
Public Document Room, 1717 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C.; and at the Sealy
Public Librery, Atchison Street, Sealy, Texas 77474. Single copies of this
Supplement may be purchased by writing to the:

NRC/GP0 Sales Program
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, DC 20555

Calvin W. Moon is the NRC Project Manager for this Supplement. Should there
be questions regarding the contents of this Supplement, Mr. Moon may be
contacted by calling 301-492-7704 or writing to the following address:

Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission's (NRC) regulations in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), an application was filed by Houston Lighting & Power Company (here-
after HL&P or the applicant) for construction permits for two generating units
designated as the Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station (ACNGS) Units 1 and
2 (Docket Nos. 50-466 and 50-467). The application was accepted for docketing
on August 24, 1973. If approval of the applicant's request had been given in
accord with their schedule, construction of Units 1 and 2 wculd have proceeded
so that Unit 1 would begin commercial operation in 1980 and Unit 2 would begin
commercial operation in 1982. Each of the proposed nuclear units was to use a
boiling-water reactor (BWR) designed for initial operation at approximately
3579 MWt. Condenser cooling was to be accomplished by the flow of water
pumped from and discharged to a newly constructed 3339-ha (8250-acre) cooling
lake utilizing makeup water from the Brazos River. Effluents from the cooling
lake were to be discharged into the Brazos River. The proposed facility was
to be located on the utility-owned site of 4513 ha (11,152 acres) located in
Austin County, Texas, approximately 6.4 km (4 miles) northwest of Wallis,
11.3 km (7 miles) south-southeast of Sealy, and approximately 72.4 km (45 miles)
west of the center of Houston.

Following an environmental review by the NRC staff for compliance with the
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), a Final Environ-
mental Statement (FES) for the ACNGS was issued in November 1974, and public
hearings on environmental and site suitability matters were held in Wallis,
Texas, on March 11 and 12, 1975, before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(hereafter ASLB or Board). On September 25, 1975, HL&P delayed construction
of the two-unit station indefinitely but requested the Board to make certain
findings regarding environmental and site suitability matters not likely to
change. On November 12, 1975, the Board issued a Partial Initial Decision
which constituted a portion of t a Initial Decision that was to be issued upon
completion of the remaining environmental and site suitability matters and the
radiological health and safety phase of the proceeding. On December 21, 1976,
HL&P announced plans to reactivate the construction permit application for a
one-unit station at the Allens Creek site. On August 1, 1977 the applicant
submitted a Supplement to the original Environmental Report (ER) consisting of
updated information reflecting changes in the ER which resulted from the
deferral and subsequent rescheduling of Unit 1 and the cancellation of Unit 2.
Following an environmental review largely based on the ER Supplement, the
staff issued draft and final first Supplements to the original FES in February
and August 1978.

1.2 SCOPE OF ALTERNATIVE SITE ANALYSIS

The FES and first FES Supplement included analyses of alternatives to the
Allens Creek site and reached the same conclusions as to preferability of the
Allens Creek site. However, as a result of decisions in Public Service Company
of New Hampshire et al. (Seabrook Station, Units i and 2), ALAB-471, 7 NRC 477
(1978) and Boston Edison Company et al. (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station,
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Unit 2), ALAB-479, 7 NRC 774 (1978), the staff has, in cases in which the
record is still open, undertaken to reexamine the findings originally 'made
regarding comparisons of alternative sites. For the ATlens Creek alternative
site analysis, this reexamination led the staff to conclude that additional
analyses were required. The staff's principal concern was to identify specific
sites for those resource areas previously rejected on general bases and to
compare these sites with tne Allens Creek site.

In the staff's original assessment of alternative sites for Allens Creek (FES,
Sect. 9.1.2.1), consideration was given to HL&P's site evaluation methodology,
region of interest, cmoidMe (resource) areas, and candidate sites. Eight
resource areas were scifieci and analyzed, and for various reasons, six of
the areas were eliminded without consideration of specific sites. The staff's
analysis of the other two resource areas identified sitas which were concluded
to be acceptable alternatives to the Allens Creek site. However, none of the
sites were found preferable to Allens Creek.

In the FES Supplement (Sect. S.9.2, p. S.9-10), the staff reappraised the
applicant's site selection methodology in view of (1) the reduction in project
scope from a two-unit to a one-unit station and (2) changes in project schedule.
Additionally, the alternative of adding a third unit at the South Texas Project
(STP) instead of constructing the ACNGS was considered. The staff found:
(1) no subregions or sites were rejected because the size of the initially
proposed station (2400 MWe) made them unsuitable; (2) reduction in generating
capacity and cooling-lake size in no way modified the suitability of the
Allens Creek site; and (3) when considered collectively, the environmental
advantages and disadvantages of constructing and operating a third unit at STP
compared with constructing and operating the ACNGS tended to be comparable.
Thus the staff concluded that the Allens Creek site remains an acceptable
choice for the location of the proposed nuclear station.

The site analysis presented herein supplements the staff's original assessment
by including a site for each viable resource area (except for the Brazos River
basin, for which a sufficient number of candidate sites were considered) for
comparison with the Allens Creek site. The staff's intent is to ensure that
each viable resource area is properly considered in determining whether there
are alternative sites that are obviously superior to the proposed site. For
this assessment, the staff relied on reconnaissance-level data, which consists
of information that is available from the open literature, published or
unpublished reports, existing records, authoritative sources, and brief field
surveys. Such data does not include information that can only be obtained by
detailed onsite monitoring programs or studies.

Houston Lighting & Power Company was notified of the e.taff's intention to
conduct this study in December 1978, and a meeting with HL&P was held in
January 1979 to discuss potential site locations in those resource areas for
which no specific sites had been identified. At this meeting HL&P provided
the staff with a siting study dated December 1975 that identified potentially
licensable sites for two- and four-unit nuclear power plants to serve the
applicant's system. This study had not been disclosed to the staff in earlier
discussions. Based on review of this siting study and on information received
by the staff at that meeting, specific sites were identified for further
study. These sites were visited by the staff during February 1979.

;
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Major documents used in preparation of the alternative site analysis are the
2applicant's Environmental Report.2 Environmental Report Supplement and supple-

ments thereto, the Final Environmental Statement,8 the Final First Supplement
to the Final Environmental Statement,4 the transcript of the ASLB hearings,s

8 and supplements thereto.7and the applicant's 1975 power plant siting study
Independent staff calculations and other sources of information (e.g., National
Marine Fisheries Service, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department) have also been
used as a basis for the assessment of environmental impacts of site alternatives
to Allens Creek. In addition, information was gained from a visit by the
staff to each of the sites and contiguous areas in February 1979 and by corre-
spondence with the applicant.8'8

1.3 SCOPE OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS

The staff analysis of potential impacts of transporting construction materials
to the Allens Creek site, as given in the November 1974 FES, was based on use
of rail facility transport when practical. The plant site is adjacent to the
AT&SF railway, and HL&P plans to construct a short (less than one mile) railroad
spur from this railway to the site. It is the staff's experience that use of
rail facilities for transport of construction materials is an acceptable and
relatively impact-free method of transportation. Accordingly, no impacts were
predicted for rail delivery of construction materials to the site. Impacts of
truck transportation of the remaining construction materials were reviewed,
and the staff concluded that the measures committed to by the applicant were
adequate to ensure that adverse environmental effects would be at the minimum
practical level.

In March, 1979, HL&P announced that they plan to transport the reactor pressure
vessel to the site via a combination of barge transport, for approximately
42 km (26 miles) up the San Bernard River, followed by overland transport from
that point to the Allens Creek site. This means of transport would require
construction of a barge slip on the San Bernard River to accommodate transfer
of the reactor pressure vessel from the barge to the overland transporter.

On March 30, 1979, the ASLB issued an Order bearing on the potential impacts
of HL&P's proposed transportation of the reactor pressure vessel. The Order
states in part:

"We will hear evidence on whether the barging of the
reactor pressure vessel and other items on the San Bernard
River will require any dredging or channeling of that
waterway and what would be the environmental effects
thereof. Further, we will hear evidence on what will be
the environmental impacts of (a) the movement of the
reacter pressure vessel (and of other items to be so
transported) on a barge up the San Bernard River, (b) the
construction of the barge unloading facility, including
any dredging attendant thereto, and (c) the overland
transportation of the reactor vessel and of other items
from the barge unloading facility to the Wallis site."

The staff a salysis in Sect. 3 of this Supplement in response to these require-
ments of the hearing board is based on its review of HL&P's environmental
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i assessment submitted on March 26, 1980, brief field observations on
. November 29, 1979, and on HL&P's responses to staff questions.
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2. ALTERNATIVE SITE ANALYSIS

2.1 METHODOLOGY

1As noted in Sect. 1.2, Teknekron Energy Resource Analysts conducted a siting
study (the Study) to establish future sites for nuclear generating stations to
serve the applicant's system. The Study was designed to assist in selection
of sites capable of supporting the operation of either two or four 1300-MWe
(gross) light-water reactors. The methodology used in the Study can be briefly
summarized as follows:

1. Study region (region of interest) selection,

2. Regional screening to identify candidate areas,

3. Selection of candidate sites, and

4. Site selection (ranking).

The staff finds the methodology expressed in the Study to be reasonable. The
staff's methodology for alternative site selection involves one additional
step not expressly addressed in the applicant's Study. The staff process
involves the following:

1. Region of interest selection,

2. Resource area identification,*

3. Resource area screening to identify candidate sites,

4. Selection of candidate sites, and

5. Selection of proposed alternative sites.

Although resource areas were identified in the course of the applicant's
regional screening process, the Study did not consider the boundaries of these
areas in selecting candidate sites. The regional screening process identified
the overall regional area considered suitable for nuclear power plant siting
without superimposing the resource area boundaries on this area. As a result,
the regional screening process does not ensure that candidate sites are
identified in each resource area. The Study also limited the site selection
process to the identification of sites capable of supporting two-unit stations.
(The Study included both two-and four-unit sites, but any four-unit site could
support a two-unit station.) Since the alternatives sought in this case are for
a one-unit site, the staff considered the possibility that one or more steps in
the applicant's screening process may have omitted candidate sites that would
have been suitable for a one-unit station. Upon review of the screening process

* Resource areas are sub-areas within a region of interest that can be distin-
guished from each other on the basis of one or more environmental resources or
characteristics that are reasonably unique to the sub-area. For this analysis,
resource areas were established by the boundaries of river and coastal basins.
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used, it was concluded that this possibility did exist for one screening criterion: j

inland (fresh) water availability. The application of this criterion resulted in '

the elimination of one inland river basin and all of the coastal basins. The
staff has given special consideration to this result and concluded that it has
not affected the staff's ability to identify potential sites in the selected
resource areas. The details of this conclusion are given in Sect. 2.2.2 of
this Supplement. The staff concludes that the methodology employed in the
Study,has provided the basic information needed for our review within the
scope of alternative site analysis described in Section 1.2.

2.2 SELECTION PROCESS

2.2.1 Region of interest

The approximate boundaries of the region of interest selected for the Study
are shown in Fig. 2.1. The region, larger than the area served by the applicant,
is roughly described as the Houston-Galveston-Freeport Gulf Coast area and
covers all or parts of 10 counties. Customers are served under franchises in
67 incorporated municipalities, including the cities of Houston, Galveston,
Freeport, Baytown, and Pasadena. (FES, Sect. 8.1).

The applicant's bases for selecting the region of interest boundaries shown in
Fig. 2.1 are as fo110ws:1

1. The Western boundary was established based on three criteria: power load
center location, transmission line distance, and safety. The HL&P load
center has been stated as being south of Houston, which establishes an
economic western boundary based on transmission losses and load flow.
Concentrated student jet pilot training areas are located on Matagorda
Island and directly to the north of Matagorda Island. These areas are
considered to be excluded based on safety considerations.

2. The northern boundary was established based on three criteria: power
load center location, transmission line distance, and land use. The HL&P
load center location establishes a northern boundary based on transmission
losses and load flow. The Sam Houston National Forest is directly north
of Houston and is considered as a land-use exclusion. The area within
the forest was excluded from being a candidate area; however, the northern
boundary of the study area was extended in order to include previously
studied Trinity River sites which lie to the east of the forest.

3. The eastern boundary was established based on the natural geographic
delineation formed by the Texas-Louisiana state border on the Gulf Coast
and the Neches River.

4. The southern boundary was formed by the Texas state territorial limits
into the Gulf of Mexico. These limits extend 3 nautical leagues (16.6 km;
10.3 statute miles) into the Gulf from the coast.

The region of interest selected for the Study is larger than that considered
by the staff in the original Allens Creek alternative site analysis (FES,
Sect. 9.1.2). The staff had determined that that region was satisfactory and
reinforced that conclusion in the FES Supplement (Sect. S.9.2). For the
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purposes of this analysis, the staff has also considered the region of interest
boundaries as they relate to the principal load distribution facilities of the
applicant. Figure 2.2 displays the HL&P 345-kV transmission line grid that
provides the principal interconnection of their generating facilities. Since
any large base-load generating station would logically be connected to this
grid, the location of this grid with respect to the region of interest is as
important as the principal load center locations. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the
proposed region of interest is reasonably well centered on this grid.

2.2.2 Resources areas

2.2.2.1 Resource area identification

The region of interest selected for the Study contains ten resource areas as
identified in Table 2.1. This list includes three resource areas not considered
by the staff in the FES or FES Supplement: the Neches River Basin and the
Neches-Trinity Coastal Basin in the east, and the Colorado-Lavaca Coastal
Basin in the west. These resource areas as well as those considered in the
FES are shown in Fig. 2.3. For this analysis, selection of resource areas
based on plant cooling-water supply (e.g., inland and coastal drainage basins),
is appropriate and provides a reasonable division of the region of interest
for identification of potential alternative sites.

2.2.2.2 Screening process

The Study used a process of regional screening (of the overall region of
interest) to develop candidate areas for potential power plant sites. The
principal factors considered in this screening process were demography, land

2use, and hydrology. The following criteria were used:

Demography. Areas were excluded where-

1. Cumulative population densities were in excess of a nominal 155
2persons /km (400 persons /sq mile) to a radial distance of 64 km

(40 miles) from the site, or.

22. Local population densities were in excess of 85 persons /km (220
persons /sq mile) within a 3.2-km (2-mile) radius of the site.

Land Use. Areas were excluded if within-

1. Areas of existing public lands;

2. Areas of aircraft prohibited, restricted, warning, and alert areas;
and

3. Areas of airports.

Hydrology. Areas were excluded if-

1. There were no natural barriers to prevent downward movement of
surface water to a usable aquifer below the site;

2. The site area was directly upstream of the recharge area for an
aquifer;
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Table 2.1. Resource areas considered in the
applicant's siting study

River basins Coastal basins

Neches Neches-Trinity

Trinity Trinity-San Jacinto

San Jacintc San-Jacinto-Brazos

Brazos Brazos Colorado

Colorado Colorado-Lavaca

Source: Teknekron Energy Resource Analysts,
Nuclear Power Plant Siting Study, prepared for
Houston Lighting and Power Company, December
1975.

Table 2.1. Resource areas considered in the
applicant's siting study
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3. The area was subject to flooding and could not be protected by
practical means; and

4. Inland (fresh) water availability was less than 72,000 acre-ft per
year.

Other screening criteria included geology-seismology, geologic hazards, mineral
resources, construction suitability, water quality, envircnmentally sensitive
areas, meteorology, and transportation. The criteria responsible for eliminating
major portions of the region of interest were (1) demography and (2) hydrology
(water availability).

Figure 2.4 shows the portions of the region of interest eliminated on the
basis of demography. The principal screened area (centered on Houston) was

2excluded on the basis of the 155 persons /km (400 persons /sq mile) criterion.
This criterion resulted in the complete exclusion of ane resource area - the
Trinity-San Jacinto Coastal Basin. Since this resource area was rejected for
other reasons (see below), the staff finds that the demography screening
process did not improperly eliminate any resource areas from further
consideration.

Figure 2.5 presents the Study results of screening the subject resource areas
based on inland (fresh) water availability. The Study conclusions were that
from the standpoint of inland water availability, the Neches and Trinity river
basins had adequate supplies of water, the Brazos and Colorado river basins
were " conditionally acceptable" (i.e., marginal with respect to water avail-
ability), and that the San Jacinto River Basin and all of the coastal basins
had inadequate supplies of fresh water. The staff's analysis of these
conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1. The staff concurs that there is an adequate supply of fresh water in the
Trinity River and Neches River basins for siting a one-unit nuclear power
plant.

2. The staff concurs that there is an inadequate supply of fresh water in
the Trinity-San Jacinto Coastal Basin. Moreover, use of salt water from
the Trinity Galveston Bay would be a poor choice, considering the estuarine
nature of these water bodies and the potentially severe impacts to aquatic
biota from the plant cooling system.

3. The staff did not attempt to reach a decision on the adequacy of fresh
water in the Neches-Trinity, San Jacinto-Brazos, and Brazos-Colorado
coastal basins because it considered each of these resource areas as
appropriate for the siting of nuclear power plants using saltwater cooling
rather than fresh water cooling.

4. The staff concluded that inland water could be made available in the
Brazos and Colorado river basins.

5. The staff was unable to reach a firm conclusion as to the availability of

inland water in the San Jacinto River Basin. (This basin is the principal
water source for metropolitan Houston.) The staff was unable to obtain
definite statements from the Texas Department of Water Resources about
whether rights for industrial consumption of water from this basin could
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be obtained. This department has informed the staff that the question of
availability of water for appropriation can only be addressed in response to a |

site-specific request for a permit.3 The staff then considered the probable '

increases in demands for water from this basin over the next several decades
iand attempted to balance these demands (based on projected population increases) I

with the probable water supply from this basin. Although the results of this
balancing are subjective, the staff has concluded that the metropolitan Houston
area will place a continuing demand on the water supply of this basin. Since
the San Jacinto River Basin is the principal source of water for metropolitan
Houston, and since the staff was able to identify candidate alternative sites
in adjoining resource areas, the staff is of the opinion that the San Jacinto
River Basin can be appropriately excluded from further consideration as a
potential area for power plant siting.

The staff also considered the disparity between the Study's screening criterion
of 72,000 acre-ft per year of available water and the actual amount of water
that would be consumed by a one-unit alternative to the Allens Creek plant.
This is only a consideration for the San Jacinto River Basin, however, since
the other inland river basins had adequate water, and the coastal basins
selected by the staff for further study were based on the use of salt water
for cooling. The staff believes that a minimum annual water consumption rate
for a 1200-MWe nuclear powe'r plant would be on the order of 36,000 acre-ft per
year. Even with this reduced quantity of water, the staff remains of the
opinion that siting within the San Jacinto River Basin would affect the
metropolitan Houston area water supply. The staff has also considered whether
reducing the Study screening criterion from 72,000 acre-ft per year to 36,000
acre-ft per year would have identified other sites within the remaining resource
areas that should have been considered as potential sites; the staff believes
not. Since the coastal basins had been previously identified as net importers
of fresh water (FES, Sect. 9.1.2), even the minimum use of 36,000 acre-ft per
year of this resource would be considered as adverse, particularly since these
resource areas can permit the siting of power plants that could use saltwater
cooling. The other inland resource areas were judged to be able to supply the
full 72,000 acre-ft per year of water; thus no problems would be anticipated
in reducing this quantity of water. While it is true that a one-unit plant
would require less land, the staff was not able to identify any cases where
this factor could have eliminated otherwise acceptable sites. Although it is
probably true that additional one-unit sitec could have been identified in one
or more of the resource areas, there are no characteristics of these resource
areas that would lead the staff to conclude that any of these sites could be
shown to be markedly superior to the sites selected for further comparison on
the basis of the present Study.

2.2.3 Potential sites

After completing the regional screening process described in Sect. 2.2.2, the
Study identified potential sites in the screened areas using the following
basic factors: geology and seismology, meteorology, hydrology, demography,
land use, aesthetics, and transportation. These were essentially the same
parameters used to conduct the regional screening process, but in this case
the parameters were applied to specific potential site locations. This process
resulted in identification of the sites shown in Fig. 2.6. Sites were identi-
fied in all but two resource areas - the San Jacinto River Basin and the
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I

Trinity-San Jacinto Coastal Basin (Fig. 2.3). Based on previous conclusions
(Sect. 2.2.2) with respect to power plant siting in these two resource areas,
and the general characteristics of the remaining resource areas, the staff has
concluded that the applicant has selected potential sites that are reasonably
representative of the resource areas contained within the region of interest.
It is the staff's opinion that all these sites are potentially licensable.

2.2.4 Staff's selection of alternative sites

The staff selected five of the applicant's potential sites as candidate sites
for comparison with the Allens Creek site. The principal criterion used by
the staff in selecting these sites was representation of those resource areas
discussed in the FES and FES Supplement that had been dismissed from further
consideration without the identification and analysis of specific sites. Other
criteria included proximity to the HL&P transmission system grid, land and water
use, and sensitive ecological systems. The staff also took into consideration
the concern that each selected site was reasonably representative of those sites
that could be identified in a particular resource area. The staff did not seek
further alternative sites in the Brazos River Basin (the Allens Creek resource
area) since specific alternative sites in that basin have been identified and
compared with the Allens Creek site (FES, Sect. 9.1.2.1.4). Also, for the
reasons given in Sect. 2.2.2, the staff did not seek alternative sites in the
San Jacinto River Basin and the Trinity-San Jacinto Coastal Basin. The staff
did, however, readdress the South Texas Project (STP) site, located in the
Colorado River Basin, to update the comparison of this site with Allens Creek
as given in the FES Supplement (Sect. S.9.2). Also, the staff included a site
in the Ncches-Trinity River Coastal Basin to ensure adequate treatment of
coastal basin sites using saltwater cooling.

The candidate sites selected for comparison with the Allens Creek site are
shown in Fig. 2.7. Site Je-3 is located in the Neches-Trinity Coastal Basin;
site _Bz-1 is located in the San Jacinto-Brazos Coastal Basin; and site Ma-3 is
located in the Brazos-Colorado Coastal Basin. Salt water from the Gulf is
available for each of these sites. Site STP is located in the Colorado River
Basin where fresh water is available from the Colorado River via the existing
STP cooling pond system. Site Li-3 is located in the Trinity River Basin
where cooling water is available from the Trinity River. The ACNGS is the
Allens Creek site, located in the Brazos River Basin. The staff did not
consider a site in the Colorado-Lavaca Coastal Basin because any site located
in this basin would require saltwater cooling and thus would be similar to the
Brazos-Colorado Coastal Basin sites. Because of the environmental impacts
associated with additional transmission line construction, the staff does not
believe that any site in this basin could be shown to be preferable to any
sites selected in the Brazos-Colorado Coastal Basin. Sites within the Neches
River Basin were not chosen since.any such sites, which would be located on or
near the Neches River would involve the environmental impacts associated with

-long transmission corridors.

2.3 SITE DESCRIPTIONS AND IMPACT SUMMARIES

The staff visited the alternative sites (Fig. 2.7) on Feb. 5 through 8, 1979.
All sites were inspected by low-level helicopter flight. The CTP, ACNGS,
Bz-1, and Ma-3 sites were also inspected at ground level. Observations made
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include the following: (1) topographic setting; (2) general land-use patterns;
(3) drainage patterns; (4) presence.of onsite water bodies; (5) proximity of
sites to wetland areas; (6) surrounding communities; (7) commuting road systems;
and (8) location of access roads, railroaus, and transmission lines. In
addition to site-specific observations and inspection of the documents cited
in Sect. 1.2, the staff examined U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps and
consulted various State officials (e.g., General Land Office, Texas Department
of Parks and Wildlife), County officials (e.g., Tax Assessor offices), and
Federal agencies (e.g., Corps of Engineers, Department of the Interior). The
staff relied on reconnaissance-level data * for the impact analyses. The
principal areas of consideration were terrestrial ecology and land use, aquatic
ecology and water use, and socioeconomics.

Terrestrial ecology and land use

For each candidate site, an assessment was made of the potential terrestrial
ecology and land use impacts associated with construction and operation of the
proposed power station and its associated facilities. Since the information
on plant design and corridor routing is both limited and tentative, the staff
concentrated on identifying major environmental constraints present in the
vicinity of the sites and their associated corridors.

Assessment of agricultural impacts is based upon county statistics and a
visual assessment by the applicant of current agricultural use. The staff's
analyses are limited since no site-specific determinations of production or
yield have been made. However, the staff believes that the analysis gives a
reasonable approxination of the impacts that might occur.

Assessment of significant ecological features is based primarily on information
contained in the Texas Outdoor Recreation Plani and in various documents
prepared for the Coastal Zone Management Plan.5 Although the data in these
various documents are several years old, the staff believes that they reflect
the most important ecological features of the region.

The staff has not attempted to prepare site-specific assessments of construction
and operation impacts on endangered and threatened species since detailed
information on each site and corridor would be needed. However, in cases
where habitat of an endangered species is known to occur at a particular site1

or within a particular corridor, the probability of impact has been noted in
the analysis.

Aquatic ecology and water use

In order to assess the potential impacts to aquatic communities, the following
factors associated with plant construction and operation were considered:
(1) onsite aquatic habitat removal or modification, (2) makeup and discharge

,

* Reconnaissance-level data consists of information that is available from the
open literature, published or unpublished reports, existing records, authori-
tative sources, or information that can be obtained by brief field surveys
performed by recognized experts. It does not include information that can
only be obtained by detailed onsite monitoring programs or studies.
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water pipeline routing through aquatic' habitats, (3) changes in freshwater
flows, (4) impingement and entrainment impacts from cooling-water intake, and
(5) cooling-water discharge impacts, especially discharges of waste heat and
biocides. Under each of the3e categories, general aspects of local and regional
aquatic ecology were considere<1 (Table 2.2).

Potential irreversible impacts in any of the aspects listed in Table 2.2 are-

discussed in the aquatic assessment if they appear to be detrimental to sus-
,

taining existing aquatic resources. Potentially minimal or reversible impacts,
including many short-term construction impacts, are not discussed. Those
aspects of water quality that, if affected, would exacerbate an existing
proble:a in sustaining the quality of an aquatic resource have been emphasized.

Because the analysis of potential impacts from saltwater cooling systems
involves considering the general ecology of the nearshore Gulf of Mexico

; coastal environment, the staff has prepared the following background informa-
1

tion and ecological concerns for this area. This analysis considers a land- '

; based facility located between Matagorda Bay and Galveston Bay (e.g., the Bz-l
site, Fig. 2.7), with a cooling-water pipeline system running offshore to a
depth of 6 to 7 m (20 to 23 ft). Cooling-water intake and discharge structures,

would be located approximately 1.6 km (1 mile) offshore. State-of-the-art
devices for minimization of impingement /entrainment impacts (e.g., velocity;

caps) and approved installation / location practices are atsumed to be required
for any new facility.

Primary aquatic impacts in the Gulf coastal environment could occur from (1)i

entrainment/ impingement impacts on fish and plankton, (2) discharge effects
including heated water and biocides, and (3) capture of freshwater surface
runoff from site development which would diminish freshwater flows through
nearby marshes to their connected estuaries. Each of these aspects is dis-
cussed below.

Presently, the ecological data base for the shoreline to the 12-m (39-ft)*

depth contour in the open Gulf habitat along the Texas coast is limited. The
U.S. Bureau of Land Management is currently funding a large-scale biological
surveillance program outside of the 12-m (39-ft) depth contour, but very little
has been done inside this depth except for work in isolated areas.s Therefore
only general ecological descriptions can be made, and comparisons between
sites assume a fairly uniform offshore benthic and pelagic habitat excepti

where specifically stated.
.

Intake entrainment/ impingement impacts are associated with cooling-water
i withdrawal for all heat dissipation systems. In the Gulf coastal area, two

! primary impacts would be mortalities associated with the impingement of large
| schools of young-of-the year forage fish and the entrainment of ichthyoplankton

and invertebrate meroplankton especially those of commercially valuable'

species such as the penaeid sr' imp. Benthic organisms will probably not be
markedly affected by cooling-water withdrawal using a mid-water depth placement
of the intake port [approximately 3 m (10 ft) off-bottom in 6 to 7 m (20 to 23
ft) of water].
In the Texas Gulf Coast, .large schools of young forage fish, such as menhaden,
migrate out of estuarine nursery areas, enter the open Gulf environment, and ,

become susceptible to impingement.7'8 Other small offshore schoolers such as f
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Taole 2.2. Aquatic ecology aspects used in the alternative site analysis

Factor Cons;deration

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ __

Habtat Existing physiochemmal co%tions
whch provide quality habitats.

Importance of potentiary disturt>ed habitat
as spawning er nursery grounds for important
bota.

Importance of potentially disturbed hab. tat as
feeding areas or miyation routes for important
bota.

Sensitivity of potentia!!y disturbed habtat to
lorviterm changes associated mth plant operation.

Uniqueness of aquatic habetat potentiatty
disti rbed by plant operation mth respect to
regional ecologr.

Biota Presence in potentally disturbed areas of
recreationally or commercially valuaNe finfish
or shellfish.

Presence in pctentially disturbed areas of
important food resources for valuabe finfish
and shellfrsh.

Presence of endangered,inreatened. or protected
species in potentially disturbed habtat.

_
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i
anchovy are also present. Large-scale impingement events involving these

i schooling fish appear to be random or pulsed and nonpredictable.8 Experience
j elsewhere has shown that velocity caps on intake structures may not protect
! again>- als all-or-none occurrence.9 Therefore, placement of an intake
! s tructi. In the open Gulf habitat could potentially result in periodic and

large-scale impingement of schooling fish. Such events could be exacerbated
by locating the intake structures near tidal passes leading to estuary nurseryhabitat.7' Review of existing literature does not reveal any knowledge of

tdistinct fish migration routes in the near-shore environment J to 7 m (0 to
23 ft) depth.1 However, locating intake structures near tidal passes would |

j place them in areas of high fish concentrations. Other species of large fish,
i besides the small schoolers, may also suffer periodic impingement mortalities.

However, the impingemert of larger fish will probably only involve those
individuals attracted to the intake structure as an artificial reef, and their

,

;

habitatsurroundingtheintakefacility.gnificantlossofadultsfromtheGulfimpingements should not result in any si
.8

Entrainment mortality of ichthyoplankton and invertebrate meroplankton may
occur. Potential impacts on commercially valuable shrimp are related to their
life cycle stages, which are similar among important shrimp species. The
adult shrimp spawn in the open Gulf, the eggs hatch to free-swimming larvae'

: which pass through a series of molts to motile and predominantly planktonic
postlarvae, and the postlarvae stages enter the estuaries where they grow to
adults in these food-rich environments. White shrimp are of particular
importance to entrainment impacts because they move offshore to spawn in up to

t 15 m (49 ft) of water,10'11 and they have recently been found to have distinct
spawning grounds associated with the schooling behavior of mating adults.10
Other shrimp species (brown and pink shrimp) do not necessarily exhibit this
schooling behavior while spawning. Although the occurrence of white shrimp
spawning grounds has only been recently recognized and has not yet been quanti-
fied for the Texas coastal region, some concentrations of spawning adults have
been found to approach the coast and spawn near tidal inlets.11 Known spawning
sites exist off the mouth of the Brazos River and off Port Aransas.10 The
mass spawning of adult white shrimp in the vicinity of intake structures could
result in large-scale entrainment losses of shrimp meroplankton. Therefore
specific of fshore intake locations cannot t>e considered environmentally accept-
able until a thorough spring-through-fall white shrimp spawning survey has
been conducted in the area of the proposed intake.

However, it should be noted that data analysis has shown a poor correlation
between the off-shore concentrations of juveniles of important commercial
finfish and shellfish species and the eventual recruitment into the adult
fishery.12 It is believed that the limiting factor for the maintenance of the
commercial shrimp and other Gulf fisheries is the quality and quantity of the
estuarine environment where the young grow and mature.12 Therefore the effect
of large-scale entrainment at a specific site on the eventual status of the
Gulf commercial shrimp fishery may actually be low. Apparently the large

havingsignificanteffectsontheregionalwhiteshrimpfishery.gedisturbances
fecundity of shrimp may preclude anything but geographically lar,

2

Ichthyoplankton of other commercial fish may also be entrained. Although
entrainment is not ecologically desirable, the ubiquitous distribution and the
large geographic range of most of the Gulf fish species suggest that some
additional mortality can be sustained without degrading the basic fishery
resource.7,8
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Cooling-water discharge effects are generally associated with the release of
waste heat and biocides. In addition, some nutrient enrichment of the effluent
may occur with respect to ambient nutrient levels in the receiving waters.
For closed- ycle systems such as cooling ponds and cooling towers, only a
relatively small discharge would occur, and any waste heat or biocide would be
rapidly mixed into the surrounding water body. It is doubtful that any signif-
icant adverse impacts would occur in the offshore Gulf environment from the
low-level release of either waste heat or biocides. Once-through cooling
systems, however, would have considerable heat released into the receiving
system. It has been shown that in this situation the near-field effects will
probably be small, but that thermal plume migration across a tidal pass
(estuary mouth) could pose an environmental problem.7 The problem would be
especially severe if the thermal plume migrated into an estuary during periods
of natural heat stress. Some estuarine organisms then could suffer adverse
heat stress effects. The thermal shock potential in the open Texas Gulf Coast
environment is probably not of significant concern because of the very small
area affected in a geographically large habitat.

The discharge of nutrient-laden heated water into the Gulf may attract and
concentrate forage fish which would utilize the stimulated growth of food
species. Fish also may be attracted to offshore structures which function as
artificial reefs.7,a However, there is some controversy over whether such
structures actually increase biological productivity in the immediate area;
rather, they may serve as attraction sites that differentially concentrate the
existing organisms and make them more susceptible to harvesting.13 The net
result should be a locally enhanced fishery with different relative abundances
of species present than normally found in the open Gulf habitat.13

Construction of large cooling reservoirs and the resulting capture of freshwater
surface runoff to estuaries may cause some environmental impacts. " It has
been shown that there is a positive correlation between freshwater inflows to
Texas estuaries (in the area of interest) and the production of white shrimp
and other fishery resourcests and that the productivity of Texas estuaries is
generally limited by rainfall and subsequent freshwater inflows.15'18 In
addition to the dilution effect of freshwater on saline conditions in estuaries,
inflowing water maintains the marsh habitats (especially in tertiary bays)
surrounding the estuaries. The peripheral marshes provide a large input of
organic matter to estuaries in the form of detritus that serves as the major
food resource for the estuarine-dependent species. The flushing action of
freshwater flows carrying this food resource and other nutrients into the
estuary is crucial to the ecological functioning of the estuary.18 Although
the effect of reduced inflows depends upon the magnitude and seasonal timing
of these events, existing evidence supports the contention that very careful
analysis of the effects of reduced freshwater availability to important estuaries
should be done before extensive environmental modifications are licensed.38
Therefore, under conservative assumptions, any site development which captures
portions of the drainage of important marshes surrounding estuaries must be
considered to have a potential adverse impact on estuarine production.

Socioeconomics

The primary factor in the socioeconomic analysis of alternative s .ces is the
level of in-migration by a construction work force to communities in the site
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area. Other concerns cr impacts (for example, housing availability, educational
capacity, taxes) are largely determined by the extent to wnich the construction
work force resides near the site or commutes to the site from their present
residence. In either case there are socioeconomic impacts on the local area,
but they may differ in kind and degree. Once the level of in-migration is
characterized for each of the sites, the secondary impacts resulting from this
in-migration may be estimated.

In-migration estimates are based upon a number of key variables, including
peak construction work force estimates, commuting distance to the existing
labor supply region, the existing environmental characteristics of the
potential host communities, and a number of individual choices that can be
made by individual employees. Recent experience in the construction of one unit
nuclear power plants indicates that approximately 3000 workers will be needed
during the peak period of construction. " The staff has elected to use this
figure for all the alternative sites considered in this analysis, including
the Allens Creek site. Estimates of in-migration are also dependent upon the
proximity of probable labor pools to each site. Areas serving sites located
in an isolated rural region usually experience higher levels of in-migration ,

than areas located within a reasonable commuting distance of an adequate
supply of labor.

Population effects resulting from construction of a nuclear power plant can be
expected to be an expansion of population growth in sore areas and a constric-
tion of this growth in others. In an isolated rural area the in-migrating
work force and the commuting work force can be expected to indirectly stimulate
some temporary and permanent growth. In areas which are developing as suburban
communities of metropolitan Houston, it is expected that plant construction
and operation might limit population growth in some areas, thereby stimulating
growth in other areas. The staff's anElysis has considered these diverse
population impacts that might be generated by construction of the Allens Creek
plant or an alternative. On the one hand, a privately owned, taxable power
plant might attract residents who anticipate a favorable property tax scenario;
alternatively, a plant might shift residential and commercial development to
areas at greater distances from the plant.

Housing availability has been considered as both an independent and a dependent
variable in the staff's analysis. It is independent to the extent that it
helps to determine limits to in-migration and growth. It is dependent in the
sense that in-migrating workers r.ay exhaust the available housing supply,
leading to building development and speculation, inflationary prices in the
housing market, and related potential adverse impacts.

The staff has also estimated the impacts of plant construction and operation
on the educational infrastructure and taxes, and has considered potential
impacts to travel anit traffic on local road and commuting systems. In addition,
the potential impacts to taxing jurisdictions and residential displacement;
historical, archaeological, and natural features; recreation resources; and
aesthetics are considered.
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2.3.1 Allens Creek site

2.3.1.1 Site description

The Allens Creek site has been described in the FES (Sect. 2) and the FES
Supplement (Sect. S.2). For convenience in comparing the alternative sites
with the Allens Creek site, a brief description is presented below.

The Allens Creek site is located in Austin County, Texas, approximately 72 km
(45 miles) west of the center of Houston, 6 km (4 miles) northwest of Wallis,
and 11 km (7 miles) south-southeast of Sealy (Fig. 2.8). Access to the site
is provided by State Highway 36 and the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad,
both of which run close to the western boundary of the site. The Brazos River
lies immediately east of the site.

The site is 4513 ha (11,152 acres) in extent. Present plans call for construc-
tion of a 2072 ha (5120 acre) cooling lake and the utilization of an additional
243 ha (600 acres) of land for the nuclear reactor and its ancillary facilities
(Fig. 2.9). Two 345-kV transmission line corridors 104 km (65 miles) long and
affecting 749 ha (1851 acres) would connect the proposed facility to the W. A.
Parish and the 0brien substations of the HL&P power grid (Fig. 2.8).

The Allens Creek site consists of an extensive area of Brazos River floodplain
and a smaller uplands area on the western side of the property (Fig. 2.9).
The elevation of the floodplain in which the cooling lake and intake / discharge
structures will be located is approximately 30 m (100 ft), while the upland
area on which the nuclear reactor and other plant facilities will be located
ranges from a height of 41 m (135 ft) to 44.5 m (146 ft). The majority of the
bottomlands has been cleared for use as cropland and is considered to be
prime-1 farmland by i.he Soil Conservation Service (FES Supplement, Sect. S.4.1.3).
The uplands portions of the site are used primarily as rangeland, although
some prime and unique farmland is also present. Woodlands are associated with
the bluffs, poorly drained areas on the bottomlands, Allens Creek, and portions
of the Brazos River. Large numbers of geese and dabbling ducks have been

'observed feedir.g on the site croplands.

2.3.1.2 Impact summary

Terrestrial ecology and land use

Construction of the Allens C.eek station would result in the permanent loss of
2133 ha (5270 acres) and a temporary loss of 182 ha (450 acres) of terrestrial
habitat (FES Supplement, Sect. S.4.3.1). Approximately 88% (2030 ha) of the
land to be used is classified as prime or unique farmland (FES Supplement,
Sect. S.4.1.3). No plans have been made by the applicant for the use of the
remaining 2198 ha (5433 acres) of the site. No federally listed endangered or,

threatened species is known to use the site, but a State-listed species, the
Mississippi kite, has been observed there. Construction of the proposed
facility would reduce winter feeding habi it for waterfowl and would reduce
the habitat available for an estimated < 'te resident population of 33 deer.
A unique bluff community of woody species would probably be destroyed by the
filling of the cooling lake, but a unique hay meadow would be preserved as
part of the proposed state park.
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The proposed transmission line corridors would affect approximately 749 ha
(1851 acres) of land, 68% of which is prime or unique farmland. Construction
of the corridors would involve only temporary disruption of agricultural
activities along the route, and no permanent change in land use it anticipated.
Transmission Route 1A would cross some habitat of the endangered Attwater's
prairie chicken. However, the applicant has agreed to mitigation measures
acceptable to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to avoid disruption of this
habitat and its population (FES Supplement, Sect. 5.4.3.1).

The transmission corridors associated with the ACNGS facility would cross
extensive areas of ricelands used by wintering waterfowl as feeding areas. In
response to a staff question as to potential waterfowl mortality resulting
from impacts with transmission facilities, the applicant reported (ER, p. 5.6-2A)
that "there are many miles of transmission lines in the HL&P system, some of
which have been in existence for several decades. Many of these lines cross
water bodies, several of which are used by migratory waterfowl. These lines
are regularly inspected (for maintenance purposes) and no instances of signi-
ficant bird losses have been reported." There is likely to be increased
mortality of waterfowl as a result of collisions with the new transmission
lines, but there is little evidence to suggest that these losses would have
any significant effect on any populations involved.ts

There should be no terrestrial impacts of significance associated with the
makeup and discharge pipelines or spillway that are separate from the overall
impacts of constructing the cooling lake since these ancillary facilities
would be in close proximity to the lake and adjacent river.

Aquatic ecology aad water use

Information on potential impacts to existing aquatic resources and water use
associated with construction and operation of the ACNGS are derived from the
FES and FES Supplement. Construction at this site will dam a small watershed
on the Brazos River and eliminate 12.9 km (8 miles) of an intermittent stream,
Allens Creek. It will replace this stream section with a large impoundment
using runoff from the Aliens Creek watershed and makeup water withdrawn from
the Brazos River (Fig. 2.9). This impoundment will support some form of a
recreational fishery and associated recreational water uses. Allens Creek
currently exists as an ephemeral aquatic habitat with much of its course
drying up to isolated pools during low flow periods. It has a high seasonal
flow variation and provides permanent aquatic habitat associated with Brazos
River biota only in the immediate vicinity of its mouth. It is not unique or

considered essential to the functioning of the river ecosystem as it currently
exists. The Brazos River contains a mixed freshwater fishery at the Allens
Creek location. Although the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department lists this
general area of the Brazos River as important fishery habitat,19 it should be
noted that this habitat is not unique and that the river is degraded at this
point from agricultural runoff and industrial discharges in com arison to
better upstream aquatic habitat located above College Station. Impingement-
entrainment impacts on the Brazos River are not considered detrimental to
maintenance of the existing river fishery under the proposed pumping schedule
and plant design as presented in the FES Supplement (Sect. S.5.3.1.2). The

Brazos River supports only a relatively small estuary at its mouth which is
not considered prime nursery habitat for finfish and shellfish resources of
the Gulf of Mexico, although it does provide this function to some extent.22
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The Brazos River estuary is considered mainly a waterfowl overwintering
area.s 22,23 Far-field impacts associated with consumptive water use and any
aqueous discharges are not considered significant either to existing downstream
freshwater fisheries or associated marine and estuarine fisheries near the
mouth of the Brazos (FES Supplement, Sect. S.5.3.2.2). No endangered, threat-
ened, or protected aquatic species have been found in the Allens Creek site or
in the Brazos River adjacent to the site.

Socioeconomics

The staff estimated (FES Supplement, p. S.4-10) that in-migration of workers
at the peak of construction would amount to 15% of the total work force, or a
total of 450 workers for a work force of 3000. Assuming 2.85 persons per
construction worker family or household (based on STP experience), approxi-

,

mately 1030 persons would be expected to move to communities in the site area.
These persons would be expected to be concentrated in the major population
centers of Sealy, Wallis, Rosenberg, and Richmond. About 2500 workers would
be expected to commute each day to the plant. Most of these would probably
come from the Houston metropolitan area. (County population projections are,

shown in Table 2.3.) The staff believes that this level of in-migration might
result in a shortage of housing for construction workers wishing to reside in
Austin County. On the other hand, the recent housing growth in Fort Bend
County (Table 2.4) should be more than adequate to accommodate in-migrating
populations to this county. As shown in Table 2.5, the staff estimates that
in-migration would also add some 110 students to the Austin County School
District.

The staff projects no particular problems with respect to the probable commuting
system. Interstate 10 provides ready access from Houston, particularly since
the commuting construction work force would travel in the opposite direction
of the metropolitan rush hour commuter traffic. Access roads to the plant
from State Road 36 wculd have to be constructed and would quite likely require
traffic signals, but there are no indications that this would impose an'

unreasonable disruption of normal traffic or endanger the public safety.
Access from Interstate 10 to State Road 36 should present no problems, other
than perhaps requiring traffic signalization to facilitate turning.

!

v

.
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1

1 Table 2.3. County population projections
.

% Change % Change % Change
County 1975 1985

from 1975 from 1985 from 1990

Austin 14 600 14,303 -2.0 14,604 + 2.1 15,043 + 5.5

Fort Bend 74,800 203,993 + 177.7 239,856 + 17.9 324,004 +33.3

Matagorda 28,000 51,369 + 83.5 57,797 + 12.5 72,533 +25.5

Brazoria 124,800 196,046 + 57.1 215,889 + 10.1 259,974 + 20.4

Chambers 13,200 23,458 + 77.1 26,252 + 11.9 32,599 + 24.2
8

Jefferson 262,015' 278,248 +6.2 290,182 +4.3 310,318 + 6.9

Liberty 37,400 48,943 +30.9 52,484 +7.2 59,915 +14.2

'1978 data.
b'

Percent change from 1978.
Sources: Houston.Galveston Area Council, unpublished information sent to NRC staff, Feb. 3,1979,

South East Texas Regional Planning Commission, mimeographed (July 7,1978), sent to NRC staff Jan.17,
1979.

Table 2.4. Housing availability in counties of alternative sites

Total annual t
Vacancy rate housing growth,

Occupied
Units vacant Vacant,1970

housing % Substanard !

houses andCounty f 5 l' Occupied units, housingunits, housen. 19751975 ,,,;,,,,

IM
(%)

Austin 4,840 74 1.5 24.9 2.60

Fort Bend :15,758 347 2.2 19.3 7.65

Matagorda 9,326 505 5.4 15.4 3.04
,

Brazoria 35,966 1430 4.0 8.5 9.06

Chambers 4,283 104 2.4 15.5 2.90

Jef ferson . 81,950 3092 3.8 6.4 2.55

Liberty 11,201 364~ 3.2 19.6 7.50

,
~.. __

Sources: Department of Community Affairs, Texas Housing Needs Analysis, Austin, March
1977; Texas Highway Department, Motor Vehicle Division, Table Showing the Number of Regis-
trations for Texas, by Counties, Austin, 1969,1974.
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Table 2.5. Currentenrollment, capacity,glannedadditionalcapacityand
projected enrollment increases for potentially impacted school
districts

_ .__

Plant / school district Capacity ***
increase enrollment addit.ional capacity

ACNGS 110
Bellville 1450-1475 1450-1475 None
Sealy 1572 1772 None
Wallis-Orchard 830 930 None
Lamar Consolidated under capacity N/A New High School in

August,1980
U3 142

Liberty 2477 3477 None
Cleveland 2500 3000 None
Dayton 2460 3460 Expanding high

school
Baytown 15,559 15,500 4 new schools

Je-3 71
Beaumont 10,651 12,651 None I
Pt. Arthur 11,713 13,913 None
Anahuac 1300 2600 Expanding high

school
East Chambers 1143 1643 None
Barbers Hill 1332 1932-2132 1 middle school

Bz 1 180
Brazosport 11,500 11,700 1 elementary
Angleton 5000 5500 None

Ma 3 and STP -250
Bay City 4200 4700-4900 None8Matagorda 100 125 None
Palacios 1383 2000 None
Calhoun County 4600-4700 6000 None

* Assuming that 60% of inmigrating workers move to these school districts, that 70% have
families averaging 2.85 persons per family and that 2/3 of the children are of school age.

*One elementary school only.
N/A: Not available.

Sources: Staff communications with offices of school superintendents, December,1979.

,
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Tax benefits to local jurisdictions, including Austin County, the Sealy and
Wallis-Orchard Independent School District, and municipalities, would amount
to $5.7 million in 1985, assuming an assessed plant value of $1.0 billion and
a reduction in the assessment ratio from 33.3% to 11.1% (ER Supplement, Table
58.1-7). If the assessment ratio does not change, annual payments to these
jurisdictions would amount to over $16 million.

The FES Supplement (Sect. S.4.4.6) noted that 16 residences with 48 persons
would be displaced by constructing the plant at Allens Creek. The staff has
since determined that this displacement has already taken place, and that
there are no longer any permanent residents at the Allens Creek site. No
historical sites or natural features would be displaced or intruded upon. The
cooling lake will provide some recreational benefits * (1619 ha of the lake's
2072 ha would be available for public use), as will a 259 ha park to be developed
along a portion of the lake shoreline (FES Supplement, 5.5.6.2.3).

Construction of the plant at Allens Creek would be visible from FM 1458 and
from the bluff overlooking the cooling-lake area. The plant itself would be
visible from State Highway 36, FM 1093, and from parts of the town of Wallis.
The plant would be a dominant landscape feature.

2.3.2 Liberty County (Li-3) site

2.3.2.1 Site description

Site Li-3 is located in Liberty County, Texas, approximately 5 km (3 miles)
north of Hardin, 5 km (3 miles) south of Moss Hill, and 77 km (48 miles)
northeast of the center of Houston. The plant would be located on high ground
adjacent to the Trinity River in an area containing no significant onsite
water bodies (Fig. 2.10). Access to the site is by Highway 146, which runs
between Liberty and Livingston. The nearest railroad is the Missouri Pacific
line, which passes through Hardin. At the present time the site is not accessible
by barge.

The site would be approximately 260 ha (640 acres) and would be designed to
use cooling towers taking water from the Trinity River. (Arca for a cooling
pond at this site is not available.) A pipeline corridor for the makeup /
discharge pipelines would run approximately 7.4 km (4.6 miles) northwest from
the site to the Trinity River. This location (Fig. 2.10) is above tidal
influence, which ends near river mile 41 near the town of Liberty.24 It is
assumed that the cooling towers would require approximately 4.9 x 107 3m
(40,000 acre-ft) of makeup water annually and would operate with a concentra-
tion factor of 2. (This assumption was patterned after the staff's estimate
given in Section 9.2.1.4 of the FES.) In addition from inspection of the
available stream-flow data for the Trinity River,23 the staff has determined

"Upon reconsideration of previous staff analysis (the FES and the testimony in
hearings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in 1975) of the recrea-
tional benefits, the staff has concluded that because of uncertainties in
maintaining a viable fisher) in the lake -- this is due to the high concentra-
tion of chlorine in discharges allowed by the NPDES -- earlier estimates of
recreational benefits might be somewhat reduced. While the extent of reduc-
tion is not amenable to quantification. The staff is of the opinion that
the reduced recreational benefits would continue to favor the cooling lake
relative to alternative cooling systems.
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that a storage reservoir for the cooling-tower system would not be required
during low stream-flow conditions. Two transmission line corridors totaling
about 101 km (63 miles) would connect the site to the Cedar Bayou and Crosby
substations of the existing HL&P transmission system (Fig. 2.10).

The Liberty County site is situated near the boundary of coastal prairie and
mixed forest of loblolly pine and .ardwoods. The site is relatively flat with
elevations ranging from 24 to 27 m (80 to 90 ft). Drainage is to the southeast
via Long Island Creek. The applicant's siting study 2s found that 60% of the
area was second growth deciduous forest and the remainder was open grazing
land. A visit to the site by the applicant and staff (February 1979) indicated
that the majority of the site [233 ha (576 acres)] is presently used as cropland.
Since most of the site is cleared, it provides only limited terrestrial habitat
However,theareamayserveasafeedingareaforwinteringflocksofwaterfowl.|
Information provided by the Soil Conservation Service indicates that none of
the soils in the area are classified as prime or unique at the present time
(Appendix B). However, approximately 22% of the soils on the site would be
considered prime if drained.

2.3.2.2 Impact summag
,

Terrestrial ecology and land use
|

About 45% of the site is used to grow soybeans and an equal acreage to grow
rice (Table 2.6). Onsite soybean production is estimated at 252,700 kg (7200 bu),,

about 0.4% of the county's soybean crop. Rice production is estimated to be'

<

526,000 kg (1.2 million Ib), about 0.7% of the county's rice crop. Loss of
the site from agricultural production would, therefore, not constitute a major
crop loss at either the state or county level.

The ecological value of onsite terrestrial habitat is limited since most of
' the area has been cleared. Waterfowl wintering in the nearby Trinity River

area, and along the Gulf Coast in general, may use the site as a feeding area.
The small size of the site relative to much larger ricelands to the south,
suggests that loss of this terrestrial habitat would have little effect on
waterfowl in the region but may cause a small increase in crop depredation of
nearby ricelands.

Only a limited assessment of cooling-tower impacts for the Li-3 site can be
made since little information is available on the design of the towers and the
meteorology of the site.

Assuming a total dissolved solids concentration of 171 ppm,24 maximum salt
drift deposition rates are estimated by the staff to be 5.6 kg/ha year (5 lb/
acre year) within 0.8 km (0.5 miles) of the towers. Drift rates beyond 2.4 km
(1.5 miles) would be less than 0.35 kg/ha year (0.32 lb/ acre year). These low
rates of deposition are unlikely to cause any type of salt damage to crops or
vegetation in the vicinity of the Li-3 site.

The_ proposed transmission line corridors would be about 101 km (63 miles) long
and would require a land area of about 618 ha (1527 acres) (Table 2.7). The
applicant estimates that approximately 247 ha (611 acres) of land would be
needed for_these corridors if a 24-m-wide (80-ft) corridor were used.28 The
staff believes that additional corridor width would be required for 345 kV
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Table 2.6. Estimated crop production

^ ' ' ' * *
Site Crops pr uc ion

(kg)

3ACNGS Sorghum 1170 3900 4570 X 10
3Corn 121 3500 424 X 10
3Cotton 40 448 18 X 10
3Hay 405 5600 2270 X 10
3

Li 3 Rice 117 4514 526 X 10
3Soybeans 117 2168 253 X 10

Je-3 Rice 1748 4634 8.1 X 10s

Ma-3 Rice 1165 5887 6.9 X 10s

STP N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Sources: FES Supplement, Table S 4.2.; W. F. McGuire, Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment, Houston Lighting and Power Com-
pany, letter to R. W. Froelich, Division of Site Safety and Environmental
Analysis, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 9,1979 (response
to question No. 31.

Table 2.7. Land use along transmission line corridors

Land use ACNGS* STP Je-3' 8z.1' Ma-3'b

Agricultural 524 233 166 255 389 215

Range / pasture 223 192 194 226 99 407

Woodland timber 2 56 400

Swamp timber 258 68

Saline marsh 88

Freshwater marsh 12 5

Residential 10

Water 157 22 3

Total area 749 4 93 618 716 598 1030

Length (km) 104 108 101 117 98 169

#Corridor areas and length based on FES Supplement, Sect. S 4.1.4.
bCorridor length based on W. F. McGuire, Environmental Planning and Assessment, Houston Lighting

and Power Company, letter to R.W. Froelich, Divisicn of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis,U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 9,1979 (response to NRC question No. 22); estimates of
areas affected assumes an expanoed corridor width of 45 m.

eCorridor lengths based on W. F. McGuire, Environmental Planning and Assessment, Houston Lighting
and Power Company, letter to R, W. Froelich, Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 9,1979 (response to NRC question No. 6); corridor areas based on

corridor width of 61 m.
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transmission lines, and has used a width of 61 m (200 ft) in evaluating the
amount of land that would be needed for the corridors. The staff notes that
the transmission lines for the proposed ACNGS use corridor widths ranging from
55 to 80 m (180 to 260 ft).

Land use along these corridors is estimated to be 27% cropland, 31% rangeland,
and 42% swamp timber. Both corridors would cross the Trinity River bottomland
forest (Fig. 2.10), which is approximately 80 km (50 miles) long and covers
24,000 ha (60,000 acres).27 28 This forest contains cypress swamp in areas
where water stands for most of the year and hardwood forests on lower terraces
and riverbanks. These forests contain a wide diversity of plant species and
provide importan+, wildlife habitat for waterfowl, furbearers, squirrel, deer,
and alligators (classified as endangered in this part of Texas 29). Ecologically
the Trinity River floodplain is part of the Big Thicket 30 but is not a part of
the Big Thicket National Preserve. The 80-km (50-mile) stretch of the river
and bottomland forest above Trinity Bay has been listed as a proposed natural
area.27 Routing transmission lines through this area would involve consider-
able disturbance to the forest and its wildlife. Although such disturbance
could be reduced by selective routing, use of existing corridors, and ot,her
mitigation measures, crossing the area could not be avoided without considerably
increasing the length of transmission lines.

The makeup and discharge pipelines for the cooling tower system of the proposed
site would occupy a corridor which would run northwest from the site to the
Trinity River, a distance of approximately 7 km (4.6 miles). The pipeline
corrio9r would require approximately 22 ha (55 acres) of land, masi. of which
is bottemland hardwood forest. The pipeline crosses Greens and Knight Bayous,
and would terminate in the vicinity of Tanner Bayou (Fig. 2.10), which is a
proposed natural area containing excellent wildlife habitat, clean white sand
bars, and habitat for several endangered species. Possible sightings of an
ivory-billed woodpecker have been made in this area.31

Aquatic ecology and water use

The Trinity River in the area of the proposed site is characterized by many
backwater areas in bayous and oxbow lakes, and good diversity and productivity
of aquatic organisms.31 The river water quality is described as moderately
polluted (mainly nutrients added from upstream municipal waste disposal) but
with apparently no dissolved-oxygen problems (annual range from 5 to 10 ppm
dissolved oxygen).st.32.s A mixed river sport fishery exists, and numerous
backwater areas provide a unique habitat for centrarchids and other quiet-water
species.st.32 This portion of the Trinity River is rated as a unique fishery

18by Texas Parks and Wildlife and is a part of the best remaining aquatic
habitat on the Trinity River below Dallas-Ft. Worth.19 31 It is the opinion
of Texas Parks and Wildlife that any impact to this fishery cannot be mitigated.18
There are no endemic, threatened, or endangered species of fish within the
Trinity River system.24 However, the American alligator is common in sloughs
along the river.81

Impacts to onsite aquatic habitats. None.

Cooling-water pipeline routing impacts. There do not appear to be significant
backwater areas which would be permanently disturbed by construction of the
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approximate 7-km (4.6-mile) intake and discharge pipeline corridor. Although
the pipeline route does cross Knight Bayou and Greens Bayou, construction
impacts should be reversible.

] Consumptive water-use impacts. Water flow in the Trinity River is highly
variable from month to month and from year to year, varying from a few hundred ;

to a few thousand cubic feet per second.stess Average monthly lows during the '

yearly hydrologi'. cycle appear to be in the range of 14 to 17 m /sec (500 to3
'

600 cfs) with occasional periods of lower flows that may last a month or more.
! The assumed rate of consumptive water use (55 cfs or 40,000 acre-ft/ year)
'

would represent an average worst-case consumption of 5 to 6% of total river
flow (assuming 50% loss of cooling-water uptake) with higher consumption rates
possible during drought conditions.g

t

Because continuous cooling water uptake could remove a significant amount ofi

river flows during low water periods, adverse impacts to the existing river
fishery could occur unless river flows are augmented by releases from upstream
reservoirs during these periods. Consumptive water use also could exacerbate
the current problems in maintaining river water quality (dissolved oxygen,i

nutrients) and the quality of downstream backwater areas, given the existing
' moderate pollution from upstream municipal sources.siss2 20

Consumptive water use could affect the quality of the downstream estuary*

because the Trinity River is the dominant source of freshwater flows for the
highly productive Galveston Bay estuarine complex.4 32 34 The river discharge

| represents the principal freshwater inflow component regulating the hydrographic
' conditions and the corresponding salinity regimes in the associated estuaries.

In addition, the Trinity River estuary supports an extensive nursery habitat
for finfish and shellfish, and the flushing action of the river sustains the
commercial oyster fisheries in the Trinity and Galveston bays.24.ss Consump-
tive water-use effects, therefore, are of major concern. Significant impacts
could include changes in salinity regimes and a decrease in the amount of
detritus entering upper Trinity Bay, which could affect the production ofi

important estuarine-dependent fisheries (e.g., shrimp, oysters, crab, and
menhaden).32

Impingement and entrainment impacts. Operation of cooling towers would require'
+

approximately 1.6 m /sec (55 cfs) of mak up water to be continuously withdrawn3

! from the river. During drought conditio is or low flow this would represent 9
sto 11% of the river flow [using 14 to 17 m /sec (500 to 600 cfs) average

low-flow conditions]. Although little data is available on the ability of
existing fish stocksst.32 to compensate for entrainment/ impingement mortality,
impacts on fish production must be assumed to be potentially significant under
this water withdrawal scenario. Because of the quality of the mixed species
recreation fishery existing in the vicinity of the probable intake locations,
the potential impingement and entrainment impacts on these fisheries are
undesirable.19

'

Impacts from cooling-water discharge. Thermal and chemical effluents released
;- into the receiving waters could adversely affect river water quality and the

quality of downstream aquatic habitats. Thermal discharges combined with
consumptive water use would tend to increase existing problems with high
nitrogen and phosphorus levels resulting from upstream municipal pollution,
and could adversely affect the dissolved-oxygen levels for protection of
fisheries in localized areas below the discharge site.st.32.s
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Socioeconomics

The Li-3 site is approximately 88 km (55 miles) from Houston. 80 km (50 miles)
from Beaumont, and 106 km (66 miles) from Port Arthur by way of existing roads.
The start estimates that approximately 1380 persons, including 600 workers, er
20% of the peak construction work force and their families would be expected
to migrate to this site. Although the Li-3 site is ainost equally close to
Houston, Beaumont, and Port Arthur, the commuting systems are not as good,
indicating greater in-migration. In-migrants would quite likely move to
Hardin, Liberty, Dayton, and other smaller communities in the area.

Housing should present no serious problems at the ti-3 site. Recent housing
growth in Liberty County, as indicated in Table 2.4, should be more than
adequate to meet any demands by a construction work force. The availability

of housing in the county will vary by location; recent information indicates,
for instance, that while housing is more available in Liberty than in Clevelana,
current high interest rates have depressed home building in both communities.3G

Since only a relatively small number of workers would probably immigrate to
local communities, impacts on local schools should be minimal. This is par-

ticularly the case since, as Table 2.5 shows, there is substantial excess
capacity in all but one of the potentially impacted school districts to absorb
the 142 additional students that location of the plant at the Li-3 site is
est.imated to produce.

The impacts of plant construction on local roads for the Li-3 site could be
quite severe, but mitigation of these impacts should be possible. The most
likely commuting route (U.S. Route 90 to Texas State Highway 146) for workers
from Houston or Beaumont / Port Authur would take the workers through the middle
of downtown Liberty (crossing several railroad tracks, going through the
county courthouse square and a series of traffic signals). Cont 1nuing north
on State Highway 146, one must go through commercial and residential develop-
ments on either side of the highway. Travel to Liberty from Beaumont or
Houston would not be casy since U.S. Route 90 is not a controlled access
highway and has traffic signals in each town.

The adverse impacts related'to going through Liberty could probably be miti-
gated with temporary rerouting of some streets, (e.g. , make two-way roads
one-way) and modified traffic signals. Impacts related to U.S. Route 90 are
also mitigatable but probably are not significant enough to warrant it.
Traffic congestion through and north of Hardin is virtually unmitigatable
unless the applicant has sophisticated shift and carpool arrangements.

A plant at the Li-3 site would make large payments to local taxation juris-
dictions, and these payments would constitute a sizable portion of total
property values received in these jurisdictions. In fact, the Li-3 plant

county property taxes would account for more than half of the total received
in 1985.

Nine residences would be displaced by constructing the plant at the Li-3
site.2s The staff has identified no historical, archaeological, or natural
features, or recreation resources that would be displaced or intruded upon by
locating the plant at this site. The plant would be visible from the town of
Hardin and Texas Route 146; local vegetation might screen the site to some
extent.
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2.3.3 Jefferson County (Je-3) site

2.3.3.1 Site description

Site Je-3 is located on the county line between Chambers and Jefferson counties,
approximately 14 km (9 miles) south of Winnie, and approximately 97 km (60 miles)
east of the center of Houston. Access to the site is via Highway 124, which
runs from Winnie to High Island. An abandoned railroad parallels Highway 124
and passes within 1 km (0.6 mile) of the site. The Gulf Intracoastal Waterway

is approximately 2.4 km (1.5 miles) south of the site (Fig. 2.11).

The applicant reports and the staff agrees that the Je-3 site is suitable for
either a cooling pond or cooling-tower system for dissipation of plant excess
heat. Use of a cooling pond system at the site would require approximately
1940 ha (4800 acres), with the cooling pond occupying about 1540 ha (3800 acres).
If a cooling tower were used, the site would require only 260 ha (640 acres).
The intake and discharge pipelines would run south-southeast to the Gulf along

Fig. 2.11). It is assumed that
acorridorapproximately8km(5 miles)long(40,000 acre-ft)ofmakeupwater7each system would require about 4.9 x 10 m (
annually and would operate with a concentration factor of 2. Two transmission
line corridors would connect the site to the P.H. Robinson and Cedar Bayou
substations of the existing HL&P transmission system (Fig. 2.11).

The site is located within the coastal prairie. Brackish to freshwater marshes
are found immediately to the south of the site.5'37 The topography of the
site is flat, with elevations ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 m (5 to 10 ft). The
area is drained to the south by Barnes Slough and the north prong of Mud
Bayou. A system of ditches and dikes associated with the rice fields and a
large farm reservoir are present onsite. The applicant estimates that approx-
imately 90% of the site (1748 ha) is presently used for rice farming (Table
2.6). Some grazing also takes place onsite. The Soil Conservation Service
has determined that 98% of the site is presently considered to be prime farmland
since drainage has been installed, and the land is being used as irrigated
farmlands, predominately in rice (Appendix B).

The majority of the site is cleared, and its major ecological value is that it
provides a feeding area for wintering waterfowl. The large reservoir onsite
provides a source of freshwater and a resting site for these birds. Flood
hazard boundary maps provided by the applicant indicate that the site is in an
area of special flood hazard 38 (that is, on the 100 year floodplain).

2.3.3.2 Impact summary

Terrestrial ecoloqy and land use

Development of the Je-3 site for a nuclear power plant would have the impact
of removing 1900 ha (4700 acres) of prime farmland. This land had an esti-
mated gross production of 8.1 x 108 kg (17.9 x 108 pounds) of rice in 1977

!

(Table 2.6). In 1977, 76 M O ha (64,400 acres) and 17,800 ha (44,000 acres)'

of riceland were harvest =J in Jefferson and Chambers counties, respectively
(Table 2.8). Rice yields in these two counties are somewhat lower than for
the state as a whole, but gross production ranges from 8 to 11% of the state's
total rice production for each county. Assuming all the riceland lost to
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Table 2.8, County crop production

a ar stM eCounty Year reduction
,

(kg X 10 )

Rice production

Brazoria 1976 23,350 4872 114
1977 23,472 4656 109

Chambers 1976 18,939 4930 93
1977 17,806 5104 91

Jefferson 1976 25,576 4492 115
1977 26,062 4630 121

Liberty 1976 14,528 4866 71

1977 15,176 4510 68

Matagorda 1976 19,506 5872 115
1977 18,818 5882 111

State totals 1976 205,581 5387 1108
1977 202,748 5230 1061

Soybean production

Liberty 1976 15.176 2595 39.4
1977 27,802 2168 60.3

State total -1976 140,426 2264 317.9
1977 307,562 2261 696.3

Source: Texas Crop and Livestock Reporting Service,1976 and
1977 Texas County Statistics: U.S. Departrnent of Agriculture, Agri-
cultural Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Of fice, Washington, D.C.,
197&
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production was in Jefferson County (since most of the site is in that county),
use of the site for the proposed facility would result in a loss of about 7%
of the county's rice acreage and gross production. From an ecological parspec-
tive, development of the site would remove a relatively large area of land used
as a feeding area by wintering flocks of waterfowl. The site is adjacent to

important waterfowl areas, and loss of this feeding and resting habitat would
cause some shift in behavior patterns of the birds using the site. The construc-
tion of the cooling pond would reduce the catchment basin for Barnes Slough and
Mud Bayou and would replace the freshu ter reservoir with a large saltwater
cooling pond. This saltwater habitat would be much less attractive to the water-
flow presently using the site although it would undoubtedly attract some bird
species. The amount of freshwater entering toe marshlands to the south would
be reduced to scme extent and might favor the development of salt and brackish
water marsh over freshwater carsh. An alternative to the cooling lake proposed
for the Je-3 site would be saltwater cooling towers. This alternative would
reduce the amount of land needed for the site by 87% and thereby reduce the
impact on the county's riceland proportionately. Makeup and discharge pipelines
would follow essentially the same corridor as that described for the cooling
lake, and the impact of pipeline construction would be equivalent.

Only a limited assessment of the cooling-tower alternative can be made since
little information is available on the de:,ign of the towers and the meteorology

a9 ine cates that theof the site. A generic study of saltwater ccoling towers
principal impact on terrestrial ecosystems would be the effects of cooling-
tower drift on vegetation and soils of the surrounding landscape. Drif t
refers to water droplets and dissolved salts which are carried along with the
exhaust air leaving the cooling towers. These droplets and airborne salts,
formed as the droplets evaporate, are deposited on vegetation and other surfaces
at various distances from the towers and may result in foliar damage to plants.
Heaviest rates of deposition are generally close to the towers, with rates
rapidly decreasing at greater distances. The type and design of the cooling
tower, humidity, frequency of precipitation, wind direction and speed, sensi-
tivity of species to salt damage, and natural background levels of airborne
salt are all factors to be considered in determining the extent of damage
caused by drift.39

A recent study of saltwater cooling towers at HL&P's P.H. Robinson power plant
north of Gelveston40 showed that drift rates from mechanical-draft cooling
towers reached levels as high as 1200 kg/ha year (1070 lb/ acre year) within
100 m (330 ft) of the tawers. Drift rates decreased logarithmically with
distance from the towers, to a value of 300 kg/ha year (270 lb/ acre year) at
432 m (1420 ft). Natural background levels of airborne salt were highly
variable, but averaged 250 kg/ha year (225 lb/ acre year). Slight salt effects

on the soils close to the towers were observed. The authors concluded that
the potential exists for salinization of poorly drained soils.

The cooling towers which would be used at the Je-3 site are not directly
comparable with the towers at P.H. Robinson, since the latter are smaller and
only operate during the months of May to September. However, the P.H. Robinson
study probably reflects the general problems that might be encountered in the
Gulf region.

A cooling-tower design that would be more comparable with the proposed facility
located at the Je-3 site is that described in the FES for the Blue Hills
Nuclear Generating Station located in Newton County, Texas.41 The staff has
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estimated Je-3 site drift deposition rates for this design based on the follow-
ing assumptions: (1) two circular mechanical draft tow -s would be used; |(2) makeup water drawn from the Gulf has a total dissolved solids concentration
of 35 ppt;7 (3) the concentration factor in the cooling towers would be two;
(4) similar meteorological conditions exist at the two sites; and (5) the
drif t rate would be 0.002% of the circulating water flow rate. Using these
assumptions, a rough estimate o. maximum drift deposition is 1160 kg/ha year
(1030 lb/ acre year) within 2.4 km (1.5 miles) of the two towers. At greater
distance, drift rates would decrease to less than 70 kg/ha year (60 lb/ acre-
year). For comparison, the maximum predicted drift rates would be almost four
times greater than the natural background levels of airborne salt at the Je-3
site.

Effects of salt drift on surrounding vegetation and " oils are most likely to
occur close to the towers. The vegetation in clost proximity to the Je-3 site
includes rice farmland, rangeland, and fresh-to-bratkish water marshland.
Rice is moderately tolerant to salt 42 and is grown e/,tensively in the coastal
prairie region where natural salt levels similar to those observed at P.H.
Robinson are present. However, since the Je-3 site is located at the margin
of coastal prairie /riceland and coastal marshland, additional inputs of
airborne salt from a cooling tower may have a negative impact on plants, such
as rice, which may be near their limits of salt tolerance.

The two transmission corridors which would connect the site to the existing
HL&P grid at P.H. Robinson and Cedar Bayou (Fig. 2.11) would total 117 km
(73 miles) in length and would require approximately 716 ha (1770 acres) of
land (Table 2.8). Land use along the proposed corridors has been estimated to
be 36% cropland, 31% rangeland, and 22% water (Table 2.7). Impact of the
transmission lines on cropland and rangeland would involve temporary disruption
of such land use during construction and a minor loss of land, which would be
occupied by transmission towers. Once the towers were built and the lines
strung, impact on agriculture should be minimal, since the land within the
corridor could be returned to agricultural use.

The transmission line corridors wculd be expected to run through (or very
near) a number of proposed or existing natural areas which have high ecological
value, and would restrict routing (Fig. 2.11). The corridor to the P.H. Robinson
substation would cross the proposed Black Rail Salt Marsh Natural Area (a
major habitat for waterfowl, the endangered red wolf, and the threatened
alligator) and would cross Lake Surprise, Lake Stevenson, and Smith Point,
which provide aquatic habitats and wintering grounds for waterfowl.27 Smith
Point is also a nesting area for the wood stork. The P.H. Robinson corridor
is near the northern boundary of the Anahuac National Wildlife Refuge and
within 1 km (0.6 mile) of Lone Oak and Gordy Marsh and Vingt-et-un Islands,
the last of which is leased by the National Audubon Society as a bird sanctuary
for such species as the roseate spoonbill, herons, and egrets. The corridor
to Cedar Bayou crosses a proposed 2020-ha (5000-acre) natural area at the
forks of the E & W Oyster Bayou. This area provides habitat for the red wolf
and a nursery area for marine species. The corridor also crosses a portion of
the Wallisville Reservoir area, which has coastal prairie, marshes, and bottom-
land forest. The abundance of proposed and existing natural areas in the
general region between the proposed site and the transmission network of HL&P
indicates that extensive mitigation would be necessary to reduce potential
ecological impacts.
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The pipeline corridor would run south-southeast from the site to the Gulf, a
distance of approximately 9.7 km (6 miles). Assuming a corridnr width of 30 m
(100 ft) approximately 29 ha (73 acres) of land would be used. The applicant
estimates that most of this area is rangeland and saline marsh.43 Aerial i

inspection of the site and examination of topographic maps by the staff indicate I

that most of the area affected by pipeline construction is presently disturbed
marshland (freshwater, brackish, and saltwater) used extensively for grazing. i

Although this area provides habitat for waterfowl and alligators, it is highly |
disturbed compared with marshland south and west of the site. Construction of
the pipeline will create temporary disruption, but upon completion, the area
could be restored to a condition similar to that before construction.

Aquatic ecology and water use

The Je-3 site is located on agricultural land adjacent to saltwater marshes
and sloughs at the eastern edge of the East Bay of the Galveston estuary (Fig.
2.11). East Bay supports extensive nursery habitat for shellfish and finfish
and it is one of three such areas in the Galveston Bay estuarine complex.32 35
The saltwater marshes and sloughs in the immediate area of the site, however,
are not listed as important nursery habitats for finfish or shellfish, although
such habitat undoubtedly exists nearby.4'35

Impacts to onsite aquatic habitats. A large onsite reservoir would be removed
during site development. This reservoir does not appear to be a unique aquatic
feature in the general vicinity of the site, nor should its removal present
any apparent adverse impact to the freshwater biotic resources of the area.

Cooling-water pipeline routing impacts. Impacts to aquatic habitat along the
9.7-km (6-mile) pipeline route from the site to the Gulf should not be
significant because (1) the pipeline corridce (Fig. 2.11) is already heavily |

disturbed by grazing, (2) the saltwater marshes and sloughs along the route ,

are not listed as an important nursery 5abitat,4'35 and (3) the area potentially |
affected is small in comparison to the area of similar nearby habitat.

Consumptive water-use impacts. Construction of the 1538-ha (3800-acre) indus-
trial reservoir would capture portions of the drainages of Barnes Slough and
the north prong of Mud Bayou. Loss of freshwater flow down these water courses,

which empty into the Intracoastal Waterway and subsequently into the East Bay
of the Galveston estuary, may pose some environmental problems. East Bay |

apparently has already suffered degradation from saltwater intrusion resulting
from construction of Rollover Pass and may suffer additional environmental
changes if freshwater inflows are reduced.to Although the amount of freshwater
flow reduction appears to be potentially small considering the watershed area
involved, the lack of data on the sensitivity of East Bay biotic production to
even small reductions in freshwater inflows leads to the conservative con-
clusion that adverse impacts are possible. Tharefore, removal of this drainage
area is not desirable until further analysis shows that it would be ecologically
insignificant to the East Bay estuary, especially during low rainfall years.

Use of saltwater cooling towers would significantly reduce the potential
impacts from drainage area modifications, but cooling towers could signifi-
cantly increase the salinity of drainage water from the site and its immediate ;

surroundings. Changes in the salinity gradients in nearby marshes could '

adversely affect their biotic productivity.
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Impingement and entrainment impacts. The potential for adverse impingement /
entrainment impact: in tne Gulf of Mexico from the Je-3 site are described in
Sect. 2.3, Aquatic Ecology and Water Use. An additicaal consiaeration is that
the Galveston Bay estuarine complex is one of the most productive estuaries
along the Texas Gulf Coast. As one moves closer to the tidal passes, relatively
higher densities of migrating schools of impingeable fish and entrainable
ichthyoplankton snould be seasonably present. Thus, there is some potential
for seasonable impacts to impingeable and entrainable biota due to the general
proximity of the proposed intake structure to Galveston Bay.

Impacts from coolina-water discharge. Cooling water discharge should have the
same impacts in the open Gulf habitat at the Je-3 site as described in Sect.
2.3. At two cycles of concentration and at relatively low release rates
associated with cooling-reservoir operation, little impact from cooling-water
releases in the Gult would be expected. Because the discharge structure would
be located approximately 29 km (18 miles) away from the main inlet to Galveston
Bay, far-field thermal plume effects should not present any problem during
periods of natural heat stress in the estuary.

Socioeconomics

The Je-3 :ite is approximately 60 km (37 miles) southwest of Beaumont, 63 km
(39 miles) southwest of Port Arthur, 69 km (43 miles) northeast of Galveston
and 116 km (72 miles) east of Houston by way of existing roads. The site
includes land in both Chambers and Jefferson counties, with the reactor tenta-
tively designed to be within Chambers County. Most of the land in this county
is rural and will remain so, particularly in the site area.

In-migration to communities near the Je-3 site is estimated by the staff to be
approximately 10% of the peak construction work force (300 workers; 690 persons).
The Je-3 site is within commuting distance of not only Houston, but also of
the Beaumont-Port Arthur metropolitan area and possibly Galveston, whicn are
expected to supply about 2700 commuting workers. In-migrants would probably
move to the Beaumont-Port Arthur metropolitan area or small communities in
eastern Chambers County of Jefferson County.

Since the plant-related in-migration is expected to be quite low, total popu-
lation impacts for the county would probably be slight. Most of the population
growth for this area should be concentrated in Anahuac, Mont Belvieu, and the
Winnie-Stowell area of eastern Chambers County. Construction of a nuclear
power plant at the Je-3 site would likely reinforce this trend in Chambers
County. In Jefferson County roughly 90% of the population resides in the;

Beaumont-Port Arthur Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), and recent
projections by the South East Texas Regional Commission indicate that the
county's population growth will concentrate in the same area.44 Construction
of Je-3 is not likely to affect population trends in Jefferson County because
most workers would be expected to commute from the Houston and Beaumont-Port
Arthur metropolitan areas. An adequate labor pool is in these areas. Because
of available services, those workers in-migrating for the construction at Je-3
would more than likely move to the Beaumont-Port Arthur SMSA (Jefferson County)'

and commute. If this assumption is correct, no housing problems should develop,
given the scale of the housing market (see Table 2.4). Alternatively, if the
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workers cecide to live in Chambers County, where most of the project's direct
property taxas wculd be paid, the warkers may encounter a tight housing market.

Construction of a nuclear power plant at the Je-3 site should have road impacts
comparable with those at the Allens Creek site. Interstate 10 would provide
access for most of the commuting labor force from tie Houston or Beauncnt area
to Stete Highway 124; vorkers froa Port Arthur would be able to take State
Highwy 73 to State Highway 12a; and workers from Galveston would take the
ferry to Port Bolivar to State Highway 87 to State Highway 124 Access fron
Interstate 10 to State Highway 124 aight present some congestion anc require
additional traffic signals as mitigation. If many workers Come from the
Galveston area, congestion might occur betn because of the ferry's limited
capacity and because of the bridge on State Highway 124 which spans the
Intracoastal Watemay.

Starting in 1985, a plant at the Je-3 site would pay more than $11 million per
year in taxes to Chambers County and the East Chambers Independent School
District if the majority of the site (including the reactor) is in Cha7.bers
County. Given impressive recent grcwth in assessed value in this county, the
plant's relative tax contribution would not be substantial.

Constructing the plant at the Je-3 site would probably displace three residances,
including two associated with White's Ranch.4s The staff has identified no
historical, archaeological, or natural features, or recreation resources that
would be displaced or intruded upon by locating the plant at the Je-3 site.

The area surrounding the Je-3 site is characterized by a flat topography. The
plant would be visible frem Texas Route 73, 87, and 124; the Intracoastal
Wate may; and the Gulf of Mexico. The plant and transmission lines would be
dominant landscape features.

2.3.4 Follets Island (Bz-1) site

2.3.4.1 Site description

Site Bz-1, located in Brazoria County, was selected for analysis by the staff
as a site approoriate for once-through cooling. The site is part of a rela-
tively undeveloped barrier island, approximately 43 km (27 miles) southwest of
Galveston and 80 km (50 miles) south-southeast of the center of Houston (Fig.
2.12). Access to the site by road is via Brazoria County Road 3005, which
runs from Galveston to Freeport, crossing San Luis Pass approximately 4.1 km
(2.5 miles) northeast of the site. The Gulf Intracoastal Waterway is 5.2 km
(3.2 miles) northwest of the site across Christmas Bay and adjacent to low
marshlands. The nearest railroad is a spur line of the Missouri Pacific,
which terminates about 11 km (7 miles) northwest of the site. Access to the
site by either rail or barge would require major construction and dredging
through sensitive aquatic and wetland habitats associated with Christmas Bay.

The applicant has not shown precise site boundaries but has estimated that the
site would be approximately 260 ha (640 acres). Water for the once-through
condenser cooling system would be withdrawn from and returned to the Gulf of

3 3Mexico. It is estimated that a circulating-water flow of 57 m /s (2000 ft /s)
would be required.

.
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The intake and discharge pipelines would be about 1340 m (4400 f t) and 2070 m
(6800 ft) long, respectively, and would cross the barrier beach just southeast
of the site (Fig. 2.12). Two transmission line corridors totaling about 98 km
(61 miles) would connect the facility to the Oasis and P.H. Robinson substations
of the existing HL&P transmission system grid (Fig. 2.12).

The site is located on the bay side of a barrier island. The beach immediately
south of the site is undeveloped and open for public use. Three distinct
habitats exist on site: barrier flats of sand with salt-tolerant rasses,
tidal marshes of cord grass and other species, and coastal ponds.4g'48 The
Gulf shoreline in the area of the site is erosional, and the vegetation is
important in stabilizing the sandy substrate. The site contains important
waterfowl habitat and is suitable habitat for the alligator, a threatened
species in this part of Texas.29 Immediately adjacent to the proposed plant
area are a channel dredged for small craft and an aircraft landing strip,
r.either of which appear to be heavily used.

The Soil Conservation Service has indicated that no prime or unique farmland
is present on this site (Appendix B).

2.3.4.2 Impact summary

Terrestrial ecology and land use

The applicant has estimated that the size of the site would be 260 ha (640 acres).
This area would require the majority of the bulge of Follets Island southwest
of San Luis Pass bridge or would require extensive filling of shallow water
areas in Christmas Bay. The staff considers it quite likely that the site
would actually be smaller, and extensive filling of the Bay area could be
avoided. Access to the site by barge or rail for shipment of large items |
would require extensive dredging in Christmas Bay and adjacent marshlands
and would create a major impact on those areas.

From an ecological perspective, development of the site would destroy a major
habitat for wintering waterfowl, alligator habitat, and habitat used by shore
birds and sea birds. The site is part of a proposed natural area 27 and is
some of the best preserved marshland along this section of the Gulf coast.

The two transmission line corridors connecting the site to the Oasis and P.H.
Robinson substations (Fig. 2.12) would be about 98-km (61-miles) long and
would affect approximately 600 ha (1480 acres) of land and water (Table 2.7).
Major features crossed by the transmission lines would include Cold Pass,
Christmas Bay, Chocolate Bayou, the Intracoastal Waterway, four railroad '

lines, at least one oil field, and at least eight major roads.

Important ecological constraints to transmission corridot routing are showr in
Fig. 2.12. The la:ge area encompassing Mud Island, Bird Island, the Brazoria
National Wildlife Refuge, and their associated bays ar.d marshlands is a preposed
natural area.27 Both transmission lines would have ta cross parts of this
area, and erecting towers, gaining access to tower bases, and stringing lines
would cause local damage. The lines would also provide a potential hazard to
waterfowl landing in the marshlands. The tentative P.H. Robinson corridor
would cross a potential natural area designated as the Chocolate Bay " Sulphur
Canal," which is a va'uable aquatic habitat that also provides an important
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l wintering area for ducks and geese.27 The corridor to the Dasis subst.1 tion
would cross near the proposed Chocolate Bayou natural area, which supports
loololly pine, chestnut oak, and irrportant aquatic habitat.27

The intake and discharge pipelines would run from tho site across the barrier
beach in the Gul f. The applicant estimates that about 3 ha (3 acres) of land
would be affected.43 Disruption of this area could result in increased bench
crosion. Revegetation and rapid stabilization of the corridor would be essential.

Aquatic ecology and water use

The Bz-1 facility would have a once-through cooling system using Gulf water
withdrawn by an intake structure located about 1375 m (4400 ft) offshore and
returned to the Gulf through a discharge structure located about 2125 m (6800 ft)
offshore.47 The plant site is listed as prime saltwater marsh and is permeated
by many small channels which connect to adjacent Christmas Bay. This site serves
as an important source of food production (detritus) for Christmas Bay, and it is
designated a prime nursery habitat for finfish and shellfish resources.4'"

Impacts to onsite aquatic habitats. Site construction would aliminate a
significant amount of important nursery habitat in the multitude of small
waterways existing in the marsh habitat that connect to Christmas Bay. Removal
of this habitat would have an adverse effect on the shellfish and finfish
production of Christmas Bay.

Cooling-water pipeline routing impacts. Routing of the pipeline offshore
should have no permanent aquatic impacts.

Consumptive water use impacts. Site development would remove a small amount
of the freshwater drainage to Christmas Bay. However, because mainland drainage
to the Bay is not affected and most site drainage is expected to continue
flowing to the Bay, little impact would be expected.

,

Impingement and entrainment imoacts. The proposed intake location is within a
few miles of San Luis Pass, which serves as the primary tidal flow conduit for
the West Bay of Galveston Bay and for Christmas Bay.35 This pass is one of
only three such passes for the highly productive Galveston Bay estuary. The
staff believes that intake structures located near tidal passes have a very
high potential for significant adverse impacts to migrating and spawning

7aquatic biota '8 (Sect. 2.3). These adverse effects would include impingement /
entrainment impacts on (1) migrating juvenile finfish and shellfish and (2)
estuarine-dependent ichthyoplankton.

Inipacts from cooling-water discharge. The potential effects of waste and
biocide discharges are described in Sect. 2.3. In addition, if waste heat
entered West Bay and Christmas Bay during natural high-temperature stress
periods, some estuarine organisms may suffer adverse effects from heat stress.46

Socioeconomics

The impacts of the Bz-l site on population in Brazoria County would very
likely be of several dimensions. Currently, land use in areas adjacent to the
site is devoted to second-home development along the Gulf of Mexico, but there
is much industrial development in the Freeport area. Future growth in the
communities of Alvin and Pearland will probably be suburban development since
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they are within easy commuting distance of metropolitan Houstun. Construction
of a nuclear powar plant at the Bz-l site could restrict second-home development ;

4

in the adjacent areas, but may help support population growth in the Freeport
area.

The staff estimates that the amount of in-migration that would be induced by
building a plant at the Bz-1 site would be approximately 25% of the peak
construction work force (750 workers) or, assuming 2.85 persons per family, a
total of just over 1700 persons. This size is farther from Houston than the
Allens Creek site but closer to Houston than the STP or Ma-3 sites. It is

anticipated that the construction work force, whether indigenous or in-migrating,
would probably reside in Galveston or the Freeport-Angleton area, which are'

; both within 48 km (30 miles) of the site by way of existing roads.

! The housing growth figure for Brazoria County (9.1% per year) does not disag-
| gregate second or recreation homes from the total, and the staff does not

assume that this growth would accommodate all construction-related in-migration.'

. Recent information indicates that although the housing market is tight in
| Angleton and Lake Jackson, there is considerable housing construction to

accommodate new growth. It is likely that additional housing capacity in
Galveston would further relieve the problem.'

Impacts on cducational infrastructure should be slight as a consequence of;

locating the nuclear power plant at the Bz-l site. As shown in Table 2.5, the<

staff estimates that the plant would induce an influx of approximately 180
|

students to two school districts which have an excess capacity of 700 slots.
However, if the area continues to experience substantial economic expansion,
excess-capacity may be exhausted relatively soon.

!
~

| The commuting road system for the Bz-l site is State Highway 332 and Brazoria
! County Road 257 for workers from the Freeport area and the Termini-San Luis

Pass. Road and San Luis Bridge (toll) for workers from the Galveston area.'

; Both parts of this system may experience serious road problems with the con- -

' - struction of a nuclear power plant at Bz-1. Brazoria County Road 257 presently
i provides access to a large. number of waterfront second homes and is in poor

condition. Assuming an equal distribution of commuters from Galveston and'

Freeport and even a favorable shift and carpool system, traffic congestion on
.

Brazoria County Road 257 and the-San Luis Pass Toll Bridge would increase*

I temporarily and diminish the utility of the roads for other users.
) Plant-related property tax revenues ' to Brazoria County and the Brazosport -i

-Independent School' District would amount to approximately $9.38 million per-

year beginning in 1985, with the bulk of-that going _to the school district.'>

Since the county, and particularly the Brazosport-Freeport area,- has experi-
enced rapid industrial growth in recent years, the contribution of a plant ati

Bz-l would not result in a major increase in tax revenues to the local juris-~

dictions.1

No residential or commercialiestablishments would be displaced by a plant at
the Bz-l site. .The plant would, however, likely be viewed by many of_ the
local residents as constituting a visual and aesthetic intrusion. _ There are
.no known historical or' archaeological sites which would be'affected by a plant.
at the'Bz-1 site. 'Although no_ recreational facilities are located on the
site, bird watching, swimming, and the'433-ha-(1075-acre) Mud Island State
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Recreational Park, (Fig. 2.12), would very likely be affected by the presence
of a nuclear power plant at the Bz-1 site.47

Due to the site's flat topography, the plant and associated transmission lines
would be visible at considerable distances, including Brazoria National Wildlife
Refuge, FM 523 and 2004, the San Luis Pass toll bridge, County Road 257, the
Intracoastal Waterway, and the Gulf of Mexico. The plant and transmission
towers would be the dominant landscape features.

2.3.5 Matagorda County (Ma-3) site

2.3.5.1 Site description

The Ma-3 site is located in Matagorda County, appro).imately 4.8 km (3 miles)
north of East Matagorda Bay, 21 km (13 miles) south-southeast of Bay City, and
117 km (73 miles) southwest of the center of Houston (Fig. 2.13). Road access
to the site is via Highway 60 from Bay City or Highway 521 from Brazoria. The
South Texas Project is approximately 14 km (9 miles) west of Ma-3. A branch
line of the Sante Fe Railroad runs from Bay City to Matagorda and passes
within 1 km (0.6 mile) of the northwest corner of the site. The Gulf Intra-
coastal Waterway is approximately 4.8 km (3 miles) to the south.

The Ma-3 site is suitable for either a cooling pond or cooling-tower system
for dissipating plant excess heat. The applicant estimates that for a cooling-
pond system, the site would include approximately 1940 ha (4800 acres), with
the cooling pnnd occupying about 1540 ha (3800 acres). If a cooling-tower
system were used, the size of the site would be reduced to approximately
260 ha (640 acres). Water for the cooling pond or cooling towers would be
drawn from the Gulf through pipelines running south-southwest from the site
for approximately 24 km (15 miles). It is assumed that each system would
require approximately 4.9 x 107 m (40,000 acre-ft) of makeup water annually3

and would operate with a concentration factor of 2. Two transmission line
corridors, approximately 169-km (105-miles) long, would connect the proposed
facility to the Oasis and the W. A. Parith substations of the existing HL&P
transmission system (Fig. 2.13).

The site is in the coastal prairie region of Texas. At the present time
approximately 60% of the site is used for rice farming, and the remainder is
used for randeland (Table 2.6). The topography is relatively flat with elevations
ranging from 2 to 8 m (5 to 25 ft). The major drainage from the site is via
Big Boggy Creek. Some woody vegetation occurs along fence rows and the creek
and provides important local habitat for wildlife, including alligators.
Waterfowl wintering in the coastal region use the site for feeding. The Soil
Conservation Service (Appendix B) has estimated that approximately 47% of the
Ma-3 site (913 ha) would be classified as prime farmland. Flood Insurance
Rate maps prcvided by the applicant 38 indicate that parts of the site adjacent
to Big Boggy Creek are within the 100 year floodplain.

2.3.5.2 Impact summary

Terrestrial ecology and land use

Development of the site for a nuclear power plant will require about 1164 ha
(2880 acres) of riceland with an estiinated gross production of 6.9 million kg
(15.1 million Ib) of rice (Table 2.6). Much of this riceland is classified as
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l
prime farmland. Rice yield in Matagorda County is high compared with that of |

other counties shown in Table 2.8 and compared with that of the state as a
whole. Table 2.8 shows that about 18,800 ha (46,500 acres) of rice was harvested
in Matagorda County in 1977. Preemption of the site would therefore affect
approximately 6% of the county's riceland. The 776 ha (1920 acres) of range-
land onsite will also be removed from its present use. General statistics on
the abundance of rangeland in Matagorda County (Table 2.9) indicate that
appro imately 44% (132,600 ha) of the county is in pasture or range. Loss of
onsite rangeland would therefore have little effect on the amount of land
available for this use.

From an ecological perspective, development of the site will remove or disturb
a large percentage of the 1940 ha (4800 acres) of terrestrial habitat. Clearing
the site and eventually filling the cooling pond will displace or destroy
resident fauna and will remove the rice fields and rangelands which are presently
used as feeding areas by waterfowl. The saline cooling lake may provide a
feeding area for fish eating birds, but it is unlikely to attract the type of
waterfowl presently using the site. These waterfowl will probably shift their
feeding activities to other ricelands in the vicinity. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service has recently proposed the establishment of a National Wildlife
Refuge encompassing 1620 ha (4000 acres) of Big Boggy Marsh immediately to the
south of the Ma-3 site (43 FR 39957, June 12, 1980). The marshlands in thi,

proposed refuge have been recognized as some of the finest remaining marshlands
on the Texas Gulf Coast. The construction and operation of the cooling lake
will reduce the catchment basin of Big Boggy Creek and will reduce or modify
to an unknown extent the amount of freshwater drainage into the marshlands,
including those of the proposed refuge, south of the site. Reduction in
freshwater input could favor some development of saline and brackish water
marshes at the expense of freshwater marshes.

The impacts of saltwater cooling towers discussed for the Je-3 site would be
essentially the same for the Ma-3 site.

Approxim'.tely 169 km (105 miles) of transmission line corridor and 1030 ha
(2545 acres) of land would be needed if the proposed facility were 1bcated at
the Ma-3 site. Land use along the tentative corridors is a mixture of cropland
(21%), rangeland (40%), and woodland (39%) (Table 2.7). Ecological constraints
present in the general areas through which the corridors would run (Fig. 2.13)
include the following: (1) bottomland forests along the San Bernard and
Brazos rivers, which contain areas of virgin hardwoods, heavily timbered
areas, freshwater swamps of cypress, important wildlife habitat, and moderate-
to-high densities of deer;27 (2) prime coastal prairie with large oak and
pecan trees adjoining the San Bernard River;27 (3) Brazoria Reservoir, Eagle
Nest Lake, and Harris Lake, which provide nesting habitat for the endangered
bald eagle, excellent wildlife habitat, and prime fishing areas;27 4s and (4)
a population of endangered Attwater's prairie chickens northwest of Eagle Nest
Lake.27

The impact of the transmission line corridors on agricultural land should be
minimal, since the land could be returned to agricultural use after construction.
The imoacts of the corridors on the ecological features noted above could be
minimized by using existing corridors and by selective routing to avoid some
of these important features.
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1

Table 2.9. County land use

l

.

Range

County Total and/or Cropland Forest Urban Federal Other

; pasture

f

Austin
3Hectares X 10 171 91 40 25 5 0 10

Percent 100 53 23 15 3 0 6

Brazoria
Hectares X 10' 369 153 108 71 33 0 4

Percent 100 42 29 19 9 0 1

- Chambers
3Hectares X 10 159 59 70 14 3 5 8

Percent 100 37 44 9 2 0 5

Jefferson
Hectares X 10 246. 102 77 22 33 0 123

Percent 100 41 31 9 14 0 5

Liberty
Hectares X 10 306 51 58 184 10 0 3

Percent .100 17 19 60 3 0 1

Matagorda
Hectares X 10 300 133 115 39 7 0 63

Percent 100 44 39 13 2 0 2

Source: U.S. Departrnent of Agriculture, Basic Statistics - National inwntory of Soil and Water
Conserwtion Needs,1967, Stat. Bull. No. 461,1969.

4
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The applicant estimates that the 24 km (15 miles) intake-discharge pipeline
corridor would require approximately 15 ha (38 acres) of land which is renge-
land or saline marsh.48 The staff believes that this value is too low an1 has
estimated the area required to be about 74 ha (182 acres), assuming a 30-n.
(100-ft) corridor. The pipeline would run through marshland, which is impo" tant
waterfowl habitat, along the isthmus separating East Matagorda Bay from Matagorda
Bay. The impact could be mitigated to a large extent by having the pipeline
closely parallel the existing highway and ensuring that drainage conditions
are established that will promote the survival of the marshland.

Aquatic ecology and water use

Development of the Ma-3 site would involve the construction of either a 1540-ha
(3800-acre) cooling pond or cooling towers, both of which would withdraw water
from and discharge water to the Gulf through a 24-km (15-mile) pipeline paral-
1eling the Colorado River. The site is adjacent to East Matagorda Bay, which is
a major finfish and shrimp nursery and contains numerous oyster reefs.4'5

Impacts to onsite aquatic habitats. Onsite water bodies include portions of
the drainage of Big Boggy Creek. Removal of this aquatic habitat should, in
itseif, present no significant impacts considering the similar aquatic resources
in the area.s.23 However, the loss of freshwater drainage may have some
effect on downstream marshes.

Cooling-water pipeline routing impacts. The pipeline corridor would cross the
Colorado River delta marsh, which built up rapidly during the 1930s at the
western edge of East Matagorda Bay.s The route would run near a road which
currently acts as a levee between East Matagorda Bay and the Colorado River.
The marsh habitat along the rcad is diminishing and is losing up to 2.4 m
(8 ft) per year to subsidence, compaction, and wave erosion because of the
lack of sufficient silt inflow to replace annual losses.s.20 This marsh
habitat is considered prime nursery area for finfish and shellfish.5 Pipeline
routing through this area would have to be highly controlled to preserve the
integrity of the marsh slope and flows from the river and from the bay.
Technical capabilities apparently exist to restore original grade in such
marshland and to replace the topsoil. Therefore, construction impacts may be
reversible and only short-term. Enhancement of existing aquatic resources in
East Matagorda Bay would be possible if, during pipeline construction, conduits
to the river are laid under the existing road to improve freshwater flows
through the marsh habitat from the river. These additional freshwater flows
would provide silt for stabilization of the marsh and for recovery from con-
struction impacts, and would provide additional freshwater flushing for the
bay. This process would help sustain the marsh as prime nursery habitat and
also add additional detritus to East Matagorda Bay, which should improve
aquatic production.s.1s

Consumptive water-use impacts. Construction of a 1540-ha '3800-acre) cooling
pond would capture portions of the drainage of Big Boggy Creek. The immediate
downstream habitat is a freshwater and brackish marsh area located north
(inland) of the Intracoastal Waterway.s.23 This marsh is not currently
considered a prime nu ery habitat for finfish and shellfish, although it
undoubtedly serves that function to some degree.5 However, its area has
recently been selected as a wildlife refuge site (43 FR 39957, June 12, 1980).
Any capture of upslope fresh water drainage would adversely affect its wildlife
maintenance potential.
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The use of saltwater cooling towers would remove any drainage area capture
problem, but would substitute saltwater drift that could have some effect on
local aquatic production.

Impingement an entrainment impacts. The intake structure would be located in
6 to 7 m (20 to 23 ft) of water, approximately 1.6 km (1 mile) off the mouth
of the Colorado River. Impacts associated with cooling-water withdrawal from
the Gulf are essentially the same as for Je-3 (described in Sect. 2.3). In
addition, Matagorda Bay contributes significantly to the Gulf coast shrimp
fishery, and consequently offshore concentrations of spawning white shrimp in
the area of the Colorado River mouth are to be expected.20 Potential impacts
to white shrimp spawning habitat would need further investigation before
cooling-water withdrawal in this area could be licensed. The Texas Parks and

20 also states that croaker, drum, and redfish are abundantWildlife Department
at the mouth of the Colorado, and cooling-water withdrawal could have some i

Iadverse effect on this recreational fishery.

Impacts from cooling-water discharge. The discharge structure will be located
approximately 1.6 km (1 mile) offshore near the mouth of the Colorado River.
Potential impacts should be minimal and are similar to those described in
Sect. 2.3. Migration of waste heat is not likely to cause thermal stress
problems in estuaries as discussed for the Bz-l site. Tidal passes other than
the mouth of the Colorado are relatively far away, and the thermal plume is
unlikely to migrate up the salt wedge extending under the river surface at its
mouth.

Socioeconomics

In-migration estimates for the Ma-3 site are influenced by the current presence
of the peak construction force (4650 workers) at STP. Experience at STP

MatagordaCounty.4ghly35%oftheconstructionworkforcein-migratedtoindicates that rou Most of the work force resides in the towns of Bay City
and Palacios in Matagorda County and Port Lavaca in Calhoun County.49 Prior
experience at STP indicates that construction of a new plant at site Ma-3
could normally be expected to induce 35% of the peak construction work force
(3000), or 1050 workers, to Matagorda County. Based on an average family or
household size of 2.85, a total of approximately 2400 persons would move to
Matagorda County, 60% of whom would live in Bay City, Palacios, and Matagorda.
Approximately 2000 workers would be expected to commute from areas outside the
primary impact zone. The estimates of in-migrating and commuting workers
could be high if one assumes that some present STP construction workers would
remain in the area to work at site Ma-3. It is not possible, however, to
determine what proportion of STP workers would elect to remain.

The population projections in Table 2.3 are probably a little low for Matagorda
County. Since the Ma-3 site is isolated from large residential communities,
most of the growth will probably occur in Bay City and Palacios, the current
population centers of the county.

More recent information than that presente1 in Table 2.4 indicates that housing
availability in Matagorda is quite low, particularly in Bay City and Palacios,
and that there are no vacancies in apartment complexes in these two communities.49
In time normal housing growth in this county should alleviate the tightness of
the housing market.
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As shown in Table 2.5, the staff estimates that approximately 250 students
would be added to affected school districts by a plant at the Ma-3 site.
Given the substantial excess capacity in all the districts (except Matagorda),
plant construction would have little' impact on educational infrastructure.

According to a recent study of the socioeconomic impacts of tte STP project,48
some road conditions (i.e., congestion) in Matagorda County ha a worsened
because of increased traffic. This is particularly the case just south of Bay
City, the principal residence of the STP construction work force. Local
residents and merchants have requested lower speed limits and additional
traffic signals to mitigate this problem.

Construction of a nuclear plant at the Ma-3 site should not further worsen
traffic problems in the area. State roads 60 and 35 and Farm to Market 521
would continue to experience some congestion because of workers commuting from
residential areas, but this disruption is temporary and mitigatable. For
instance, the applicant's labor force shift system can significantly help in
avoiding adverse impacts,

A new plant at site Ma-3 would be expected to generate substantial tax payments
to local jurisdictions. Assuming a $1.0 billion value for the plant and
current assessment ratios,-taxes payable annually to Matagorda County would
amount to approximately $2.3 million. Annua; c.*operty tax payments would
deliver over $10 million to the Bay City Indc;,endent School District.

Constructing a power plant at the Ma-3 site would displace 11 residences. No
known historical, archaeological, or natural features or recreation resources
would be displaced or disrupted.

Because of the relatively flat topography, the plant and associated transmis-
sion lines and towers would be visible from Texas Routes 60 and 36 and from
the town of Matagorda. The plant would be the dominant feature of the landscape.

2.3.6 South Texas Project (STP) site

2.3.6.1 Site description

The STP site located on the west side of the Colorado River, approximately
19 km (12 mi. south of Bay City and 145 km (90 miles) southwest of the
center of Hou. 'ig. 2.14). A detailed description of the 5000-ha
(12,352-acre) :.. given in the STP FES.14 Units 1 and 2 have been under
construction sint s75. A 2954-ha (7300-acre) cooling pond that will receivo
makeup water from, and discharge blowdown to the Colorado River, has been
constructed. Access to the site is provided by Farm to Market Road 521 and a
branch of the Missouri Pacific Railroad. Transmission line corridors totaling
409 km (304 miles) in length will connect Units 1 and 2 with the Hill Country,
Holman, Velasco, and Blessing substations.

The site is flat coastal plain, with less than 4.6 m (15 ft) of relief between
the north and south boundaries, and is approximately 12 m (40 ft) higher than
the present Colorado River channel bottom. Prior to construction of Units 1
and 2, the principal land uses on the site were rice fields, upland pastures,
floodplain forest, and the upper reaches of Little Robbins Slough. Approximately
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1660 ha (4102 acres) of the site, including a 688 ha (1700 acres) wildlife
preserve of bottomland habitat, has not been altered by construction.

The addition of a third unit to STP as an alternative to building ACNGS was
addressed in the first FES Supplement (Sect. S.9.2), but is reconsidered here
as part cf the overall review of alternative sites. A third unit at STP would
probably be located immediately west of Units 1 and 2, in an area already
cleared and presently being used for a construction storage area. Many of the
required site improvements for a third unit (e.g., cooling pond, access roads,
intake and discharge structures) are already in place or under construction.

The staff has revised previous estimates of transmission line corridor require-
ments for a third unit at STP on the basis of new information provided by the
applicant.50 The new corridor routing would parallel the existing corridor
from the STP site to the Danevang tie point, and then parallel another existing
corridor northeast to the W. A. Parish substation. The existing corridors
would be widened about 30 m (100 ft) to accommodate the new transmission
towers and lines. However, the staff has assumed this additional corridor
width to be about 45 m (150 ft) (FES Supplement, Sect. S.9.2). The expanded
corridor would be approximately 108-km (67-miles) long, and an additional land
area of 493 ha (1218 acres) would be needed. In addition, the existing
STP-Velasco substation corridor would be improved (e.g., new insulators,
larger conductors) to ensure reliable power transmission to the main HL&P
grid.

2.3.6.2 Impact summary

Terrestrial ecology and land use

The impacts associated with construction and operation of Units 1 and 2 at STP,

have been analyzed in the STP FES. " Construction of a third unit would
involve minimum impacts to land use and terrestrial ecology (FES Supplement,
Sect. S.9.2). The staff estimates that about 40 ha (100 acres) of land would
be required for construction of a third unit. Much of this area has already
been cleared and is presently being used as a construction storage area.
Although much of this land is classified as prime farmland, its proximity to
Units 1 and 2 would preclude its use for agriculture.

In the original assessment of STP as an alternative site for ACNGS (FES Supple-
ment, Sect. S.9.2), two alternative transmission line routes were discussed.
In the present analysis, information provided by the applicantso permits a
third alternative routing to be considered. With the third alternative, the
transmission line corridors would parallel existing corridors in a northwest
direction from STP to the Danevang tie point, and then follow another existing
corridor northeast to the W. A. Parish substation. The corridors would be
about 108 km (67 miles) long, and [on the basis of an additional 45 m (150 ft)
of corridor width] would require about 493 ha (1218 acres) of new land (Table
2.7). Additional transmission lines along these existing corridors will
result in an increased number of bird collisions, but the incremental increase
in bird mortality because of the additional towers and lines is expected to be
low and have little impact on populationE in the region. Since the lines
would parallel existing corridors their entire length, impacts on lano use and
terrestrial ecology should be minimal.
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Aquatic ecology and water use

The primary impacts resulting from construction and operation of a third unit
at the STP site are those associated with additional freshwater consumption.
The staff has estimated that the operation of a third unit at STP would increase
the forced evaporation from the cooling pond by about 2.1 x 107 3m (17,000
acre-ft) per year, which would require additional withdrawals from the Colorado
River. Impacts would also result from increased entrainment/ impingement
mortalities at the makeup water intake location. Impacts associated with site
development for a third unit would not change from the analysis presented in
the STP FES.14

Consumptive water-use impacts. The additional consumption of freshwater from
the Colorado River could have a significant impact on the amount of freshwater |
available for lateral dispersion at the river's mouth. At the present time,
this lateral flow is insufficient to maintain the productive estuarine habitats,
including many oyster reefs, as they recently existed in Matagorda Bay and in

,

East Matagorda Bay.20 Freshwater flow and associated organic detritus are
considered the limiting natural resources for maintaining and enhancing the
aquatic biotic productivity of this coastal region. As a result, a large

project to divert some of the Colorado River flow into West Matagorda Bay has
been authorized by the U.S. Senate (The Mouth of the Colorado River, Texas,
Project) to enhance the aquatic resources in this area,51,s2 This project is
being supported by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,s3 the National
Marine Fisheries Service,54 and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 51 because
of its potential benefits to the important estuarine-dependent finfish and
shellfish resources at the river's mouth. Any additional consumption of the
already depleted flows of the Colorado River would directly conflict with this
proposal and hence would necessitate further environmental tradeoffs in an
already degraded ecological system.

Impingement and entrainment impacts. Entrainment/ impingement impacts would be
associated with increased mortalities of anchovy, menhaden, croaker, mullet,
shrimp, and blue crab taken from the tidal flow area of the Colorado River.14
The staff has special concern for the potential loss of substantial numbers of
ichthyoplankton, young shrimp, and crabs during cooling-water withdrawal when
relatively low river-flow conditions prevail. Because the availability of

water from upstream sources is limited (FES Supplement, p. S.9-15). additional
removal of river water to operate a third unit could result in Significant
adverse impacts on the developmental stages of important finfist and shellfish
resources of the river.

Socioeconomics

Many of the socioeconomic impacts related to constructing a third unit at the
STP site are identical to those noted for the Ma-3 site (Sect. 2.3.5.2). The
STP site is also located in Matagorda County, approximately 14 km (9 miles)
west of the Ma-3 site (Fig. 2.14).

In-migration estimates for a third unit at STP are also influenced by the
current peak construction force (4650 workers) at STP. Experience indicates

County.4ghly35%oftheconstructionworkforcein-migratedtoMatagorda
that rou

Most of the work force resides in the towns of Bay City and Palacios
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in Matagorda County and Port Lavaca in Calhoun County.49 Thus, construction of
a third unit at STP could normally be expected to induce 35% of the peak con-
struction work force (3000), or 1050 workers to Matagorda County. Based on an
averagefamilyorhouseholdsizeof2.85,atotalofapproximately2400 persons |
would move to Matagorda County, 60% of whom would live in Bay City, Palacios,
and Matagorda (Fig. 2.14). Approximately 2000 workers would be expected to
commute from areas outside the primary impact zone. The estimates of in-
migrating and commuting workers are high if one assumes that some present STP
construction workers would remain in the area to work on a third unit at STP.
However, it is not possible to determine what proportion of STP workers would
remain.

The population projections in Table 2.3 are probably a little low for Matagorda
,

County. Since Doth of these sites are isolated from large residential communi-
ties, most of the growth will probably occur in Bay City and Palacios, the
current population centers of the county.

More recent information than that presented in Table 2.4 indicates that housing
availability in Matagorda is quite low, particularly in Bay City and Palacios,
and that there are no vacancies in apartment complexes in these two communities.49
In time, normal housing growth in this county should alleviate the tightness
of the housing market.

As with the Ma-3 site (Sect. 2.3.5.2), the staff estimates an influx of 250
students with the construction of a third reactor at STP. Excess classroom
capacity should be adequate to meet this potential demand.

Construction of a third unit at STP should not increase traffic problems in
the area. State roads 60 and 35 and Farm to Market 521 would continue to
experience some congestion due to workers commuting from residential areas,
but this disruption is temporary and mitigatable. For instance, the applicant's
labor force shift system can significantly help in avoiding adverse impacts.

A third unit at STP would be expected to generate substantial tax payments to
local jurisdictions. Assuming a $1.0 billion value for the plant and current
assessment ratios, total taxes payable annually to Matagorda County would
amount to approximately $2.3 million. Major annual property tax payments to
other jurisdictions for a third unit at STP would amount to the following:
Palacios Independent School District, $8.2 million; Hospital District,
$1.0 million; other, $1.7 million.

It is likely that many of the fiscal burdens imposed by an in-migrating con-
struction work force would not be offset by increased tax revenues. Bay City,
which has received the plurality of STP construction workers and must provide
services for them, may not recoup sufficient taxes to pay for those services.
This is particularly true for education, since school district taxes would go
to the Palacios Independent School District even though a large plurality of
the plant-related school-age children would attend Bay City schools.

No residences would be displaced by constructing a third unit at the STP site.
Similarly, no historical, archaeological, or natural features, or recreation
resources would be displaced or disrupted. The staff does not believe that a
third unit at STP would create any adverse aesthetic impacts since the site
already contains two nuclear reactors and associated plant structures and
transmission lines.
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2.4 COMPARIS0N OF ALTERNATIVE SITES WITH ALLENS CREEK

2.4.1 Terrestrial ecoloqy and land use

In Sect. 2.3 the staff has described the probable impacts associated with the
development of the proposed ACNGS site and five alternate sites, based upon
the findings of a reconnaissance-level study. A summary comparison of the
alternative sites with the ACNGS site is presented in Table 2.10 for major
features of the terrestrial environment. A brief discussion follows of the
comparisons made and the conclusions reached.

2.4.1.1 Site Li-3

Onsite impacts for the Li-3 site would be less severe than those for the ACNGS
site. The Li-3 site is not located on a floodplain, whereas the ACNGS cooling
lake and associated structures occupy at least 2214 ha (5471 acres) of floodplain.
Development of the Li-3 site would remove from production approximately 233 ha
(576 acres) of agricultural land that is not classified as prime farmland; the
proposed development at the ACNGS site would remove approximately 1994 ha
(4927 acres) of prime farmland.

Offsite impacts associated with developing the Li-3 site are considered to be
much more severe than offsite impacts for the ACNGS site. Construction of the
transmission corridors from the site to the existing HL&P transmission system
would require only 83% of thc land needed for the ACNGS transmission line
corridors, but the Li-3 corridors would be routed through the bottomland
hardwood forests associated with the Trinity River. The makeup and discharge
pipeline would affect an additional 22 ha (55 acres.) of bottomland forest.
The construction of offsite transmission line and pipeline corridors has a
high potential for degrading the bottomland forest of the Trinity River, which
the staff considers an important ecological area. Extensive mitigation
involving selective routing along existing corridors would be needed before
the corridors could be viewed as ecologically acceptable.

In comparison with the predicted impacts at Allens Creek, the staff finds that
the onsite terrestrial ecology and land-use impacts at Site Li-3 will be less
than at Allens Creek, but that the potential offsite impacts associated with
site Li-3 transmission corridor and pipeline routes are severe. No terrestrial
resources of similar high ecological value would be affected by siting at
Allens Creek. The staff concludes that the Allens Creek site is preferable to
site Li-3 from the standpoint of terrestrial ecology and land use.

I
-2.4.1.2 Site Je-3

Onsite impacts for the Je-3 site would generally be equivalent to those for
the ACNGS site (Table 2.10). Development of the Je-3 site with a saltwater
cooling pond would result in an estimated loss of 7% of the gross rice produc-
tion in Jefferson County and would requir( about 1900 ha (4695 acres) of prime
farmland compared with the 1994 ha (4927 acres) of prime farmland needed for
development of the ACNGS site. Since the entire Je-3 site is classified as a
special flood hazard area, the impact of developing this site would be similar
to that of constructing the cooling lake on the floodplain at the ACNGS site.
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Table 2.10. Comparison of alternative sites with the Allens Creek site
for terrestrial ecology and land use

Site
impacts

Li 3 Je-3 B z-1 Ma-3 UP

Onsite impacts
Prime farmland / agriculture + 0 + + +
Floodplain + - - + +

Terrestrial habitat 0 0 - 0 +

Endangered or threatened species 0 0 - 0 0
Cooling towers b - NA - NA

Offsite impacts
Transmissior,line corridors - - - - +

Makeup and discharge pipelines - - - - +

Site preference Allens Allens Allens Allens STP
Creek Creek Creek Creek

Legend: +, less impact than at Allens Creek: 0, equivalent impact; , greater impact
than at Allens Creek.
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If cooling towers were used at the Je-3 site, the amount of agricultural land
used for the proposed facility would be greatly reduced. By analogy to studies
done for Blue Hills and P. H. Robinson nuclear power plants (Sect. 2.3.3.2),
it appears that ef fects of cooling-tower drift on surrounding cropland and
marshes would be restricted to areas close to the towers (i.e., within a
2.4-km radius). However, the possibility exists of long-term salinization of
poorly drained soils in the general vicinity of the site as well. These
long-term effects could possibly be mitigated by improving soil drainage in
affected areas.

Offsite impacts associated with the development of the Je-3 site are considered
to be much more severe than offsite impacts for the proposed ACNGS site. The

routing of the transmission line corridors from the Je-3 site would require
approximately the same amount of land area as would the corridors for ACNGS.
However, the corridors would potentially affect a number of important ecological
areas and would require exterisive mitigation in the form of selective routing
to avoid these areas. Such mitigation could increase the length of the corri-
dors considerably. Pipeline construction would impact an additional 29 ha
(73 acres) of rangeland and marsh. However, the staff believes the area
disturbed for pipeline construction could be returned to its prior use after
construction.

The staff concludes that the agricultural impacts of the Je-3 site with a
cooling pond combined with potential impacts along the transmission line
corridors, are sufficiently great to conclude that Allens Creek is preferable.
Use of cooling towers at the Je-3 site is considered a viable alternative, and
would reduce the agricultural impacts. However, this option would not reduce
potential transmissinn line impacts. The staff concludes that from the stand-
point of terrestrial ecology and land use, Allens Creek is preferable to site
Je-3 with either a cooling pond or cooling towers.

2.4.1.3 Site Bz-l

When compared with the ACNGS site, development of the Bz-l site poses signifi-
cantly greater onsite and offsite terrestrial impacts (Table 2.10). The staff
finds that the following major ecological problems exist with the Bz-1 site:
(1) the site is located on a barrier island which is sensitive to disturbance
and is subject to hurricane flooding; (2) the site supports well preserved
wetlands which provide excellent waterfowl habitat; and (3) the routing of
transmission lines from the site to the existing HL&P transmission system
would cause major disturbances to important wetlands north of the site.
Because of these potentially severe problems, the staff concludes that Allens
Creek is preferable to the Bz-l site from the standpoint of terrestrial ecology
and land use.

2.4.1.4 Site Ma-3

Terrestrial onsite impacts associated with the Ma-3 site would be generally
equivalent to those at the ACNGS site (Table 2.10). Although parts of the
Ma-3 site are located on the 100-year floodplain, less impact to floodplains
would occur than would be the case at the proposed site. Development of the
Ma-3 site would affect an estimated 6% of the county's rice production and
approximately 913 ha (2256 acres) of prime farmland compared with 1994 ha
(4927 acres) of prime farmland at Allens Creek. Use of cooling towers at the
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Ma-3 site would reduce the impact on agricultural land but could result in
possible salt drif t impacts on crops and other types of vegetation near the
site.

Offsite impacts of transmission lines and pipelines would be more severe for
the Ma-3 site than for the ACNGS site. Construction of transmission line
corridors for the Ma-3 site would require approximately 1.4 times as much land
as would the corridors for the ACNGS site. The Ma-3 corridors would be routed
through more areas that pose potential ecological problems than is the case
for the ACNGS facility. The potential impacts of reducing freshwater input to
marshes south of the Ma-3 site and the disruption which would be caused by
construction of a pipeline corridor along the isthmus separating East Matagorda
Bay from Matagorda Bay could pose a threat to important waterfowl habitat,
alligator habitat, and wetland vegetation in that region.

On the basis of the considerations noted above, the staff concludes that from
the perspectives of land use and terrestrial ecology, Allens Creek is preferable
to the Ma-3 site with a saltwater cooling pond. If saltwater cooling towers
were used, the impact on county agriculture could be reduced, but the potential
problems associated with transmission lines and pipelines would still exist.
The effects of cooling-tower drift on the surrounding landscape are not certain
but would appear to be restricted to an area close to the plant. The staff

I concludes that, the Ma-3 site with cooling towers is a practical alternative,
but that Allens Creek remains preferable to the Ma-3 site.

2.4.1.5 Site STP

Construction of a third unit at STP would take about two percent of the land
required for constructing the ACNGS and its cooling lake (41 ha compared with
2315 ha). The land at STD used for a third unit has already been removed from
agricultural production, is presently cleared, and contains little terrestrial
habitat. By comparison, development of the ACNGS facilities and lake would
remove approximately 2030 ha (5016 acres) of prime and unique farmland for at
least the lifetime of the plant. Although the staff has concluded that this
farmland has only average productivity and represents only a small fraction of

| the total prime and unique farmland in Texas, the impact of removing such a
| large acreage is clearly more severe than adding a third unit to STP. The
| transmission lines for a third unit at STP would require only 66% of the land
! area needed for the ACNGS lines and would parallel existing rights-of-way for

their entire length.

| The staff finds that the total land commitment for adding a third unit at STP
| is much less than for the proposed ACNGS facilities. Additionally, locating a

unit at STP would avoid the removal of a large area of prime and unique farmland'

at the ACNGS site. The staff concludes that the STP site is preferable to the
ACNGS site from a land use and terrestrial ecology perspective.

! 2.4.2 Aquatic ecology and water use

Table 2.11 presents results of the staff's comparison of the alternative sites
| with the Allens Creek site for aquatic ecology and water use. The staff
| comparison is based primarily on a gradient of preferability associated with
i
!
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Table 2.11. Comparison of alternative sites with the Allens Creek site
for aquatic ecology and water use

Site
'*

Li-3 Je-3 Bz-1 Ma-3 STP

Impacts to onsite waterbodies + 0 - 0 +

Impacts to water quality - U - U -

Impacts to spawning or nursery grounds - U - U -

Impacts to feeding areas or migration routes - U - U -

Habitat sensitivity - - - - -

Habitat quality - - - - -

Impacts to "important" aquatic biota" - U - U -

Impacts to threatened or endangered species 0 0 0 0 0

Freshwater flow - U + U -

Site preference Allens Allens Allens Allens Allens
Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek

"The following definition of "important" is taken from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Environmental Standard Review Plans, NUREG-0555:

For the purposes of these, environmental reviews a species is "important"if a specific
causal link can be identified between the proposed project and the species and if one or
more of the following criteria applies: (a) the species is commercially or recreationally
valuable, (b) the species is threatened or endangeied (Pub. Law 93-205,87 Stat. 884), (c)
the species affects the well being of some important species within criteria (a) or (b), or
(d) the species is critical to the structure and function of the ecological system or is a
biological indicator of radionuclides in the environment.

Legend: +, less impact than at Allens Creek: 0, equivalent impact , greater impact than at Allens
Creek: U, uncertainty exists.

t
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the potential degradation of aquatic resources, either freshwater or marine.
The aquatic resources compared in this gradient are (1) estuaries and their
associated marshes, (2) rivers supporting prime fisheries, (3) rivers supporting
degraded fisheries, and (4) offshore Gulf coast pelagic and benthic habitats.

Because of the high economic value of marine finfish and shellfish resources
and their dependence upon an adequate quantity and quality of estuarine habitat
for critical life-stage development,is the least preferable habitats to disturb
are productive estuaries and their associated marshlands (freshwater and
brackish water marshes that supply detritus and nutrients to an estuary).
Compared to estuaries, freshwater fisheries are only slightly more desirable
recipients of power plant impacts. Because most large-river fisheries are
currently much degraded, quality river fisheries especially should be protected.

The remaining two aquatic resources in the gradient, degraded freshwater
habitats and offshore Gulf coast areas, are both more desirable recipients of

^ power plant impacts, but preference between them is less easily established.
Large rivers that have poor estuaries at their mouths and support a degraded
river fishery but have adequate flows for cooling-water withdrawal should be
acceptable for location of power plants. This is the situation for the Allens
Creek site on the Brazos River. In comparison, such river sites should be
more acceptable than power plant sites located along the coast on farmland
(not on marsh land) which have Gulf coast offshore intake and discharge loca-
tions. The reasons are that (1) potential near shore Gulf impacts are rela-
tively unknown, (2) prime marine resources do exist in the near-shore area
(white shrimp spawning grounds, schools of small impingeable fish, croaker,
redfish, etc.), and (3) without extensive site-specific studies (additional
environmental sampling and arialysis) the specific offshore intake and discharge
locations :onservatively must be considered less acceptable.

The staff's comparisons for each alternative site are given below.

2.4.2.1 Site Li-3

Compared with the Brazos River fishery at the Allens Creek site, the existing
fishery in this area of the Trinity River is rated as both more productive and
more unique. Any impacts to this fishery are not replaceable by mitigation.
Additional freshwater consumption in the lower Trinity River could adversely
impact the tremendously productive Trinity Bay estuary. Because of the unique
river fishery, the quality of this river section, and the potential to adversely
affect a major estuary region, development of the Li-3 site is less preferable
than development of the Allens Creek site from the standpoint of aquatic
ecology and water use.

2.4.2.2 Site Je-3

Impacts associated with the Je-3 site would primarily result from a potential
decreased flow of freshwater to a productive estuary (the upper arm of East
Bay), and from entrainment/ impingement impacts in the offshore Gulf environment.
Neither of these impacts can be quantified precisely on the basis of available
reconnaisance-level information. The staff has adopted a conservative approach
and, in consideration of the potential for impacts to saltwater species
(Sect. 2.4.2), considers that the potential low-level impacts at the Allens
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Creek site, which are reasonably well quantified, will be less adverse than
the potential impacts at site Je-3. The staff concludes that Allens Creek is |
preferred to site Je-3 from the standpoint of aquatic ecology and water use.

2.4.2.3 Site Bz-l

Development of the Bz-l site would lead to potential impacts on prime estuarine
nursery grounds for finfish and shellfish located in Christmas Bay. Additional
impacts would come from 1ccating intake and discharge structures near a major
tidal pass, San Luis Pass. No impacts of this potential magnitude exist for
the Allens Creek site, and thus Allens Creek is preferred to the Bz-l site
from the standpoint of aquatic ecology and water use.

2.4.2.4 Site Site Ma-3

Development of the Ma-3 site could potentially affect the East Matagorda Bay
estuary and would have offshore entrainment/ impingement impacts. The eventual
impact of pipeline routing through the marshes along the western edge of East
Matagorda Bay cannot be predicted with any degree of assurance at this time.
However, the offshore area is known to have concentrations of spawning white
shrimp and good resources of redfish, croaker, and other valuable species,
leading to the conservative conclusion that aquatic ecology and water-use
impacts at this site would be more severe than the impacts predicted at the
Allens Creek site. On the basis of available reconnaisance-level information,
the staff concludes that the Allens Creek site is preferable to site Ma-3 from
the standpoint of aquatic ecology and water use.

2.4.2.5 Site STP

Impacts at the STP site would result primarily from increased freshwater
consumption at the mouth of the Colorado River. Because freshwater flows are
considered to be the limiting natural resource for preservation and enhancement
of the tremendously productive estuaries at the mouth of the Colorado, any
additional consumptive use of fresh water in this area would be much less
acceptable than the impacts associated with fresh water consumption at the
Allens Creek site. If additional river water is pumped from the present
intake location, additional impacts at the STP site would include increased
impingement /entrainment mortalities on valuable marine resources present in
the river salt wedge. The staff concludes that Allens Creek is preferable to
the STP site from the standpoint of aquatic ecology and water use.

2.4.3 Socioeconomics

Table 2.12 presents results of the staff's comparison of the alternative sites
with the Allens Creek site for.socioeconomics. The following are the staff's
comparisons for each alternative site.

2.4.3.1 Site Li-3

The Li-3 site is judged to be equivalent to the Allens Creek site from a
socioeconomic standpoint. The Li-3 site would be accompanied by more available
housing than the Allens Creek site, but substantial mitigation would be required
for the commuting road system. On all the other factors, the two sites would
have equivalent impacts.
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Table 2.12. Comparison of alternative sites with the

Allens Creek site for socioeconomics

Site
Impacts

Li 3 Je-3 Bz-1 Ma 3 STP

* *In-migration - +

Demography * O + - + +

Housing + 0 0 0 0
Education 0 + 0 0 0
Roads - 0 - 0 0
Fiscal 0 0 0 0 -

Site preference Equal Je-3 Allens Equal Allens
Creek Creek

8 Assuming that no workers on STP 1 and 2 remain in the
area to work on a third unit at STP or on Ma-3.

8 This takes into account the compatibility of a nuclear
power plant with present and emerging land use and popula-
tion growth patterns.

Legend: +, less impact than at Allens Creek: 0, equivalent
impact; , greater impact than at Allens Creek.
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2.4.3.2 Site Je-3

From a socioeconomic standpoint, the Je-3 site is judged preferable to the
Allens Creek site, primarily because of the very small in-migrating construc-
tion work force (which impacts education and housing). Additionally,
construction of a nuclear power plant should not affect present and emerging
land use development and population growth patterns, and the commuting system
is judged equivalent to the one for the Allens Creek site. Fiscal impacts
should be beneficial and help eastern Chambers County to develop its infra-
structure. There may be some jurisdictional mismatches between plant-related
costs and benefits for Chambers County, which would receive the bulk of the
property tax payments, and Jefferson County, which would probably attract some
in-migrants. The Beaumont-Port Arthur Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
should not be greatly affected by the level of in-migration anticipated.

2.4.3.3 Site Bz-1

From the stanopoint of socioeconomics, the Allens Cr ek site is judged prefer-
able to site Bz-1. Despite the advantages of site Bz 1 in terms of potentially
available housing and fiscal equity, the large in-m g ating and commuting
construction labor force would have an adverse impact on present land-use
patterns and the capacity of the local road system.

2.4.3.4 Site Ma-3

The staff finds site Ma-3 to be equivalent to the Allens Creek site from the
standpoint of socioeconomics (Table 2.12). However, if the construction of
Ma-3 could be coordinated with the completion of the current construction
activity at STP, site Ma-3 would be preferable. The preferability would arise
from the following factors:

1. The construction labor force would be more permanent and thereby stabilize
population growth patterns.

Because of p'st experience the affected jurisdictions would be able to2. a
plan better for growth.

However, as previously noted, the staff cannot place a hig's degree of probabil-
ity on this advantageous phasing of construction activity, nor is the staff
able to estimate the number of construction workers that would elect to remain
in the Bay City area in anticipation of future employment at a possible Ma-3
site. Therefore, the staff concludes that site Ma-3 can be judged as no more
than equivalent to Allens Creek from the standpoint of socioeconomics.

' 2.4.3.5 Site STP

The staff finds that the Allens Creek site is preferable to site STP from the
standpoint of socioeconomics (Table 2.12). This conclusion is based on the
assumption that construction currently in progress at STP will have been
completed and the construction workers dispersed before the initiation of
construction of a third unit. However, even if this construction activity
could be properly phased, the staff judges that site STP would still be no
more than equivalent to the Allens Creek site. This conclusion is based on
the significart adverse fiscal impact associated with construction activities
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at STP vs the areas in which these construction workers reside. This situation
would be further exacerbated if a third unit were to be constructed at STP.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

Table 2.13 summarizes the major environmental impacts for the alternative
sites considered and presents the staff conclusions as tc environmental
preferability of these sites with respect to Allens Creek. Based on the
reconnaissance-level information used in this assessment, and taking into
account all of the terrestrial ecology and land use, aquatic ecology and water
use, and socioeconomics factors as summarized in Tables 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12,
the staff concludes that none of the sites considered are environmentally
preferable to the Allens Creek site.

Liberty County (Li-3)

Allens Creek was rated as preferable to the Li-3 site for the impact categories
of terrestrial ecology and land use, and aquatic ecology and water use. The
sites were rated as equivalent (no preference) for socioeconomics. The predicted
impacts to terrestrial and aquatic ecology are more severe for the Li-3 site
than for Allens Creek, and on this basis the staff has rated Allens Creek as
environmentally preferable to site Li-3.

Jefferson County (Je-3)

Allens Creek was rated as preferable to the Je-3 site for the impact categories
of terrestrial ecology and land use, and aquatic ecology and water use.
Site Je-3 was rated as preferable to Allens Creek for socioeconomics. The
staff considers the terrestrial and aquatic impacts predicted for site Je-3 to
be of overriding environmental consideration, and further notes that no
significant adverse socioeconomic impacts have been predicted for the Allens
Creek site. The staff has rated Allens Creek as environmentally preferable to
site Je-3.

Follets Island (Bz-1)

Allens Creek was rated as preferable to the Bz-1 site for all impact categories
considered. Because of potentially significant adverse environmental impacts
to terrestrial ecology and land use, licensing a power plant at site Bz-l may
prove to be extremely difficult. Accordingly, the staff has rated Allens
Creek as environmentally preferable to site Bz-1.

Matagorda County (Ma-3)

Allens Creek was rated as preferable to site Ma-3 for the impact categories of
terrestrial ecology and land use, and aquatic ecology and water use. The
sites were rated as equivalent for socioeconomics. On the basis of the predicted
impacts to terrestrial and aquatic resources, the staff has concluded that the
Allens Creek site is environmentally preferable to site Ma-3. The staff has
also considered the possibility that construction schedules would be such that
construction at site Ma-3 could be phased into completion of construction
activities at STP. Under these circumstances, Ma-3 would be judged preferable
to Allens Creek from the standpoint of socioeconomics. Even if this were to
be the case, the staff is of the opinion that the terrestrial and aquatic
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Table 2.13. Major environmental impac3 for the alternate sites and the Allens Creek e:te

Terrestrial ecology Aquatic ecology * *"
Socioeconomics

and land use and water use Allens Creek

ACNGS 2072 ha of Brazos River flood- Loss of small ephemeral stream; replace. Increase in local tax base; shift in Reference
geographic pattern of suburbanplain to be used for cooling ment by cooling reservoir fishery; little

lake:2030 ha of prime and impact expected in degraded river fishery
unique farmland to be used; or 1r poor estuary at mouth of Brazos
transmission line will cross g
habitat of the endangered
Attwater's prairie chicken.

Li 3 Transmission line will cross Water consumption impacts could Adverse but mitigable impacts on Not preferable

ecologically important affect productiva downstream commuting road system and local

Trinity River floodplain; Trinity Bay estuary; impacts on traffic; increase in local tax base

pipeline will potentially productive Trinity River fishery
affect Tanner Bayou. are probable and cannot be mitigated.

Je-3 1904 ha of prime farmland Potential water consumption impacts No major impacts anticipated. Not preferable

located on 100-year flood- on East Bay estuary; entrainment/
plain to be used; trans- impingement impacts on Gulf of

fy mission lines will cross Mexico fisheries may occur..

$ important natural and wild-
life areas.

Br 1 Excellent wetland, wildlife Important nursery habitat on site to be Adverse impacts on recreationat Not preferable

habitat will be destroyed or destroyed or disturbed; adverse impacts land use on Follet's Island; adverse

disturbed on site; high risk on Christmas Bay estuary are likely; impacts on commuting road system
and local trafic.of flooding; transmission intake / discharge location near major

lines must cross important tidal pass could adversely impact
wetland and wildlife areas, migrating marine organisms.

Ma-3 913 ha of prime farmland Pipeline will cross important nursery Temporary exhaustion of housing Not preferable

located partly on 100-year habitat at west end of East Matagorda market; major increase in local tax

floodplain will be used; Bay estuary; adverse impacts are base, particularly in the Bay City
independent School District

pipeline will cross impor- probable unless disturbance is

tant wetlands and waterfowl mitigated; im pi ngement/entrai nment
habitat; transmission lines impacts on white shrimp spawning
have potential of affecting grounris and on recreational 'ishery

several natural areas. are possible.

STP No major impacts anticipated. Additional fresh water con umption Temporary exhaustion of housing Not preferable

would be in direct conflict with on- market; increase in local tax base,

going plans to enhance the Matagorda particularly in the Palacios School

Bay estuary; increased entrainment/ District,

impingement impacts on estuarine or.
ganisms in river salt wedga would occur.
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impacts associated with site Ma-3 would be of overriding consideration, and
that Allens Creek would still be judged as environmentally preferable.

South Texas Project (STP) |

Allens Creek was rated as preferable to STP for aquatic ecology and water use,
and for socioeconomics, while STP was rated as preferable to Allens Creek for
terrestrial ecology and land use. The staff remains concerned that the potential
impacts to aquatic resources (both freshwater and marine) described in
Sect. 2.3.6.2 would be significant and would affect aquatic ecosystems of more
importance than those potentially affected at the Allens Creek site. The
staff also notes that operation of three units at the STP site may not meet
the mixing zone limitations imposed by Texas water quality standards for4

discharges from the cooling pond and that the existing makeup-water pumping
limitations would probably have to be relaxed (FES Supplement, Sect. 3.9.2).
Also, construction at STP would further extend the fiscal burden of Bay City.
This community would probably continue to provide services to in-migrating
construction workers without sufficient new tax income to pay for them. For
these reasons, the staff has reconfirmed the first FES Supplement conclusions
that Allens Creek is environmentally preferable to STP.

In conclusion, the five candidate alternative sites evaluated by the staff are
potentially licensable, but no site displays a combination of environmental
costs and benefits that would lead the staff to conclude that the alternative
site is environmentally preferable to the Allens Creek site. Of the sites
considered, site Bz-l would be the most difficult to license because of potenties
major adverse impacts to terrestrial ecology and land use. These impacts
could be mitigated to some extent by site relocation, but the staff believes
that for the Gulf coast area under consideration it is probable that no plant
located on the Gulf coast and using once-through saltwater cooling could be
found environmentally preferable to the Allens Creek site plant combination.
Finally, the staff has reconfirmed the FES Supplement conclusion that an
appropriately conditioned construction permit should be issued for the ACNGS.
Having found the Allens Creek site to be an acceptable nuclear power. plar.t
site, and having found none of the alternative sites to be environmentally
preferable, the staff concludes that none of the alternative sites is obviously
superior to Allens Creek.
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3. ANALYSIS OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL TRANSPORTATION

3.1 BACKGROUND

3.1.1 Introduction

On March 12, 1979, the applicant announced plans to bring the reactor pressure
vessel to the Allens Creek site via a combination of barge and overland (highway)
transportation.2 In an Order dated March 30, 1979, the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board for the Allens Creek project directed that evidence be heard
on the following subjects:

1. Whether barging of the reactor pressure vessel and other items on the San
Bernard River will require dredging or channa ing and the environmental
effects thereof;

2. Environmental impacts of the movement of the reactor pressure vessel and
other items on a barge up the San Bernard River;

3. Environmental impacts of the construction of the barge unloading facility,
including any attendant dredging; and

4. Environmental impacts of the overland transportatioi sf the reactor
pressure vessel and other items from the barge unlo,..'ng facility to the.

Wallis site.

The staff initiated its investigation of potential impacts resulting from
these transportation modes after being advised of the applicant's plans.
Information has been obtained to permit staff conclusions with respect to
barge transportation up the San Bernard River and an assessment of the impacts
of constructing the barge landing slip and of overland transport of the reactor
pressure vessel from that point to the Allens Creek site. The staff visited
the proposed barge unloading site and surveyed the proposed overland transpor-
tation route on November 29-30, 1979 and on November 13, 1980.

3.1.- Description of pro ased transportation

3.1.2.1 Barge transportation

The reactor pressure vessel will be transported by barge from the manufacturer's
loading facility to an unloading point approximately 42 km (26 miles) up the
San Bernard River. An unloading facility will be constructed on the east bank
of the river at that point, just downstream from the Farm-to-Market Road 522
(FM-522) bridge. The applicant reports that the barge will displace about
2.4 m (8 ft) of water when loaded with the reactor pressure vessel.2 The San
Bernard River channel, a Federally developed project maintained by the Corps
of Engineers, is 30 m wide by 2.7 m deep (100 ft wide by 9 ft deep), and
extends from the confluence of the San Bernard River and the Gulf Jntracoastal
Waterway to the proposed unloading point.s Three bridges cross thfy portion
of the San Bernard River. Two highway bridges, at River Miles 11.1 and 17.3,
are fixed-span structures with nominal 34 m (110 ft) horizontal and 14 m
(45 ft) vertical clearances. The third bridge, at River Mile 20.7, is a swing
span railroad bridge with a 15 m (50 ft) horizontal clearance.4
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3.1.2.2 Overland transport

The proposed overland transportation route from the barge unloading point to
the Allens Creek site is shown in Fig. 3.1. Details of the 92 km (57-mile)
route are as follows:5

8.2 km (5.1 miles) FM 522 to State Highway 36;

34.4 km (21.4 miles) State Highway 36 through
West Columbia, Damon, and Guy
to FM 360;

14.6 km (9.1 miles) FM 360 through Needville to
U.S. Highway 59;

1.1 km (0.7 miles) U.S. 59 to FM 1875;

7.6 km (4.7 miles) FM 1875 to U.S. Highway 90A;

1.9 km (1.2 miles) U.S. Highway 90A to FM 1952;

15.4 km (9.6 miles) FM 1952 to State Highway 36; and

8.4 km (5.2 miles) State Highway 36 through Wallis
to the Allens Creek site.

At least one bridge along this route (the Varner Creek crossing, just north of
West Columbia) will be bypassed. Traffic control during the estimated 12 days
required to transport the reactor pressure vessel from the barge unloading
point to the Allens Creek site will be handled by the Brazoria, Fort Bend, and
Austin County sheriffs' departments in conjunction with the Texas Highway
Department.5 Traffic signals and individual power and telephone lines in
rural areas will be removed and replaced as needed during the course of the
transportation operation. All other lines are expected to be raised prior to
the transport operation to permit passage of the reactor pressure vessel.5

3.2 ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

3.2.1 Barge transit impacts to the San Bernard River,

lhe applicant has reported contacts with the Galvesto'n District Office of the
Corps of Engineers indicating that the San Bernard River Channel is surveyed
approximately every year.8 These surveys indicate that the rate of shoaling
in the channel has been minimal. The last major redredging of the channel
occurred in 1973 on selected reaches of the river (River Miles 0.0-0.76,
17.5-17.7, 22.8-23.5, and 25.0-26.0). However, more frequent dredging is
required at the river mouth, and the stretch between River Miles 0.0 and 0.76
was redredged in June 1977. Minimum depths range from 2.4 to 3.0 m (8 to
10 ft) for the middle half of the channel, as recorded during the most recent
survey, in April, 1978. Surveys are based on Corps of Engineers mean low tide
datum, which is approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft) below mean sea level datum. In
independent contacts with the Galveston District Office,s the staff was informed

.that the channel is dredged 30 m wide by 2.7 m deep (100 ft wide by 9 ft deep)
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at mean lower water reference to a point between River Miles 26 and 27.,

Dredging in the San Bernard River is yearly, and no snags have been encountered.
'

The applicant has reported that the loaded barge will displace about 2.4 m
(8 ft) of water when loaded. The staff believes that this displacement is
consistent with the 9.5 x 105 kg (1052 short ton) shipping weight of the
reactor pressure vessel loaded on a barge of appropriate dimensions (about 200
ft. long by about 50 ft. wide).2 7,8

Information obtained during the site visit reveals that barge traffic on the
San Bernard River is not infrequent, and that pilots experience no difficulties
in transiting the river. Most of the barge traffic appears to be between
River Mile 0.0 and docking facilities at River Mile 20.7 in the vicinity of
the railroad swing bridge. However, a barge loading slip is maintained just
across the river from the site of the proposed barge landing slip. The appli-
cant reports that this slip could not be used because the FM 522 bridge, which
extends across the river, could not support the load of the reactor pressure
vessel and overland transporter, and that reinforcement of the bridge is+

impractical.

It is the staff's opinion that the Corps of Engineers maintains the San Bernard
River Channel at sufficient width and depth to permit barge transportation of
the reactor pressure vessel to the proposed unloading point without additional
dredging or other channel modification. Further, no unique impacts to the
river resulting from passage of the barge up the river are expected. Such
impacts would be similar to those resulting from other barge traffic on the
river, and there is no indication that this traffic has affected any element
of the river system.

3.2.2 Impacts of unloading facility construction
i

3.2.2.1 Site description

The site of the proposed barge unloading facility is in Brazoria County,
Texas, approximately 3.5 km north-northeast of Sweeny and 6.0 km south-southwest
of West Columbia (Fig. 3.2). The proposed facility would occupy a 3.2-hectare
site on the east bank of the San Bernard River (River Mile 26). Farm-to-Market
Road 522 (FM-522) runs along the western boundary of the site.

The topography of the site is relatively flat, with two poorly drained
depressions connected to the river by a recently constructed drainage ditch.
The soils are Asa silty clay loams (Soil Conservation Service 1979) and are
classified by the Soil Conservation Service as prime farmland soils.4

The vegetation on the site is a fluvial woodland dominated by pecan trees
(Carya illinoensis), with sycamore (Plantanus occidentalis) prevalent along
the river banks. The most conspicuous features of the understory are the high
percentage of exposed sandy soil and the abundant growth of palmetto (Sabal
minor). Sedges occur along the margins of the wet, shallow depressions, and
grasses are found in the more open areas of the site. Little evidence of
wildlife activity was observed during the site visit' made by the staff or the
survey done by the applicant.a
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3.2.2.2 Impacts to terrestrial ecology

The applicant has described barge slip construction in his environmental
assessment.8 Construction of the temporary barge slip will begin about seven
months prior to the scheduled use of the facility.s Approximately 1.4 hectares
of the 3.2 hectare site will be cleared to provide an access road, the work
area for tN barge slip, and a storage area and sedimentation pond for excavated
materials. An estimated 11,500 m3 of clay and silty sand will be excavated
and dredged. All excavated materials will be stored at the site (Fig. 3.3)
and will be used for restoring the barge slip area after the reactor pressure
vessel has been transported. Plans for controlling erosion include construction
of sediment ponds for saturated materials, stabilization of the slopes of the
evacuated materials by seeding with grass as needed, and use of riprap aggregate
to line the sidewalls, endwalls, and bottor of the barge slip.

Clearing and construction will destroy at least 1.4 hectares of fluvial woodlands
and associated riverbank habitat. Two shallow, man-made wetlands will also
be destroyed or disturbed. Fluvial woodlands and wetlands are generally
considered to have high ecological value and provide excellent wildlife
habitat.9 1o.11 12 The relatively small area that will be affected and the
temporary nature of the facility, however, should minimize the magnitude of
the impacts to the site. The applicant plans to restore the site by using the
stockpiled materials to refill the barge slip and then reseed the area.

Endangered species listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (45 FR
33768, May 20, 1980) that may occur in the area of the barge slip include the
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and the arctic peregrine falcon (Falco
peregrinus tundrius). Bald eagles are frequently sighted in Brazoria Countyts

and are known to nest there. " These birds nest in large, isolated trees such
as pecans, sycamores, or cypress near open water bodies such as rivers or
lakes.25 The pecan and sycamore trees on the proposed site are not particularly
large and do not occur as isolated individuals. No evidence of eagle nests
was observed by the NRC staff or the applicant, and it is unlikely that the
proposed barge facility would have a significant ef fect on bald eagle popula-
tions in this region.

ArcticperegrinefalconsmigratethroughtheTexasGulfCoastregionduringthe fall on their way to wintering areas in Central and South America.16'1
Although it is possible that falcons may occasionally occur in the vicinity of
the proposed site for short periods of time, it is unlikely that they make any
more than a casual use of the site. The disturbance of a part of the existing
woodland for a temporary barge facility should therefore have little, if
any, impact on this species of falcon.

The American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) is listed as a threatened
species by the USFWS in the coastal region of Texas.18 Large numbers of
alligators occur in Brazoria County,28 and they may be found along the San
Bernard River. No evidence of alligator activity was observed by the staff or
the applicant during their inspections of the site. The Louisiana milk snake
(Lampropeltis triangulum amaura), a state protected, nongame species,ts could
also occur in the vicinity of the site.

On the basis of information provided by the applicant's February survey of the
site, it appears unlikely that any endangered, threatened, or state protected
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species utilizing terrestrial habitat would be affected by construction of the
proposed barge unloading facility. However, since the site was surveyed
during a time of year when there is only a limited possibility of observing
the species of concern, the staff requires the applicant to make confirmatory
studies of the site before initiating any construction-related activities.
These additional studies should be undertaken in consultation with the USFWS,
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and the NRC staff.

In compliance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act Amendments of
1978 (f.L. 95-630, November 10, 1978), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
been contacted for any additional information on Federally-listed endangered
or threatened species.

|
In summary, the information presently available indicates that impacts caused by
construction of the barge facility to terrestrial ecology, including impacts on
endangered or threatened species utilizing terrestrial habitat, would be minor.

3.2.2.3 Impacts to aquatic ecology

The San Bernard River is free flowing and void of major impoundments, but a
small dam is located slightly upstream of the proposed site for the landing
slip. The river originates in the Coastal Plains and flows southeastward to
its confluence with the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. No endangered and threat-
ened species have been identified as occurring in the river, as determined
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife stream evaluation.3 The Texas Department of
Water Resources, formerly the Texas Water Development Board, in its 1976 Texas
Water Quality Standards, has declared the river's desirable 'uses to include
recreation and fish and wildlife propagation.3

The principal impacts to aquatic ecology are expected to Occur as a result of
dredging in the San Bernard River to connect the maintained channel to the
barge landing slip. Other impacts can result from operations involving excava-
tion for the landing slip, and disposal of the material dredged from the river
bottom. However, the staff believes that these impacts to aquatic species and
to downstream water users will be of short dur'ation and will be reversible.20

3.2.2.4 Impacts to historical and archeological resources

The applicant commissioned an archeological survey of the proposed barge
landing site 21 by the Texas Archeological Survey Team of the University of
Texas at Austin. The field survey discovered no historic or prehistoric
cultural remains within the project area and recommended no further arche-
ological investigation. On the basis of this evaluation, the State Historic
Preservation Officer has concluded that construction activities at the proposed
site should not affect sites on the National Register of Historic Places nor
any site presently in the process of submission to the National Register
(Appendix C of this Supplement). Should cultural resources be found during
construction, work will cease and the State Historic Preservation Officer and
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation will be afforded an opportunity
to comment in accordance with the Procedures for the Protection of Historic
and Cultural Properties (36 CFR, Part 800). One site in the area (the
Sweeny Plantation) has been nominated for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places. This site, however, is located on the west bank of the
San Bernard River and will not be affected by the proposed project.s
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3.2.3 Impacts of overland transportation

The proposed transportation route for the reactor pressure vessel extends
approximately 92 km from the barge unloading site to the Allens Creek site5

(Fig. 3.1). The route follows existing roads for its entire length, passing
mainly through relatively flat agricultural land.

From the barge unloading facility, the route runs north-northeast along FM 522
to State Highway 36 at West Columbia, a distance of 8.7 km. This sect'on of
the route is narrow, with numerous fairly sharp curves. Several large live oak
trees (Quercus virginiana) along this segment of the route will have to be
removed or severely trimmed to allow passage of the reactor pressure vessel.

At the junction of State Highway 36, the route turns north-northwest through
West Columbia and follows the State Highway to Needville, a distance of 34.4
km. Several oil fields occur along this segment of the route, which is flat
and used mainly as pasture or cropland. About 9.5 km north-northwest of West
Columbia, the route crosses East Varner Creek over a bridge which the applicant
has determined will not support the weight of the transporter. A temporary
bypass of this bridge will be constructed within the highway right-of-way,
using steel culverts and fill as needed.8 This construction will temporarily
disturb the creek and existing roadside vegetation, and one large, partially
destroyed live oak tree will be removed. Impacts to the creek and its immediate
surroundings should be minimal, and the applicant plans to remove the fill and
culvert immediately after the crossing has been used.

At Needville, the route follows FM 360 to Highway 59, a distance of 14.7 km.
Several large trees in the village of Needville may require trimming to permit
passage of the transporter. The route crosses one railroad at Needville and
another near the junction of FM 360 and Highway 59.

The route follows Highway 59 for 1.1 km to FM 1875, where it again turns
northwest. The applicant plans to avoid traffic delays on heavily-traveled
routes such as Highway 59 by developing detours and utilizing traffic control
personnel at strategic points.s A railroad crossing exists near the junction
of Highway 59 and FM 1875.

The route follows FM 1875 for 7.6 km to U.S. Highway 90A west of Rosenburg.
This portion of the route is a relatively narrow, paved road with numerous
curves and narrow shoulders. At U.S. Highway 90A, the route turns west for
1.9 km and then turns northwest again at FM 1952. Detours and traffic control

| will be used to avoid major traffic problems on U.S. Highway 90A.
t

The transporter will travel 15.5 km along FM 1952 to Wallis. This portion of
the route is similar to that of FM 1875. At Wallis, the route follows State
Highway 36 northwest to the Allens Creek site, a distance of 8.4 km. A steep
railroad crossing separates the site from State Highway 36. The applicant
plans to construct temporary ramps of aggregate fil' for making this crossing.

Numerous overhead power and telephone lines cross the proposed overland route.
Many of these will need to be raised or disconnected prior to passage of the
transporter. The applicant anticipates that disruption of service will be
less than one hour in rural areas and can be avoided for population centers.
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Transporter movement will result in minor impacts, including trimming of trees
along the overland route, temporary disturbance to a small creek and highway
right-of-way, and short-term disruption of telephone and power service.
Disruption of normal traffic patterns will be unavoidable, but careful planning
should prevent any serious problem developing. Emergency vehicles can be
stationed on either side of the reactor pressure vessel for transportation
segments where passage around the reactor pressure vessel is impossible due to
the narrowness of the pavement or the inadequacy of road shoulders.

3.3 STAFF CONCLUSIONS

Based on reconnaissance-level information, the staff has assessed the potential
environmental impacts of the applicant's proposal to transport the reactor
pressure vessel from the San Bernard River to the Allens Creek site. The
staff considered the impacts associated with (1) barge transportation up the
San Bernard River, (2) construction and operation of the barge unloading
facility, and (3) overland transportation to the Allens Creek site. Consider-
ation was also given to alternative transportation routes. The staff's conclu-
sions are:

The San Bernard River Channel is maintained at an adequate width and depth to
accommodate barge transportation of the reactor pressure vessel. There will
be no unique impacts to the San Bernard River as a result of barge transpor-
tation from the river's confluence with the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway to the
barge landing slip site, other than those impacts normally associated with
barge transport up this river.

Dredging operations, which are required to connect the landing slip to the
maintained San Bernard River channel, will result in localized impacts to
aquatic biota and water quality. These impacts, however, are expected to be
minor and of short duration.

Development of the barge unloading facility will result in the clearing of at
least 1.4 ha of land including some fluvial woodlands. Impacts on endangered,
threatened, and state protected species appear to be minor, but the applicant
will be required to do a more extensive field study to determine the potential
presence of these species on the proposed site before initiating any construction-
related activities there.

Impacts of the overland transportation of the reactor pressure vessel will
result from construction and later removal of a bypass for the East Varner
Creek bridge on State Highway 36; removal of overhead abstructions for proper
vertical clearance; and possible traffic congestion due to the slow moving
caravan. Installation and removal of culverts at the Varner Creek bypass will
result in increased turbidity for a short period of time but should not adversely
affect local aquatic habitat. The streambed disturbed during these operations
will be restored. The entire overland route is crossed by large numbers of
utility lines which must be raised or removed and replaced to permit transit
of the loaded transporter. Impacts to these utility users will depend on the
number of lines that can be relocated prior to passage of the transporter and
can be mitigated by early relocation of a maximum number of lines and by
minimizing the amount of time required for removal and replacement of individ-
ual lines. Mature trees along parts of FM 522 kill have to be trimmed but the
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aesthetic impact should be minor. Impacts to normal traffic patterns are
expected, but can be minimized by careful planning and coordination with law
enforcement and traffic control officials. In addition to preplanning to
limit the duration of these impacts, the applicant will limit the number of
persons impacted by choice of route segments to avoid cities, towns, and
heavily traveled highways. The staff believes that with these mitigation
measures, the impacts taken as a whole will not be adverse.

Alternative routings to that proposed were also considered by the applicant.
Other routings appear to be viable, but would not result in significantly less
environmental impacts. The staff is of the opinion that the applicant has
made a reasonable choice for transporting the reactor pressure vessel to the
Allens Creek site.

In summary, the staff concludes that impacts associated with the proposed
method of reactor pressure vessel transportation, including construction and
operation of the barge landing slip, will be minor and of short duration.
Additionally, the staff finds that the proposed method of reactor pressure
vessel transportation will have no significant environmental impacts that
would affect the staff's previous weighing of environmental benefits and costs
for the Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station Unit No.1, and that alterna-
tives to the proposed method would not result in a significant reduction in
those impacts.

t
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-4 . DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED

4.1 RESPONSES TO AGENCY COMMENTS

4.1.1 Background

Following the title of each response contained in this section is a notation'

[e.g., (EPA, A-6)] that indicates the originator of the comment (s) to which
the response refers (e.g., Environmental Protection Agency) and the page
number (s) on which the comment (s) can be found (e.g., page A-6). Appendix A
includes comments by Federal, State and local agencies on the Draft second
Supplement to the FES.

4.1.1.1 Environmental Effects of Certain Aspects of the Proposed Project
(EPA, A-6)

The staff responses to environmental reservations expressed in earlier comment
letters from the Environmental Protection Agericy were included in the first
Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement NUREG-0470, August 1978 (Sections
S.11.1.5.12, S.11.1.5.13, S.11.1.5.15, S.11.1.7.1 and S.11.1.10.1). Those
reservations were not further considered by the staff in preparing this second
Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement.

4.1.1.2 Mitigation for Wildlife Habitat Impacted by the Facility (TPWD, A-10)

Impacts to terrestrial ecosystems and mitigating measures have been discussed
in Section 5.5.1 of the FES and Section S.5.3.3 of the first Supplement to the
FES. The staff has recommended several conditions for protection of the
environment (Item 7 of Summary and Conclusions, pages s.v and s.vi, first
Supplement to the FES). Mitigation of wildlife habitat was not considered in
this second Supplement.

4.1.2 Alternative Site Analysis

4.1.2.1 Consideration of the South Texas Site as an Alternative Site
(TPWD, A-9)

The staff did rate the STP site as preferable to the Allens Creek site for
terrestrial ecology and land use. (Section 2.5). However, the staff's overall
conclusion is that none of the alternative sites is obviously superior to
Allens Creek. If subsequent adjudicatory proceedings should result in a
decision that STP or some other site is obviously superior to the Allens Creek
site a construction permit would not be issued for the Allens Creek project.
If a subsequent application were submitted to the NRC for an alternative unit
at the STP site, the staff's evaluation of environmental impacts would reflect
constraints imposed by the State of Texas through appropriate permits granted
or proposed to be granted to the applicant.

4.1.2.2 Alternative Site R2-Analysis (TDWR, A-12)

The re-analysis considered thc major environmental impacts in the areas of
(1) terrestrial ecology and land use, (2) aquatic ecology and water use, and
(3) socioeconomics (Table 2.13). Although sites selected for comparison with
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Allens Creek were generally limited to sites anticipated to be licensable with
respect to the criteria of 10 CFR Part 100, no attempt was made to develop the
site specific data necessary to demonstrate that licensability.

4.1.3 Analysis of Reactor Pressure Vessel Transportation

4.1.3.1 Archeological Survey of Proposed Barge Landing Site (001, A-4)

The letter from the State Historic Preservation Officer (Appendix C) states,
"We are in receipt of the archeological evaluation . . . ." This evaluation
was completed in response to a request by HL&P (Reference 21, Section 3), and
as stated (Appendix C) further investigation in the project areas is not
needed. However, the State Historic Preservation Officer states that, "Should
cultural resources be encounte. 'd during construction, work will cease and the
State Historic Preservation Cfficer and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation will be afforded the opportunity to comment in accordance with
the Proceedings for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 CFR
Part 800)." The staff does not consider that further specific investigation
in the project area is necessary prior to construction even though the survey
of sites in the general area which may be eligible for inclusion within the
National Register may not have been completed.

4.1.3.2 Plan for Transporting the Reactor Pressure Vessel (TOWR, A-14)

The NRC staff did not find the proposed revised transport plan is preferable
to all other reasonable alternative plans. Rather, the staff found ". . . that
the proposed method of reactor pressure vessel transportation will have no
significant environmental impacts that would affect the staff's previous
weighing of environmental benefits and costs for the Allens Creek Nuclear
Generating Station Unit No. 1, and that alternatives to the proposed method
would not result in a significant reduction in those impacts." (Section 3.3).

4.1.3.3 Laws and Regulations Related to Reactor Pressure Vessel Transportation
(TDWR, A-14)

The reactor pressure vessel is to be transported as a component for subsequent
use in the construction of the Allens Creek facility, and not as a container
for any substance. Thus, there is no potential for accidental spills of
hazardous and toxic substances from the vessel being transported.

.

4.1.3.4 State Permits for Overload Transportation of the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (DHWPT, A-19)

The applicant states that formal application for permits will be submitted
approximately 8 months prior to the scheduled date for the Reactor Pressure
Vessel delivery at the plant site (Reference 8, Section 3). Since both the
proposed route and alternative routes between the proposed unloading facility
and the plant are not expected to have significant impacts that would affect
the staff's previous weighing of environmental benefits and costs for the

;

Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1, choice of an alternate
route during coordination with the State of Texas is not expected to require
further Commission review. Condition 7.h. of the first Supplement to the FES
provides guidance for the applicant's decision on whether to obtain prior
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approval from the Director of Reactor Regulation if an alternate route is
proposed.

4.1.3.5 Review of the Proposed Barge Unloading Facility by State of Texas'

General Land Use (GLO, A-20)

The applicant has committed to submit plans to the State and counties one year
prior to the offloading date and to apply for state and county permits 35 weeks
prior to the offloading date (Reference 8 of Section 3).

4.2 RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS

John F. Doherty, Intervenor in the construction permit licensing proceeding,
on January 15, 1981 filed additional contentions Numbers 51, 52, 53, and 54
and on January 26, 1981 filed contention 55. By letter dated February 10,
1981 he forwarded the contentions as filed with a request that portions of the
contentions be treated as comments on the draft second Supplement to the FES
and that the staff include responses to the comments in the second Supplement
to the FES.

The contentions question the adequacy of the staff's analysis of alternative
sites and its conclusion that none of the alternative sites evaluated is
environmentally preferable to the Allens Creek site. In some of his comments,
Mr. Doherty suggests that information should have been developed in the detail
and specificity normally considered in evaluating a proposed site. Therefore,
the following responses are limited to those comments that relate tu ceconnais- -

sance-level data such as the staff relied on for its alternative site re-analysis.

(1) Doherty Contention 51(a), (b) and (g)

The ecological consequences resulting from changes in river water quality,
especially dissolved oxygen, biocides, and heavy metals, caused by siting
a BWR on the lower Trinity River will be greater in comparison to a
similar BWR sited at Allens Creek on the lower Brazos River for the
following reasons:

(a) Because the Trinity River is moderately polluted, any additional
loss of water quality would be expected to have serious impacts on
resident biota. This is not the case for the Brazos River which is
less polluted and which has higher river flows leading to greater
dilution of released effluents.

(b) Although the lower Trinity River does exhibit moderate pollution,
its fishery resources are excellent and unique in comparison to the
poor Brazos River fishery. Thus, any changes in Trinity water
quality could potentially impact a unique river fishery.

(c) Biocides and heavy metals would be released directly to the Trinity
River (cooling tower blowdown) and only indirectly to the Brazos
River (overflow from the cooling reservoir). Thus, water quality
changes would be expected to be greater in the Trinity River than in
the Brazos.

3
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(2) Doherty Contention 51(c), (dl), (d2), (e), (h) and (t)

Changes in the environmental conditions of Trinity and Galveston Bay
associated with temperature, salinity, detritus inflow, and freshwater
inflow modifications, will pc ntially have a variety of effects on
the diverse seasonal and res 2ent faunas of these estuaries. While
it is possible that some species may experience an increase in
productiori associated with these changes, it is also probable that
some species will suffer declines, especially during drought years.
Because an evaluation of effects on biota must consider all simulta-
neous changes in environmental quality (not just single factors) and
because effects on subtle predator / prey and competition relationships
are uncertain, a very detailed study would be necessary to assess
potential impacts. Without such a detailed study, which is beyond
the scope of this analysis, it must be assumed that increased fresh-
water consumption at the Li-3 site will have some deleterious effect
on downstream estuarine biota that may not be mitigated by subsequent
positive effects on other important biota.

(3) Doherty Contention 51(f)

Freshwater consumption at the Li-3 site may affect downstream feeding
areas (nursery grounds) for important estuarine organisms.

(4) Doherty Contention 51(j)

There is no evidence that the ACNGS site is used any more intensely
as wintering waterfowl habitat than is the Li-3 site.

(5) Doherty Contention 51(1) and 55(e)

Table S.2.5 of the FSFES lists critical fauna whose rar.ges include
the ACNGS site, not endangered species that will be affected by the
proposed project. The staff's analysis shows that the only endangered
or threatened species that might be affected by the proposed project
is the Attwaters Prairie Chicken (FES Sections 2.7.1, 3.8, and
5.5.1; FSFES Section S.4.3.1).

(6) Doherty Contention 51(n) and 55(a)

The staff's analysis of transmission corrider impacts is based on an
assumed corridor width of 61 m (200 ft). This width was chosen as a
reasonable approximation of the corridor widths proposed by the
applicant for the ACNGS site (Supplement No. 2, p. 2-31).

(7) Doherty Contentions 51(m) and 55(e)_

The staff has compared the Li-3 site and the Je-3 site with cooling
towers to the ACNGS site and has recognized that the impact on land
use would be less if cooling towers were to be used (Supplement
No. 2, pp. 2-57 and 2-58).
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(8) Doherty Contention 51(p)

The staff judges that its inmigration estimates for ACNGS and Li-3
are reasonable and that its conclusion is also reasonable. Even if
the staff erred its Li-3 inmigration estimate and its conclusion on
inmigration impacts, it would not alter the overall conclusion that
Li-3 can be judged no better than ACNGS with respect to socioeconomic
impacts. This is particularly the case since lower inmigration at
Li-3 would require greater commuting ove. a commuting road system
which is judged to have serious problems.

(9) Doherty Contention 51(q)

As noted in Section 2.3, the presence of a nuclear power plant can
attract or shift residential and commercial development to areas
away from the site. Additionally, it is not at all clear that
Austin County is a " rapidly growing residential area." Also, as
discussed in Section 2.3.1.2, the projected aesthetic impacts of
ACNGS would not extend to Ft. Bend County, which is projected to
enjoy substantial residential development.

(10) Doherty Contention 51(r)

The staff does not agree with the comment. If the staff is incorrect,

however, it still does not change the staff's overall conclusion on
socioeconomic impacts (Section 2.4.3) that Li-3 can be judged t; be
30 botter than the ACNGS site.

(11) Doherty Contention 52

The areas shown on Figures 2.11 and 2.13 are based an maps in the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Outdoor Recreation Plan (Supplement
No. 2, p. 2-70, ref. 27) as indicated by reference on pages 2-38 and
2-48 and in the discussion on page 2-14. A more detailed description
and analysis of these areas is beyond the scope of a reconnaissance
study.

(12) Doherty Contention 53 and 55(f)

The " uncertain" categories listed in Table 2.11 for Je-3 and for
Ma-3 have been stated to be areas of low data availability. Under

-the restraints of a reconnaissance-level analysis, potential problems
in these areas can only be pointed out and no conclusions can be
reached. Their importance to the overall assessment of environmental
preferability is not critical, however, because for both sites other
negative factors exist. Thus, there is no justification for requiring

. additional data to be collected.

(13) Doherty Contention 54

As noted in Sections 2.4.3.4 and 2.4.3.5, the staff concurs in part
with the conclusions of this comment. If the construction of a
third unit at STP or of a facility at Ma-3 could be phased with
construction of STP units 1 and 2, the staff judges that Ma-3 would
be preferable and STP to be equivalent to the ACNGS site in terms of
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socioeconomic impacts. A third unit at STP is judged as no more,

than equivalent to ACNGS under this scenario due to adverse fiscal
'

impacts on the jurisdictions hosting the inmigrating work force.

(14) Doherty Contention 55(d)

The Blue Hills Station would have required a total of four mechanical,

'

draft cooling towers, two towers for each unit (FES, Blue Hills
Station, Units 1 and 2, NUREG-0449, p. 3-5. The statement that
three towers would be used at the Je-3 site (Supplement No. 2,
p. 2-18) has been changed to read that two towers will be used. The
staff nas stated (Supplement No. 2, p. 2-59), that from the standpoint
of terrestrial ecology and land use, ACNGS as proposed is preferable
to thr. Je-3 site with either a cooling pond or cooling towers.

(15) Dcherty Contention 55(g)

The staff assumed that two transmission line corridors would be required
for any of the alternate sites to ensure on-site power availability.

'

(16) Doherty Contention 55(h)

One of the primary sources of information in a reconnaissance-level
survey and, in particular, on the Texas "castal estuarine environments,
has been direct communication with field scientists employed by
various state and federal agencies. These sources of information
are probably the most reliable and valuable from a site-specific
standpoint and, thus, must be included in the analysis where
appropriate.

,

4.3 LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THIS SUPPLEMENT IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
AND ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

Cultural Wemains Encountered During Cone'ruction (DOI, A-4)

The wording has been changed to reflect the intent of the comment (Section
3.2.2.4).

4
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Appendix A

C0lG4ENTS BY FEDERAL _ STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES RECEIVED OL
THE DRAFT SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL SIMEHEN1

Comment
No. P_ age

U!S. Department of Agriculture, Economics and Statistics
Service, Natural Resource Economics Division, letter dated
January 5, 1981. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A-2..

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Dallas
Area Office Fort Worth Regional Office, letter dated
January 12, 1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A-3

1-2 U.S. Department of the Interior, letter dated February 5,
1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A-4

3 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV, letter
dated January 29, 1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A-5

4-9 Office of the Governor, Budget and Planning Office,
Austin, Texas, letter dated February 6,1981. . . . . . . . . A-8

10-11 Office of the Governor, Budget and Planning Office,
Austin, Texas, letter dated February 11, 1981. . . . . . . . . A-18
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OV"'
United Stit:s Econ 6mics Washington, D.C.._-1

Dep:rtin:nt of and Statistics 20250 <-'/,..;
.

Agnculture Service

i

January 5, 1981

Mr. B. J. Youngblood, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:
i

Thank you for the Draft Supplement No. 2 to the Final Environmental
Statement (NUREG-0470) relating to the proposed construction of the
Allens Creek Nuclear Generacing Station (ACNCS), Unit No. 1, by the;

Houston Lighting & Power Company, Austin County, Texas.
.

We have reviewed Docket No. 50-466 and have no comments at this
time.

Sincera1y,

MELVIN L. COTNER
Director, Natural Resource

Economics Division

e

1
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#,- \ DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

ee' eI FORT WORTH REGION AL OFFICE*

's [ 221 WEST LANCASTE R AVENUE

s. e** P.o. BO K 2905

FORT WORTH. tex A5 76112

M1 GION VI

IN REPLY REF ER To:

January 19, 1981

Mr. B. J. Youngblood
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

The Draft Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement related
to the construction of Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station,
Unit No.1, has been reviewed in the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's. Dallas Area Office and Fort Worth Regional
Office, and it has been determined that the department will not
have comments on the supplement.

Sincerely,

Victor J. Hancock
Environmental Clearance Officer

a
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g United States Department of the Interior
"-

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
s. , s WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

ER 80/1536
FEB 5 198I

Mr. B. J. Youngblood
Chief, Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the draft supplement
to the final environmental statement for Allens Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 1, Austin County. Texas. We have the
following comments.

The status of the archeological survey of the proposed barge
landing site is unclear. The text, on page 3-8, states that
no cultural remains were found in the project area and that
further investigation is not needed. However, the letter from

1 the State Historic Preservation Officer (Appendix C) states
| that the " survey of sites in the area...has not been completed."

The status of survey work in the area should be clarified in the.

final statement.

The final statement should also state that cultural remainsj
encountered during construction should be reported to the;

2 ! Secretary of the Interior through the Departmental Consulting
! Archeologist, Interagency Archeological Services, Washington,
! D.C. (202) 343-7105. |

We hope these comments will be of assistance to you.

Sincerel ,

.
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I 5 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION VI

'g gd 1201 ELM STREET

DALLAS. TEXAS 75270

January 29, 1981

Mr. B. J. Ycungblood
Chief, licensing Branch No. 1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

We have completed our review of your Second Oraf t Supplement to the
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) related to the construction
of Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station. The Station will be built
by Houston Lighting and Power Company near Wallis, Texas, and is sched-
uled for commercial operation in 1986. The purpose of this Supplement
is to modify the first Supplement to reflect recent decisions of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Aopeal Board.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is presently re-evaluating its site
selection criteria and methodology to place stronger requirements on
candidate sites. Although these changes are not yet effective, several
of the new requirements have been applied to site selection for the
Allens Creek plant. In particular, candidate areas were excluded in the
screening process which do not have natural barriers to protect under-
lying aquifers, or which lie directly upstream of aquifer recharge
areas. Even though a Class 9 (core meltdown) accident at a nuclear
power station may be extremely unlikely, we support such additional
precautions since they can greatly reduce the impact such an acciuent
would hcve on the hydrologic environment.

We offer the following comments for your consideration in the prepara-
tion of the Final Statement:

Alternate Site Analysis and Transoortation Review

The Supplement addressed five alternative sites in detail and proposed
means of transporting the reactor pressure vessel to the Allens Creek
site. Also, some earlier proposed conditions to EPA's water quality
requirements were withdrawn.

1. Five alternative sites that were representative of those
resource areas capable of supporting a nuclear powered gener-
ating station were selected and compared with the Allens Creek
site. None of the alternative sites were found to be environ-
mentally preferable to the Allens Creek site. Therefore, this
site remains an acceptable choice for the proposed nuclear O)
station. 3

A-5
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2. The Supplement considered the environmental impacts of trans-
porting the reactor pressure vessel up the San Bernard River,
constructing a harge unloading facility, and transporting the
vessel overland to the Allens Creek site. The environmental
inoacts associated with these actions were determined to be
minor and of short duration. Impacts on alternate trans-
portation routes were also considered and appeared to be
viable. However, the EIS determined that using alternate
routes would not significantly reduce environmental effects.

As stated in earlier comment letters, we continue to have environmental
reservations about the environmental effects of certain aspects of the

proposed pro. ject. However, since no changes have been made on the
technical aspects of the project in this EIS, and no environmentally
significant impacts were discussed in the Document, we classify the
Second Suoplement EIS as LO-1. Specifically, we have no objections to

3 the oroposed site and nethod of transporting the reactor pressure vessel
to the site as it relates to Environment 61 Protection Agency's legis-
lative mandates. Our classification will be published in the Federal
Register according to our responsibility to infom the public of our
views on orocosed Federal actions,' under Section 309 of the Clean Air
Act.

Definitions of the categories are provided on the enclosur.e. Our procedure
is to categorize the EIS on both the environmental consequences of the
proposed action and on the adequacy of the Impact Statenent at the draft
stage whenever possible.

We aooreciated the opportunity to review the Second Oraft Supplement to
the Final Environmental Impact Statement. Please send our office five
(5) copies of the Final Supplemental Statement at the same time that it
is sent to the Office of Environmental Review, U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, Washington, D.C.

cerely,

aan UM
W

A ene Harrison
Regional Administrator (6A)

Enclosure
;

i

,
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ENC?.CP. ENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

L_0 - Lack of Obfections

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as describet in the draft'

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER - Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain
aspects of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of
suggested alternatives or modifications is required and has asked the
originating Federal agency to re-assess these aspects.

EU - Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its
potentially hamful effec: on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency
celieves that the potential safeguards which might be utilized may not
adequately protect the environment from hazards arising from this action.
The Agency recomends that alternatives to the action be analyzed further
(including the possibility of no action at all).

ADE00ACY OF THE IMPACT STATENENT

Catacory 1 - Adecuate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact
of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably
available to the project or action.

Catecory 2 - Insufficient Infomation.

EPA believes the draft impact statement does not contain sufficient
information to assess' fully the environmental impact of the proposed
project or action. However, from the information submitted, the
Agency is able to make a preliminary determination of the impact
on the environment. EPA has requested that the originator provide

| the information that was not included in the draft statement.

Cateoory 3 - Inadecuate

EPA believes that the draft impact statament does not adequately
assess the environmental impact of the proposed project or action,

| or that the statement inadequately analyzes reasonably available
alternatives. The Agency has requested more information and analysis
concerning the potential environmental hazards and has asked that
substantial revision be made to the impact statement. If a draft
statement is assigned a Category 3, no rating will be made of the<

| project or action, since a basis does not generally exist on which
to make a determination.

A-7
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
./lLLI AM P. CLEMENTS. JR.*

n aamcp
1

February 6, 1981

Mr. B. J. Youngblood
Division of Licensing
Unitea States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

The Draft Supplement No. 2 to the Final Environmental Statement per-
taining to Allens Creek, prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
has been reviewed by the Budget and Planning Office and interested
state agencies. Copies of the review comments are enclosed for your
information and use. The State Environmental Impact Statement Identi-
fier Number assigned to the project is 0-12-50-044.

The Budget and Planning Office appreciates the opportunity to review
3 this project. If we can be of any further assistance during the en-

vironmental review process, please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

.

# ,' .

F. R. Spi'es, Manager
General Government Section
Budget and Planning Office

epg

Enclosures: Conmients by Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Texas Department of Water Resources
Railroad Commission of Texas
Texas Air Control Board

,

u

h SAM HOUSTON 8UILolNG P. O. sox 12428. CAPITOL STATION. AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711.
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4 - February 5. 1981

FEB 5 1981Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office

ggdgg{fp|3pgjpgAttention: General Covernment Saction >

Post Office Box 13561, Capitol Station
i

Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Allen's Creek Nuclear Generating Station,
Draf t Supplement No. 2

Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:'

e

This agency has reviewed the above referenced document and offers the
following comments.

In consideration of all the alternative sites' discussed, impacts upon
wildlife resources would be minimi=ed if the South Texas Project (STP)
site were chosen. This site is preferred because it would require only
two percent of the land that would be needed at the proposed Allen's
Creek Nuclear Generating Station (ACNCS). As stated in the document, the
STP site has already been clea ed..and many of the required improvements

4 .such as the cooling pond, access roads and intake and discharge structures-
are either in place or under construction. Should the Mouth of the
Colorado River Project be implemented, impacts upon downstrea= estuaries

>

could be adversely _ impacted by water withdrawn from the river at the STP.
Consequently, in order to minimize these impacts, a schedule developed in
coordination with this Department would be needed that would specify the ~ j

frequency and quantity of water that would be withdrawn from the Colorado
River to operate the STP.

Concerning-the construction of an unloading facility associated with the
' ACNGS, this Department agrees with the statement on page 3-10 that would
require an additional field study, prior to initiating construction, to
decennine the potential impacts upon wildlife resources.'

A1

,
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Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery

Page Two
February 5, 1981

-

Should the Allen's Creek Nuclear Generating Station be built, the constructing
5 agency should consider mitigating for wildlife habitat impacted by the

_ facility.

I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this document.

S cerely,

A /i%i
CIIARLES D. TRAVIS
Executive Director

CDT:RWS:dsb

A-10
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JAN n
IO81Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director

Governor's Budget & Planning Office g
t/PlannIOdSan Houston Bldg., 7th Floor -

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:

Re: U. S. fluclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) -- Draft Second Supplement to
Final Environmental Statement Relative to the Allens Creek Nuclear Generat-
ing Station (ACNGS) Unit No. 1 (Docket No. 5-466, Houston Lighting & Power
Company (HL&P). December 1980. (State File Reference: EIS-0 12-50-044.)

In response to your memorandum dated January 2,1981, the staff of the Texas
Department of-Water Resources (TDWR) has reviewed the referenced draft Second
Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement (SSFES), prepared by NRC in
connection with their consideration of the application filed by HL&P, pursuant
to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (amended) and 10 CFR Part 51, Section 51.5,
for a federal permit to construct the ACNGS Unit No.1 (3579-MWt Boiling Water
Reactor; 1146-Mue Steam Turbine Generator), located on a 11,152-acre HL&P-
owned site in Austin County, Texas, approximately four miles northwest of the
City of Wallis and 45 miles west of the City of Houston. The estinated cost
of the project is S1.3 billion. NRC has indicated that the referenced SSFES
for the ACNGS project was necessary in order to comply with relevant decisions
handed down by the Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board AS& LAB during 1978
and 1979, in connection with four nuclear project cases examined and ruled on
by the AS&LA:,, after the FES and the First Supplement to the FES (FSFES) for
the ACNGS Unit 1 project had been completed and approved. Specifically,
AS& LAB Decisions: ALAB-471, 7 NRC 477 (1978); ALAB-479, 7 NRC 774 (1978);
ALAB-515, 8 flRC 702 (1978); and ALAB-569, 10 NRC 557 (1979) mandate in essence,
that: (1) For projects which are still under NRC review, and the record is
still open, NRC must reexamine earlier findings regarding project site alter-
natives in the light of current knowledge, and to consider additional feasible
alternatives which may not have been foreseen nor considered possible in the
earlier stages of project formulation; (2) NRC is required to accept at face
value the Environmental Prate * ion Agency's (EPA) decisions regarding water.

quality matters, pursuant to one Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972, as amended, and NRC is not authorized to incorporate in con-
struction permits conditions which call for a review of the adequacy of water

_

. %h ,
' eh I $ gh ke .k .
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Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Page 2
January 23, 1931

quality requirements previously established by EPA.i

From the standpoint of TDWR's responsibilities relative to water resources
planning, development, and regulation, TDWR offers the following staff review
connents on the referenced SSFES:

1. We note the finding of this alternative site re-analysis
that the original ACMGS site is considered preferable to all
other reasonable site alternatives in the study area. We

6 assume that this re-analysis, made pursuant ta the previously-
cited ASLAS decisions, was based on a consideration of site-
selection and site-evaluation criteria contained in regula-
tions, 10 CFR Part 100.

In view of this NRC confirmation of the adequacy and
suitability of the original ACNGS site, TDWR reconfirms
the validity of the following State of Texas water rights
and waste discharge permits and amendments thereto alreaJy
issued to HL&P by TDWR or its predecessor agencies:

a. Permit No. 2925 (Permit to Appropriate State Water on
May 15, 1974, by the Texas Water iiights Commission-
(now merged in TDWR, as the Texas Water Commission),
as amended by Permit No. 2925A, issued on November
29, 1977, by the Texas Water Commission of the TDWR.
The amended permit contains the changes necessitated by
the applicant's decision to reduce the scope of the
ACNGS project from a two-unit, 4800-MW plant to a
one-unit, 2400-MW plant. Specifically, the amended
permit provides for: (1) reduction of the surface
area of the cooling lake from 8,250 acres (at 118
feet above MSL) to a gross area of 5,120 acres and a
not water surface area of 5,037 acres (at 118 feet
above MSL); (2) reduction of the storage capacity of
the cooling lake from 133,441 acre-feet to 93,132
acre-feet (both at a water surface elevation of 118
feet above MSL);- (3) reduction in the authorized
total amount of water impounded, diverted, circulated.
recirculated, and consumptively used from 46,256
acre-feet to 36,200 acre-feet; (4) reduction in the
maximum diversion rate from 8,889 CFS to 4,445 CFS;
(5) reduction in the amount of water temporarily
appropriated for the initial filling of the cooling
lake from 189,181 acre-feet over a 36-month period

' ~to 134,872 acre-feet over a- 40-month period; (6)
change in the point of return flow frem N 19" 15' W.
17,400 feet from the east corner of the Jesse Boykin
Heirs Survey, Abstract No.131, Austin County, Texas-

A-12
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Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Page 3
January 23, 1981

,

19' 0' W,17,250 feet from the aforesaid survey corner.

b. Permit No. 01869, (Permit to Dispose Wastes) issued on
furch 13, 1978, superseding and replacing Permit No.
01869, issued on August 27, 1974, corresponding to
Federal NPDES Permit No. TX 0056014. This amended
permit authorizes the disposal of wastes under the
provisions of Chapter 26 of the Texas Water Code, from
the ACNGS in accordance with effluent limitations,

monitoring requirements, and other special requirements,i

relative to chlorination of domestic sewn;e, monitorir.g
wells to assure adequate protection of groundwater for

; the area affected by seepage from the cooling lake,
prohibition against discharge of polychlorinated
biphenyl transformer fluid, limitations on the discharge
of total available free chlorine or total residual
chlorine, and tne definitions of "matal cleaning wastes"
and " low-volume waste sources." The waste disposal
perrait pertains to discharges at the following
specific outfalls: 001-cooling pond discharge; 101-
condenser cooling wastes and previously monitored
effluents; 201-chemical waste treatment system
wastewater; 301-low-volune wastewater; and, 401-
metal cleaning wastewater,

i- 2. TOWR notes NRC's planned withdrawal of Conditions 7 a, b, c, and
f, relative to water quality,which were presented in the First
Supplement to the FES (FSFES) dated August 1978 (See page v of
the referenced SSFES), and the upholding of EPA's earlier rulings
and requirements. The revocation of the said NRC conditions re-
moves the previously-recommended MRC requirements for the appli-
cant to: (a) prepare and obtain approval of a revised lake
management plan and program; (b) make a chlorine minimization.

study; (c) prevent the diccharge of chlorine upstream of the
traveling screens for the circulating water intake structure;
and, (d) prepare and ' undertake extensive preaperational water

! quality monitoring programs.

i TDWR concurs-in the aforesaid NRC changes; they do not conflict
with the provisions of the water rights and wastewater discharge
permits issued by TOUR to HLSP,-as listed and described ini

Comment 1 a and b, above. No amendment of the said permits
i

appears necessary as a result of the changes proposed by NCR.

F

A-13
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3. TDWR notes NRC's analysis and favorable endorsement of HL&P's
revised plan of March 12, 1979, to transport the reactor pressure
vessel, and related equipment to the ACNGS site by a combination
of water and overland highway transport, instead of rail transport.
The revised plan calls for barge transport 26 miles up the San
Bernard River from its confluence with the Gulf Intracoastal

7 Waterway, and then highway transport for 57 miles from a barge
unloading facility to be constructed on the San Bernard River,
near the City of West Columbia, to the ACNGS site. (See Figure
3.1, page 3-3, SSFES.) We note DRC's finding the proposed re-
vised transport plan is preferable to all other reasonable
alternative plans.

From the standpoint of our basic functions and interests under
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act in the prevention
of contamination of water sources due to accidental spills of
hazardous and toxic substances, we suggest that the SSFES cite

8 the specific laws and regulations (e.g.,10 CFR Part 71 (NRC);
49 CFR Parts 170-189 (DOT)) which will govern the preparation,
coordination, and approval of the revised detailed transport
plan, including mention of the specific Federal and State
agencies to be involved in the formulation, review coordina-
tion, and approval actions.

The Texas Department of Water Resources appreciated the opportunity of reviewing
the referenced document. Please advise if we may be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

A W.-

Harvey Davis

Executive Director
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GOVERNOR c.

\TRANSMITTAI. MEMORANDUM ' .. ,, 9

f0: Review Participants DATE C0;tME?:TS DUE TO

Bl'DGET A :D Pl.ANNING OFFICE: 2/3/hl
_

_ Aeronaut ics ('ommission _ industrial Commission
J ' arks and Ulldlife Department,X Air Cont rol Hoard I

_ Animal llealth Commis fon __1,'ubl ic l'til it ies Commission
, Itu rea u o f Ib nomic Geology M_.. call road Commiss ion
_ Coastal and .% rine Councli J Soll and Water Conservation Board
.\ Depa r t me n t of Agriculture _ lexas Energy and Natural Resources
X Department of llealth Advisory Council

X Department of Highways and Public _ Covernor's Of fice of Regional
Transpo r ta t ion Development

..] Department of Water Resources __

Texas Fo res t Service
X Gene ral 1.and Of f ice

ilistorical Commission.
_,

." . ~ ~ ":7 : ' '..-.T...~~.._..
''

C Draft EIS @ Other Draft Supglemen t to EIS Number 0-12-50-044
Final EIS

.roject fil le _ .,_Al {e,13's , Creek Nuc lear Gener_ilt ine Stat ton

.. Draft Sunnlement Nh._2_

Originating Agency U.S. Nue)._q;ir Reculd.U2rv Commi ss ion

Pursuant to the Nat ional Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Of fice of Management and
hudget Circular A-95, and the Texas Policy for t he Environment (1975), the Governor's
Itudget and Planning of t ice is responsible for securing the comments and views of local
and State agencies during the environmental impact statement review process.

rnciosed for voar review and comment is a copy of the above cited document. This
Of fice solicits your comments and asks that they be returned on or before the above
due.date. You may f ind the quest ions , listed on the reverse side, useful in formulating
your comments.

For questions on this project, contact Ward Coessline at (512) 475- 60'1 .

Please address your agency's formal comments to: Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Of fice
Attention: General Government Section
P.O. Box 12428
Austin, Texas 78711

t.uS11N. TEXAS 78/11SAM w)osTON t1utLDiNG . P U sO E t 242e * APITOL iTATtON .
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i
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1 i

Suggested Quest ions to be Considered by Reviewing Agencies:
i
+ 1. Does the proposed project impact upon and is it consistent with the plans, p rograms

and statutory responsibilities of your agency?
i

{ 2. What additional specific ef fects should be assessed?

|

3. What additional alternatives should be considered?

i 4. What better or more appropriate measures and standards should be used to evaluate
environmental effects?

,

j S. What additional control measures should be applied to reduce adverse environmental
j ef fects or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
| resources?
.

6. How serious would the environmental damage f rom this project be, using the best
alternative and control measures?

.

'

7. What specific issues require further discussion or resolution?

8. Does your agency concur with the implementation of this project?;

As a part of the environmental impact statement review process, the Budget and
Planning Of fice forwards to the originating agency all substantive comments which
are formally submitted. r r, af ter analyzing this document, you conclude that ,

substantive comments are unnecessary, you may wish to so indicate by checking the3_

1 box below 2nj forwarding the form to this of fice is ty>e of esponse will indicate

oform;fl onsqui be prepared.receipt of this document by your agency and ti t-

AA0Y MWY Hi
,

I-

h No Comment. I. Randel (.lerry ) Ili l 1, Di roc Lo r
Name and Title of Reviewing Official

2

Surface .\ lining and Reclamation,

! Rail road Commission o f Texas
Agency,

i
4 .

9

|

; These, activities do not' impact surface mining activities.
;

i

(

I

i

:
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TEXAS AIR COINTROL B:OARD
G330 HWY. 7'10 E AST

AUSTIN. T E XM 73723,

512/451 5711
JOHN L BLAIR Qt LIM 1 N ALL AN

,..,If. VITTORIO K /.itGLN10, P. E.

fS{t4_Q''
Chairman f..

*
CHARLES R.JAYNES F RED HA RTf. TAN-

.

D[ 4Ij.r,tVice Chairman ; D. JACK KlLI AN, M. D.

. A f/;'f,! OTTO R. KUNZE Ph. D., P. E.

F R AM H. Wi.1S
+*E

, .$ [,+'.''tilLL Sil.% AR I . I'. L.
WILLI AM D. PARISH4g .j+Executive Director

January 14, 1981

! Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's.Dudget and Planninga

Office
i- Attn: Genera 1 Government Section

P.O. Box 12428
.

Austin, Texas 78711

Subject: Draft Supplement Number 2 to the Final Environ-
montal Impact Statement for the Allen's Creek
Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1 to be
located near the Brazos River in Austin County,
Texas. (EIS No. 0-12-50-044)

Dear fir. Wrotenbery:

Our response of April 6, 1978, with one exception, remains
valid (copy-enclosed). TACB Permit No. 3138 issued in,

1975.for a proposed incinerator was voided due to excessive
time passage before installation activitics were commenced.

9 - .

.A TACB permit will be required for.the proposed " Trench
Burner" in this latest supplement. Mr. James C. Meyers , P.E. ,

-

in our Permits Division raay 'bc contacted at 512/451-5711,
ext. 367 for specific permit requirements.

Thank-you for the-opportunity to review this d'ocument. If

we can be of further-assistance,'please contact me.

Sincerely, ,I-

>. ,u

',\f. A ! .I t J ! -)
c s

Roger R. Wallis, Deputy Director
Standards and Regulations Program

cc: Mr. Sabino Gomez, Regional: Supervisor, Bellaire

Enclosurc

$
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Wf LLIAM P CLEMENTS, JR.

GOVERNCP

February 11, 1981

| Mr. 3. J. Youngblood
Division of Licensing
L'ulted States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

The Budget and Planning Office recently conducted a review of the
Draft Supplement to the Final Environmental Iepact Statement per-
taining to the Allen's Creek Nuclear Generating Station prepared
by your office. The State Environmental Impact Statement Identi-
fier Number assigned to the project is 0-12-50-044.

Subsequent to the completion of the review, we have received addi-
tional comments. Those comments are enclosed for your information
and use.

.

It is hoped that these delayed comments will be useful to you in
your decision-making process on this project. If this office can
be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely

.

.b.

F. R. Spie
General Government Section
Budget and Planning Office

epg

Enclosures: Comments by General Land Office
State Department of Highways and (g)
Public Transportation

S

1

// ;

8102180
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711P. O. SOX 1:43. CA8'TOL STATIONSAM HOUSTON Su1LotNG ..
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STATE DEPAR131ENT OF lilGilWAYS esc.r. sea t:a ; carcouwsSION
AND PUBLIC TRANSPORI AllON 'A G COOCE-

A SAM WA oROR CHAIRMANt

CEV lTT C GREER
RAY A. BARNHART

February 4, 1981

..as s . atrea c
+,.: .o

09-E 851

Draf t S'ipplement to Final Statement
Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station

Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
Sam Houston Building, 7th Floor

14th and San Jacinto Streets
Austin, Texas

Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:

Thank you for your memorandum dated January 2,1981, transmitting the
Jraft supplement to the final environmental statement related to the con-
struction of the Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1.

~ Since the reactor for the proposed nuclear generating station will exceed
the size and weight of a load which can legally be moved on the State
highway system, a permit from our Department will be required. The permit
application shou;d be filed with our District office at 7721 Washington
in Houston.

10
It is noted that the route outlined in the statement may or ety not be the
one chosen for moving the reactor. The route should be coordinated with

_our District of fice.
Sincerely yours,

,

M. G. Goode
Enginee r-Director

E? Ajp_ y < lL'' " " n' t'

d
_

Ma rcus L. Yancey, Jr.
Deputy Engineer-Director
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7,d,jj[ General enoasScuaCsSgaoGu.,

p D$ Land Office n!*J;O;"
Austin, Texas /8701' . - AUSTIN. TEX AS 78701'. ,

, . , , e, 808 ARMSTRONG. COMMISSIONER
M 'v- M Telephone (512) 475 - 1539

February 9, 1921

Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
P.O. Box 12428, Capi tol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Allen's Creek Nuclear Generating Station - Draft Suoplement to Final EIS
!

Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:

The General Land Office has reviewed the referenced draf t sucplement. It
appears tnat the pecposed barge unloading facility on the San Bern6rd River
could possioly involve subn:erged lands under the management authority of

11 the General Land Office. This office ..ould like to revien detailed plans
for the acek in the San Bernard River in order to determine .. hat require-
ments of :nis agency, if any, inignt .i..oly.

Inank you for the ooportunity to contribute to the coordination of the
project planning.

Sincerely,

ChV (L' |6bW
:

Stepnen Minick

RECEIVED
E310 G3;

Budget / Planning _
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Appendix B

LETTERS FROM THE U.S. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE DESCRIBING THE
PRESENCE OF PRIME OR UNIQUE FARMLAND

:

i

!

l
t

4

(

i

i
'

i
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

P. O. Box 391
Liberty, Texas 77575

June 27, 1979

Dr. Robert M. Reed
Environmental Sciences Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Dr. Reed:

I am enclosing photo copies of soils survey for the alternate
site in Li.. arty County, Texas.

Also, you requested percentage of the area that is prime and/or
unique farmland. None of the soils in the area are prime and/or
unique at the present time; however, if drained, the Beaumont (1),
Morey (7) and Aris (22) would be prime. They comprise about 22 per-
cent of the site.

If further information is needed, please do not hesitate to ask.

Sincerely.

-
'' / :.'/ ,- v;,_, ,

Thomas P. Smith, II
District Conservationist

B-2
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF A'fRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
855 I-H 10 South, Room 135
Beaumont, Texas 77701

DATE: May 18,1979sumtcT: IM-Prime Farmland Acreage Estimates

To: Mr. Robert M. Reed

Dear Mr. Reed:

The information you requested concerning pris e land in Jef ferson and
Chambers Counties, in the site JE-3 section is as requested. Approx-
imately 5,900 acres is involved in the area outlined. In the JE-3
section, approximately 5,800 acres is considered prime agricultural
land. This area breaks down in the following soils grouping:

85% Beaumont C
14% Morey Sil
1% Waller S

This being prime land because drainage has been installed, and is
presently being used as irrigated f arm lands, predominately in rice.

Approximately 69 acres of land is in what is called the White Ranch
Reservoir, 19 acres of the area in public roads. Approximately 70
acres of Beaumont clay that does not have drainage, would be consider-
ed unique land.

I hope this information will be of service to you. If we can be of
further assistance please call on us.

Sincerely, ,

uj hM.'l L
4

James Green,

District Conservationist

ces Robert W. Williams

B-3
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

P. O. Box 698, Angleton, Texas 77515

May 21, 1979

Mr. Robert M. Reed
Environmental Science Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Reed:

In reply to your request for identification of prime or
unique farmlands in your letter to Frank Wheeler, April
24, 1979, the proposed site in Brazoria County BZ1 is on
one soil type Mustang Fine Sand Saline. This soil is not
considered prime or unique farmland. I am enclosing a
copy of the soils map and legend for your information.

/'3 0 g'. ,' ,hn;t ,. ~. 2 o dl
'7I hnson A. Camabell
D) strict Conservationist
Enc. 3

B-4
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ATRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
P. O. box 2146, VICTORI A , IExAS 77901

JUNE |2, |9[9

MR. RDOERT M. RE c o
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES OlVISION
OAK RioGE NATIONAL LA00RATORY
POST OrrlCc 80x X
OAK Ri oGE , TENNESSEE 37830

OE A R MR. fDED:

ATTACHEo IS A COMPUTER GENERATED MAPPING UNIT LEGEND FOR IDENTIFYING
PRIME FARMLAND IN MATAGORDA COUNTY, IExAS.

WE HAVE NOTED ON THIS LEGEND THE ESTIMATED ACRES OF THE SOILS (80TH
PRIME AND NON-PRIME FARMLANO) OCCURRING WITHIN THE PROPOSED SITE
AREA IN MATAGORDA COUNTY AS YOU REQUESTED IN YOUR LETTER CF
AP R ll 24, 1979

lF WE MAY et OF-FURTHER ASSISTANCE, PLEASC LET US KNOW.

SINCERELY,
.- .

.

f ,

ALFRED hDER STUCKEN
AREA CONSERVATIONIST

ATTACHMENT

cc:
A. G. KINSEY, SCS, OAY CITY, TEXAS
W. L. MILLER, SCS, VICTORIA, TEXAS

B-5
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|. EXECLTIVE DIRECTOR --

_ _ ' " r % ALSTIN TEMS 76718,.. _

J \
.

March 19, 1980 -

1: I p ..N
I -

Mr. W. F. McGuire i kl.E t

h p25 980 idPrincipal Engineer
Houston Lighting & Power Q ($, j

! Company ,; R.E %

! ! Electric Tower /,

. j P.O. Box 1700 xv3 <l,

IgHouston, Texas 77001,

!! Re: Proposed barge off-loading
;' [ facility site - Brazoria Co.

; E
i8 Dear Sir:

I
We are in receipt of the archeological evaluation concerning the above-referenced'

undertaking. After a review of the findings, we conclude that, as described, the
; proposal should not affect sites on the National Register of Historic Places, nor |

| any site presently in the process of submission to the National Register. The j
survey of sites in the area which may be eligible for inclusion within the National'

,

Register, however, has not been completed. Therefore, should cultural resources i

be encountered during construction, work will cease and the State' Historic Preser-
, vation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation will be afforded |,

! the opportunity to com:nent in accordance with the Procedures for the Protection of j

,| Historic and Cultural Properties (36 C.F.R., Part 800). !
i

ij' Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the review process in our common |.
i; goal of providing the future with a past. If we may be of further service, please

(h
advise.

,

i: Sincerely, |
1

|f Tre,tt Latimer

;; State Historic Preservation Officer

A i by

'
I

,,

'

Alton K. Briggs;l
'

i! Director
- Cultural Resource Management

'
! AKB/1ft

I.

g cc: Ed Baxter.

n m ~.m.u +
li

SIh SAS Ws $h /Y.ald/*l'rlYb1N
.
"
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Appendix D

COMMENTS BY MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC RECEIVED ON THE
DRAFT SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

John F. Doherty, Intervenor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D-2......

Proposed Contention 51, Alternative Site Je-3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D-3

Proposed Contention 52, Transmission Line Impacts on Waterfowl,
Je-3 and Ma-3 Alternative Sites. . . . . . . . . D-12.

Proposed Contention 53, Uncertainties in Comparisons with Je-3
and Ma-3 Alternative Sites for Aquatic
Ecology and Water Use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D-13

Proposed Contention 54, Inmigration Impacts for South Texas
Nuclear Project Alternative Site . . . . . . . . D-14

Proposed Contention 55, Environmental Superiority of Je-3
Alternative Site . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D-15

,

J
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UHI?2D CTAT43 07 A"I"ICA Jan./_7 ' dood~

UUT 2AR RSCUIdTOTI 000..ISSICM

3E:'OR2 TEd ATC !IC S.'.FL'TY GD LI:2::SI"a 30An]

In the Matter of:
3';U.320% LIGHTING ?e 70'd32 CD. )
(Allens Creek Buclear Genera- Docket No. 50-466 CP
lting Station, Unit 1)

>

JOEU F. DOUS2TY'S CONTENTIONS y 51, 52, 53, and 54.

John F. Doherty, Intervenor pro-se in the above Construc-
tion License proceeding nou files these contentions in response
to Staff'n release of UU23G-470, Supp. No. 2, "Drart Suonlement
to Final Environmental Statement related to 7he Constnntion of
Allens Creek Huclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1", (hereafter:
Iraft). This docunent was available accordiaq to Staff on

December 17, '980. Hence Int) venor has treatoi his oblication
to file Contentions baced on the Draft as granticq him 30 days
from December 12, 1980. He furth3r bases his right to file

these, on neu information provided by the Draft. The Baard
in its Orie; of December '7, 1930 (?g.2 ), stated, " Staff

aivised that the sac nd sup.le?. cat to the F5S would be issuei
socn (22. 1310-15) nn" the Boar'. observed and Staff cgreed
that said issuance nicht generate a-end7 eats to 73titions
to intervene..." (Tr 1818).

_____________

CCHIE: TION 51

Intervonor ,ntends that for the reasons listei below the
h-3

rite lesicnatei Cbs5 in the Draft is a sunerior site,.-ith less

environmental imnact for the sane bencfit,as.th; site.prdposed
3..- 3

by Applicant in dallis, Terns. Hence, said IM site must be
to

used for the proposed boiling water reactor ^ fulfill the aims
of the National Environ: ental _'olicy Act (I;5PA). Intervenor
does not contend that necessarily each of the below reasons

Tc a
is sufficient to conclude the L29@: site is environmentally
superior and hence preferable, but that a combinction of all
or combinations do so.
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Contention 451 (Parts (a) to (c))
(a) Interven:r contends there is no significant difference
in the amount of dissolved oxygen in the Brazos River at

Rosharon and Trinity River at Romavor accordhg to 1079 figures
fro, U. S D aartment of Int 2rier Ro, ort: 'nter R ncurces Data

for ?ecas, Volune 2 (Pare 474, for Brazos River) and Volume 1
(Pat;e 598, for Trinity River). The average nonthly difference

for 1979, is but 1 5 milli; rams / liter and this difference is
.

not sufficient to use in any determiantion of difference in

environmental impact of a BWR system operating on either
river for the ACMGS or Li-3 site.
(b) Intervarr coate :ds -7taff erred by comparin 3razos River
e,uality in its current sniiti:n uith Trinity River water quality

in c6: paring the ACNGS site to the Li-3 site (Draft, Table 2.11,
Page 2-61). This is because (particularly uith regard to
Chloride) the Brazos River wi'.1 be further deteriorated by
biocides from the Commanche :;eak Units I and II, blowdoun
cooling lake uater. Impact on water quality of the ACNGS
on the Brazos River vill be more severe because the threshold
of tolero c.e for chlori".es and heavy metals in much of the

acuatic lifa of the Brasc2 will be exceeded unlike the Trinity
-River .thich in at this point -f bet er quclity and lessa

clcse to the tollerance thresh lds for chlorides and heavy
metals.

(c) Intervencr contenis Staff has underestitated the survival
ability of the Trinity Bay and Galveston Bay shrinp to both
vcter ter.ne ature changes and increased salinity, (Draft, Fage 2-32).
In Biologi:c1 3nllatin, 129 (1965), 199-?15, " Growth and Sur-
vival of 7ensous aztseuc unJer Cantrolled Craittions of Temper-
ature and Salinity", 2ein-Siden and J.lirich conc'.udet, " Salinity
ner le had little ef.?cet on eit'ler survivr.1 er growth at extreme
temp ?ratures"(Pase 215) for this shring noecies, .'hich along
with Penaeus setiferus make up the andcrity of shrimp harvest
in the bay complex to'which the Trinity River flows.
(d) Intervenor contends Staff has unde-estiaated the survival
ability of the oyster (Ostrea vircir.ica) from ciances in salinity.
caused by water loss to Trir.ity River estuary from the operation
of a E!1E st the Li-3 site. In Bu'.letin of the Bureau of Fisheries,
No. 21, ( U. S. Department of Jomnerce,1935, "Alaptation of the

FeelingMechanismoftheOysteg(Ostrsacirns)tochangesin

_. - _ _ _ _
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Contention 451 (Continued) Parts (c) to (e)
Salinity", 1936, A. E. Hopkings concluded this species can
adapt to a rise in salinity rapilly but more slowly when

salinity decreases (2.363) and toleratas salinity as high
ac 3? nares car -ille. The author believcf this research
aI'licabic to 'Jstrea virric.ien (Ibid. 2. 3a5). !.ccordingly3

5taff's decision that in7 acts on spawnin or nur-

scry grounds, uater quality and to "inportant" ar,uatic
biota should be changed to favoring the Li-3 site due to

less impact. (N:te:it is imooscible to determine if this
iscue epplies to all three of these areas of aquatic ecolo y
or loss, so Intervoacr has chosen to aupl7 it to all three.
This is because t.cre is co.sidsrable lack cf clarity in

where tha dividing line for these three aress exist. It

is particularly difficult to separate " Impacts on spawning
or nurser.:7 grounds" from " impacts to 'important' aquatic
biota".)

(d) Intervenor conten'.s Staff han erred in its cccclusion
with recard to the irract on the nursery grounds of the

Accrican o;'s ter, Crascorrea vir-inica Gmelin, caused b~
cnnsumative water loss caused by :03 ration of c 3|R at

the Li-3 nite, / ich voull be i.1 Trinity sni Galveston

3ays. In Iec -ical J2riss (Esport) ;24, Treais ia Ton--

ulation Lev 31s of the American Ovster. publis' icd by the

Texas Parks & '.3'illlife Lepartuent (1977) p. iii, R. R.

Hofstetter, ra9orted, "Although more spat (Sote: S,at
are "nu'l- oyster or c t'ler btvalve nellusk) set i.: jaars
of abave non al rivar floi, cur'cival is bet:ar fien river

flow is below normal. In ' wet' years about 35i4 af the spat
survive to 5ariot ovstar sine contar ol to '.9 i surviving

in dry years.'

(e) Intervenor contends the catagory "Inpacts to spa. ming
or nurser 7 grounds" in Table 2.11 (Draft Pg. 2-61) shculd
not be " ", but "+" in accordance with Technical Series (Report)
,J24, " Trends in Foonlation Levels of the American 0" ster,

D-5
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Concention d5' (Continued) Parts (c) to Oi)

published by the Texas Parks & ilildlife Department (1977), There
(p. 26) R. R. Hofstetter, re.nort2d, that these oyster (Crass-
ostres vir-inica Gnelin) snawn *. lith a temper.eture rise such
as'uou'.d ocaur or be ailed by the :Ocr:al dischar:es to the
t; the Trinity Ba. and Galvestoa Bay from the Trinit? River
from a nuclear plant at Li-3 site.

(f) Intervenor contends Staff has prescuted no inforcation
that migration of an7 aquatic species will be impacted by
location of a BdR cf AOUGS camacity at site Li-3, in the
Draft. Thereforo Staff's conclusion in Table 2.11 (Draft 2-61)
that the '.CHG3 site will have less innact to " feeding areas
or uieration rautes" is unsunnorted cni should show otharwise.
(g) Staff's canclusicn t'ne e:'fect of operation of Li-3 on
Trinit| River 'tould be Greater than the effect of oneration
of a name-ca'acity B'ilR on the Brazos River has led it to
c:nclude the-aquatic habitat cuality louli be creator impac-
tGd. Ho:tevar, collution on the Brazos P.iv9r is "li:/ht to
moderate" as inlicated b. saeciec diversity, (Applicant's
ER, Appen' dix 3, pg. 4-33). The Trinity 2iver is described

as moderatelv 7c1'.uted (Draft, 32c. 2.3.2.2, Ia e 2-31).g

3ince no cuc'1 ro? orts are rifarenced for Trinitr River,
Staff s'iould have co :cluloi such a difficult com7arison
on habit t qu;1it'* could nct be made, ani indicate 1such
in Table 2.11 of the Draft.
(h) Intervenor. contends 3taff has errcd in concluding that

letrimantal 2nvironnestal in7act to "Icoortant" aquatica

biota will o r. ur (graft 2-32, and 2:^1e 2-11, F?se ?-61) if
salinit" of Galveston Ba7 and Tri::it7 .;37 is increased as
a renuit of o73 ati;n of a 3;.'R at ths Li-3 site. A stud?
b7 the cc 121ti.c enrineerin? firm of Lockwcod, Andre'is and
Ne'inar. Inc. fcr the Texas ~.later Development Board (1966),
titled:A new Concent: '!ater "or Pr3scrvation of 3a'is and
Estuaries, concluded that for Galveston Bay, the State of

_

Texas 3% cult, "Enlar2e Rollover Pass at the east end of East

D-F
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Contentien #51 (Continued) Parts (h) to (J)
Galveston 3ay to improve circulation and increase salinity

' (P.33, enphasis Intervenor's). Accordingly conclusions shown
id Table 2.11 of the Draft should be revised with regard to

"Imoacts to 'imnortant' acuatic biota" and other catagories

where increased salinity due to the operation of a BWR at

site Li-3 were included as part of the environmental impact.

i) Intervenor contends " Freshwater flow" for the Li-3 site
(Draft, Table 2.11, Page 2-61) should have been judged "+"

" " because the Final Sup? eaant to the Final- lor "0", not

Environmental Impact Statenent (Page S. 5-3) states only
that the intake flows for ACliGS (a single unit) will be

less than 10% during low flow conditions, which is not

significantly different from the statement in the Draft

(Page 2-32, Sec. 2 3.2.2) which states during low flow
conditions Li-3 will require 9-11fs of the river flow.

Waterflow at the Li-3 site (Measured at Romayor, Texas)
for the Trinity River and at the ACUGS site (Measured
near Rocharon, Texas) are close to the same. For the Li-3

site averate flow for the Trinity River (Regulatad by

the Livingstone Reservoir) from 1969-1979 was 7,52B cfs,
and for the ACHGS site average flow for the Brazcs River

from 19GB to "979 was 8,017 ers. (Data froc: :nter Resources
Data fer Texas, U. S. Department of Interior, Geological Sur-
vey,1979, Volunes I and II, page 597 and pr.ge 473 respectively).

j) Intarvenor contends Staff has underesticatelthe environmental
isoact tc vinter feeding habitat for waterfowl by indicating the

renoval of 5.270 acreb of land at .1CIIGS is nerely equal to

the re= oval of fecting habitat lost by construction at the
'

Li-3 site (at most 6/40 acres). See Draf t ( Sec. 2 3 1.2, Page 2-20

and Sec. 2. 3 2.1, Page 2-27) Intervenor accordingly maintains

Table 2.10 should indicate "less inpact than at Allens Creek"

with regard to terrestrial habitat.

D-7
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_ Contention 51 (Continued)' Parts (k) to (e)
(k) Staff has underestimated the ability of thesspecies
Brevoortia estronus (Gulf Menhaden) to tollerate salinity
and high temparatures in the Triaity Bay acd Galveston Bay.
in Fisharv Bulletin, 77(4), 1980, a publication of the U. S.
Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service,
S. P. Ferraro in "Eubryonic development of Atlantic menhaden.
Brevoortia-tvrEnnus, and a fish embryo estimation method,"
observed salinity between 10% and 30% had no effect on
embryonic mortality and no noticeable effect on rate of

~

development. Temperature was significant below 15 C. only.
Although the common Gulf menhaden is brevoortia oatronus,
Intervener contends this species is sufficiently similar
to the study's species to establish a nexus for the con-

tention, and that Staff's concerns expressed in the Draft
( Sec. 2.3.2.2, page 2-32, and in Table 2.11, page 2-61)
with regard to " Impacts to suawning and nursery grounds"
are incorrect.

(1) Intervenor contenic Staff erred in its cenclusion environ-
: ental impact on terrestrial species from ooeration of a B'dR
at the Li-3 site nuli be the sase as that of'the ACUGS on
" Threatened or endangared species" (Drtft , Table 2.10,
Fg 2 53). The Final Supplement to the Final 2nvironmental
I::act Statenent, 1978 (Table S. 2 5) lists sin species
from the " Endangered and Threatenci Vildlife and Plants"
of the Department of Interior cf 1977, for AONGS, but tha
Traft mentions but a single species, the alligator (Pg. 2-31).
Esuce, In'arvencr contsnis the Li-3 site will have less
in7act to endangerei cr threatened terrestrial species from

? an operating 3JR and its construction than the impact of
the proposed ACMGS on its site.

(m) Intervenor contends that since the cooling to' vers for
the Li-3 site uill accomplish the same task as a cooling
lake for the A03GS site, these two different cooling systems
must be comparci for "onsite 1: pacts," (Draft, Table 2.10,
Page 2-58). Intervenor contends the use of circular mechanical
draft cooling towers as det.aribed in UUREG-0574, " Final

0-8
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Contention 51 (Continued) Parts (m) to (C )
Environmental Impact Statement Related to selectior of the
preferred closed cycle cooling system at Indian Point Unit
no. 3 (Dec. 1979, Sec. 2.4.3 31 at the Li-3 site would
have less environmental impact on Trinity River than a

1ccolins la!:e at ACUG9, because of less land use, less
visual i?. pact, less loss of habitat for protection of
terrestrial fauna, and increased availability of land
for residences.

(n) Intervenor contends Staff has erred in its calculations
of the amount of land to be taken fer powerline transmission
right cf ways for tio Li-3 site. Using 63 miles (Draft, Pace 2-29.)
transmission line length, and using tjpical right- of-way width
from Table 4.1, (Pg. 24) of Manazenent of Transmission Line
Rights-of-Wav for Fish and ?!ildlife, Vol. 1, U. S. Department
of Interior, Fish & "lildlife Service,1979, the typical right
of way for a 345 27 line is 150-170 feet or 13.2 to 20.6 acres
per. mile. Staff used a 200 foot corridor without explaination
to arrive at 1,524 acras removed for this puroose. Staff has

required 378 heres unnecessarily it its calculation for the
Li-3 site. Using a 150 ft. corridor the Li-3 site vill recuire
750 acres less than than the ACNGS. Hence the offsite impact

of transmission line corridors for Li-3 site will be less
| than the' impact fer a nuclear plant at the ACHGS site, which

should be reflected in Table 2.10 of the Draft.

(o) Intervenor contends the Staff has erred by not considering
the possibility of neander cut-cff (as a result of floeding)|

on the 3razos River at a noint 27 proximately 1.1 niles upstream
. froa a point marked "31" in Fi. ure S. 2.3 (Page S.2-8) of

the Final Su7plement to the Finci Zavironmental Impact Statement.
(The transcript of the Pre-hearing Conference pp. 984-989 covering

i a Bishop Centention has more on this;.its date is 10/16/79)
| If the river tskes this new course, construction of a pipeline
| to the make-up pumphouse in excess of two miles would be re-

quired. In addition, a mile of piping from the spillway to
i

D-9
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_ Contention 31 (Centinued) Parts (o) to (c)

the Brazos, would probably be required unless the prior
spillua; were closed and a.new one constructed. An addi-
tional cact would be dcun time of the ACNG3, caused by low
coolin cond water level while the new make up pipinc end
Other facilities wcre constructed. Intervenor contends failure
to include this in the comparison between Li-3 "cakeup and
discharce pioeline" impacts (Draft, Table 2.10, Pg. 2-58) and ACNGS
was in error and that the Li-3 site. is equal to or sucerior
to the ACNG3 site with regard to environmental impacts from
this feature of the two SWR plants.

(p)
Intarvenor contenis Staff's conclusion "In-aicration"

(Drcft, Table 2.12, Pg. 2-64) will have a greater impact
en the Li-3 site than in-migration on the AONGS site is
not denonstrated by comparin~ the text in the Draft
(Sec. 2.3.2.2, page 2-33) which pertains to Li-3 and the
text in the Draft (Sec. 2 3.1.2 ,Pg. 2-24)which pertains
to the ACUG3 cite. 3ecause of this, Staff's only conclu-
sion optionc are that the two sites are ecual, uncertain,
or that the Li-3 site is superior in this socioeconomic
che.ract eristin.

(q) Intervanor contends the continued westward growth
of Houston residential districts which result in increased
populati:ns as reflected in tacticony of Applicant's
uitness Willian T. '.hite, submitted on Jocember '8, ~980,
to these proceedinrc,3 hows that Staff's conclusion the
the icoact of the pronosed BWR cn the ACEGS site denography will
be scual to that en the Li-3 site (Draft, Table 2.12,
Page 2-Ea) is in error becauso

c'trrent land use patterns

and population growth patterns both present and emerging
indicate the appearance of the ACliGS and its cooling lake
will impinte a tapidly growing residential trea, vhere on
the other hand the land use and population patterns at or
near the Li-3 site indicate little recent changear emerging
pattern changes.

D-10
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(r) Intervenor contends Staff erred in deciding the

impact on the site democranhv of the ACUGS woul1 be equal
to that at the site of Li-3 This is because staff did

not consider the innact of having a 200 ft tall reactor

building and associated structures on the conduct of
the " Concentrated student jet pilot training areas

(khich) are located on Matar:orda Island and directly
to the north of Matagorda Island,"(Draft, Pg 2- 2 and
Figs. 2.2, pg. 2-5, and Fig. 2.6, pg. 2-11). The plant
and its cooling lake both offer severe hazards to such
trainees in the event of energency landings or other

student errors in the form of collision; drowning or

other injury or damage which would not occur if the
terrain of the ACNGS site were not disturbed.

(s) Intervonor contends the Staff erred in concluding

a B'JR of the proposed capacity at site LI-3 would nave

Creater impact than a replicate Br/R at the ACNGG site
with regard to impacts on spawning grounds and to "impor-
tant aquatic biota" (Draft, Table 2.11, Pg.2-61). The in-
pact of increased salinity from this location would improve
osmoregulation of mature female crabs (Callinectos sani'us.

Bathbun), because this species does not function as well
in this stage of its life cycle in low salinity, as reported

in Technical Scrica (Report) #1, A Contribution to the Biology
of the Blue Crab in Texas, Texas Parks & Wildlife Department, 1969.

(t) Intervenor contends the Staff erred in concluding a B'JR

of'the proposed canacity at site Li-3 uould have greater

' impact than a replicate D'JR at the ACNGS site with regard
to' impacts on " habitat quality" and " feeding grounds" (Draft
Table 2.11, Pg. 2-61). It has been shown operation of a plant

at Li-3 would increase salinity in the Trinity and Galveston

Bays, yet,'for productivity of a wide variety of detritus

food for various aquatic creatures, "Only under extreme con-

ditions, i. e. in hypersaline w.iters, does salinity seem to

D-l l
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Con::cabi'n 91

. to becone the liriiteig factor...". ("Contral photocynthetic!

j proluctio. i.n ru- .: c c an . .: Fo70" , d. Stangel ai C. J. Socier,
2

(n fho b a c in th s:ic i' broluctivity in Dir.oront dnvironments,
dachrit e Uni'.arni:- P r.n.0 , 1973.

|
t

!

4

C i'I 52-

I.it arver 'r a:;'.c ' "encio- of the vnri :1 covarnnents,

and reci,icatr ,f c Dra f t Quo:C o:tcab I!a. 2 t> the FES
cannot deter.iuc ir Fig 2.11, Q;. '-3" if the straan called:

'

"('') ~e ic Sto lhoan .i an ) LT:o . .2 mrice;" cid "( G) Saith
l'oiat , Iione C rJ: > ?u, 0 riy II trsh an 1 Vin:: t-et-un Inlands"
and Fig. 2. '.3, carc S !:-7 "(1) I.tt;:atars Irairie O' tic':en
habitat, (?) da-lo oost huh and ik.rris Recorvair - eagle

; nectin3 habitat (3) Brazon 2iver bottonland forust, (4 ) i3ra-
j coria "onarvoir - ea -lo nestinc habitat." arc fcer.lic or
i

resting arean ( 3r b,th) for vaterfoul. Thic af:ec it impoun-
! i51c tb iet7r.:i.ic if miti~ati.n of is'act mi@ t be accom71iched4

' by cron;ic- roalia cn' r?et:in? arnac res:mrcot 'tithin the
came area (c evea if that is nacansary) and craate nitos

superior to .'.CIIG3, Thic i f u.mtico,not in the D" aft, is4

innortant, because, b/ ma :inc* both roaanvcon acailable on-

the nune side of a tranotitalon liac corridor, trans-corridor:

I fli~htn vill he unnecessnry for the innactc' ;ucerfowl.
-

i This wan suranted in Ir.*c tn o f Tr 1..n:nir-i nn d; ion on
Biris in Fli it, U. 3. Deat, af Iaterior, ''75, in an.

'

arti.cle by L. S. Thaaps,c, " ii ti, .i.ic a Thrt..:, ': .:a;;ineerin.

cad IDJ_.itut iiriific. tion," 'C-9?, en uce 30. fie une of
miti .:ction of t'.is ' ra Jaaul6 50 c a. aid : rad> .r the Jo-3>

an! ila-3 -nitac becauce o r the -c ;t eiyiici?c ca attached,

to locating a'B'.|U of the proysed capacity with regari ta
ticir caviran:.tontal 1.r c.ctc aa terredtrial ec0 loc," thrauch

'

thy treas7iccion linen requirc6. ('.Jec sur1ary . .;cc. 2. 5 of
the Dra t at 0-GS, and pa;o 3-E 3 nn! > arc 2-48 for Jc-3r

site and I!a-3 site res,cctivel:.
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CONTENTION 53

Intervenor contends the draft is inadequate and

insufficient because no meaningful and reasonable deter-

mination can be made in comparisons between the ACNGS site

and the site designated Je ~ or between the ACNGS site and

the site designated Ma-3 foi he environmental impact on

aquatic ecology and water usage shown in Table 2.11 (page

2-61). Where the same five categories of a total of nine

categories in this area are " uncertain" in the comparison
,

outcome, Staff's conclusion the ACNGS site is superior in both

site comparisons is premature. Staff's conclusion might

be reversed had the comparison been taken further by more

study. Hence, intervenor contends staff has not met the

requirement to " adequately weigh the relevant environmental

factors in deciding whether and how to go forward with the

project." Conservation Society of Southern Vermont v.

Secretary of Transportation, 362 F.Supp. 627, 633 (D.C.Vt.

1973), affinned 508 F.2d 927 (2nd Cir.1974). Vacated 423

U. S. 809 (1975). Nor does the treatment of environmental

impact or " aquatic ecology and water use" cited above (Pg. 2-61) meet

the vital role of consideration of alternatives in Section -

102(a)(3) of NEPA as set out by the Federal District Court:

"The role that possible alternatives play in the environ-

mental process is particularly critical because it is usu-

ally through this medium that mitigation measures may be

discovered. Sierra Club v. Froehlke (Wallisville-Trinity

River), 359 F.Supp. 1289, l*43 (S.O. Tex. 1973) reversal

on other grounds 499 F.2d 962 (5th Cir.1974).

D-13
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C0 Ts .PIO: 54
' ' } r '' , ick cor.D ren Por tha "irn* i nie tha nocio-''

e c O*. 0". i O c C n ''0 71U S c o '' O Cnn9+ruc+ ion of thD DrO"DDed#

r*,*j9,; n- n T' ' <i+n with ti.e c ont.equenco r," c onntruc ti on

n* +%a i11c. - ' pe . k <- i ' e b .' u9 :^c-7 0 0n7b3 Y C 4: I O ' '' d 'hn' the

i nnet o' ir ;-- * ion o' orkorn n+ the 'C: ";'e "zill bai

3.,,.,. 4 : ' ' - - ' " ' . *i'e ''''8 ' 9 e il 7 - 3 r. i * n . '; h blen n'

''. 'h i' i- wenor- ''n'" hne named "no2.1 ? , ne c=
'

*-

wori er: on T':P . ,nd 2 will re nin ir the "I a *o eork on.

a thir.. uni' at ???". As of december 31,1979, STNP #2 was

175 constructed and STNP 01 uns 52% completed, and fue. loading

was planned for STUP #1 in Sept. 1?S3 and for STNP #2 in April

1985 accordin~ to NUREG-0030, Vol. 3, #1. Delays have since occured.
ir.-m eration will hn v.' lo - : w et('from the abova'Inh rvnnor rten s t

at S~"P ""i ''n-3 len'iine to the cor.clusion thn * Lo*% .a-3 6nd

S~:P nre nuncrior niten in in-migration impacts and that given
3',ff' c'hcr findings with rernrd to STNP that site is a3

nunt rier ri*n to 'a#G3.

Conies of: " JOE! F. DOHERTY'S CONTENTIONS #51,52,53,and 54,"
were served on the parties below this /rJ" of January, 1981
at Houston, Texas.

Sheldon J. 'dolfe, Esq. Chair, ASL3; Gustave A. Linenberger,
Administrative Judre, Dr. E Leonard Ohoatum, Esq., Administrative
Judge; Richard A. Black, Esq. for Staff; Jack R. Neuman, J. Greg-
ary Copelani, Esgs. for Ap?licant; Atomic Safety Licensing &
Appeul Board, Richard-Priester, Susan Plettman, for State of
Texas; and Docketing & Service Branch, N.R.C.

Respectfully Submitted,
j {0 /,5

. - ,
ohn F. Doherty, Intervenor

D-14
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Jan. J5 , 1931
, - -- ,, . .-- .U _.,L,. L.J D,. .,s,. LD %' nn a .". , nsu.

c-,,...,-...2. 2 lr r . , t.y..L,C L_r . , u a..: vs..n.aaasau.

urreur mur a m-v.ro a a, .r em y .u.D r T r er...e:. a- , . .,. u. 3- .-
r a -s -a u.v- . .

In the Matter of )

HOUSTON LIG" TING & POUSR COMPANY Dooket No. 50-466 CP
(Allens Creek Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit 1)

gm. . 2 D.nu..ru.m. v. e -o C. w.m..e.n..m. Tn3D 57
-

sm .. .. -

John F. Doherty, Intervenor pro-se in the above Construc-

tion License proceedin now files these Contentions in resconse

to Staff's release of NUREG-470, Suop. No. 2, " Draft Supple ent

to Final Environmental Statement related to the Constructicn of
Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1,"(hereafter:
Draft). This document was available according to Staff on

/Dece=ber 17, 1930.1 Hence, Intervenor has treated his obligation
to file Contentions based on the Draft as grantin- hi: 30 days

from Deccaber 12, 1980. He further bases his right to file

these on new information provided by the Draft. The Board

in its Order of December 17, 1980 (p. 2), stated, " Staff

advised that the second Supple =ent to the FES would be issued ,

soon(TR. 1310-15) and the 3 card observed and Staff agreed

that said issuance might Generate a=endments to netitions to

intervene. . . " (TR 1818) .

C a^ ". . '""a" 7 '". ,C : ,- ,

Intervenor contends that for che reasons listed below the
site designated Je-3 in the Draft is a superior site, <ith less

environmental i=pnet for the sa e benefit, as the site proposed
by Applicant in :lallis, Texas. Hence, said Je-3 site nust be

used for the proposed boilinr unter reactor to fulf;ti she ai=s
of the National Environmental Felicy .i.ct (NIPA). I:..cr anor

does not contend that necessarily each of the bel:w reasons

is sufficient' o' conclude the Je-3 site is ?nvironnontally

superior and hence preferable, but rather that a cocaination
of so=e or all of the reasons do so.

m

2/ It was announced at c5 Fed. Re . 79,820.
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Contention 55 Parts (a) to (c)
(a) Intervenor contends Staff has erred in its caelulations of
the amount of land to be taken for power line transmission

rights-of-way for site Je-3 Using 73 mi}es as transcission
line length, and using a 150 foot wide right-of-way a mini-
mum recommended in Table 4.1 of Manarement of Transmission
Lines Richt-of-uav for Fish and Wildli'fe, Vol 1, pg. 24,
(Dept. of Interiorg Fish & ilildlife Sortice, (1979), the
typical right-of-way for a 345 kv line is 15-170 ft or

18.2 - 20.6 acres permile. Using 15 ft/ mile this tould

require 1,328 acres, which is 442 acres less than staff

estimates, and 523 aares less than required b;. ACNGS (Draft,
Sec. 2.3.1.2, Pg 2-23)

(b) Intervenor contends the Draft did not consider the pos-
sibility (and hence erred) of meander cut-off (as a result of
flooding) on the Brazos River at a p6 int approximately 1.1
miles upstream from a point marked "B 1" in Figure S. 2.3
(Fage S. 2-8) of the Final Supplement to the Environmental
Impact Statement. (The Special--Pre-Hear'ing Conference of
10/16/79, pp. 984-989, covering a Bishop Contention has more
on thid. If the Brazos River takes this new course, construction
of a pipelinato the make-up pumphouse in excess of two miles
would be required. In addition, a mile of piping from the

spillway to the Brazos, would prob?.bly be required unless
the prior spillway were closed and a new one constructed. An

additional impact would be down-time for the ACMGS, caused
by low cooling po'nd water level while the new make up piping
and other facilities were constructed. Intervenor contends
failure to include this in the comparison between Je-3 " makeup
and discharge pipeline'inpacts (Draft, Table 2.10, Page 2-58)
and AC3GS was in error and that the Je-3 site is superior to
the ACMGS site with regard to environmental impacts caused by
makeup and dsscharge pipelines.

(c) Intervecor contends the Draft is in error in its conclusion
environmental impact on terrestrial srecies from a plant at
the Je-3 site would be the same as that of the ACUGS td th

D-16
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Contention C5 Parts (c) to (6)
regard to threatened or endangered terrestrial species,
on Table 2.10, Page 2-58. The Final Supple =ent to the Final

Environmental I= pact Statement, (Table S. 2-5, PaSe 5. 3- 7)
lists six suec'.es from the " Endangered and' Threatened Wildlife
and Plants," list from 1977, for ACUGS, but the Draft centions
but two species, the red wolf and the alligator, and the

Coastal Site Co narison Retort by Tera Corporation (Nov. 1980)
lists but three others: Eskino Curlew, Brown Felican and

Southern Bald Eagle, none of the three of which are believed
to inhabit the specific site (Tera Study, pg. Je-3 ?). Hence

intervenor contends the Je-3 site is suoerior because ele i=-
pact to endan erad or threatensd terrestrial species is less
at Je-3 than at ACEGS.

(d) The Draft has speculated considerably in the impact to

the "onsite" area in its terrestrial ecology analysis. First,

although it references the circular =echanical draft cooling

towers of the FES of the Blue Hills Station, on pg. 2-33, it

states a requirementifor three of these ", towers" while the
Blue Hills Station FIS (NUREG-c449, pg. 3-7 requires but

two such units. Uext, it is unclear fro: the text if the-Draft

considered a cooling lake or a cooling tower in arriving at

the conclusion on site impacts would be the same at Je-3 as

at ACNGE (Draft, Table 2.10, pg 2-58). Intervenor thus con-

tends the onsite i= pact will be less at Je-3 site than AC:!GS site.

(e) Intervenor contends since the cooling towers for the Je-3

site will acconnlish the same task as a cooling lake for the

AC:!GS site, these two different cooling rystems must be co=-

pared for "onsite impacts",(, Draft, Table 2.10, ps. 2-58).
Intervenor contends the use of circular mechanical draft

cooling towers as described in !!UREG-0574, " Final Environ-

mental Iapact Statement Related to selection of the preferred

closed cycle cooling s7tten at Indian Point Unit No. 3, (Dec.

1979, Sec. 2.4.3.3) at the Je-3 site would have less impact

at that site than a cooling lake at ACMGS, because of less

land use, less visual impact, and-less loss of habitat for

protection of terrestrial fauna.

D-17
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Contention 55 (Continued), Parts (f) to ( h)
(f) Intervenor contends the Draft erred in concluding the ACMGS
site superior to the Je-3 in aquatic ecolocy and water use, because
the conclusion is based on being able to determine but a of 9
catatories (Draft, Table 2.11, Pg. ?-61). He: Ice,Staffhas
not" adequately weir-hed the relevant environmental factors in
deciding whether and how to o forward with the pro. ject."

Conservation Societ. of Southern Vermont v. Secretary of Trans-
c.--t e t io n , 362 F. Supp. E??,633 (D.C. Vt. 1973) affir=ed SOS F2d
9ey (2nd Cir. 197h), vacated 423 U. S. 809,(1973).

(g() )Intervenor c .ntends the effect of transmission lines on1 terresterial habitat cuality, and (2) endangered species
will ce greately citigated by use of a sin-le 345 kv connection
from the Je-3 site und the Cedar Bavou unit of applicant.
Power requirements at the P. H. Robinson unit of applicant
could then be shifted fros Cedar Barou to P. H. Robinson
via the existing 345 kv line between these two applicant
plants (Draft, Fig. 2.7, Page 2-13). Use of this plant

would make the Jo-3 site of less environme:;tal impact in
these two characteristics than ACNGS in these two character-
istics on its site.

(h) Intervenor contends Staff's conclusion the impact on habi-
-tat quality (Diaft, Table 2.11, Page 0-61) will be Creater
for site Je-3 than ACHGS is in error, because it is based
heavily on a "Pers:nal Coacu.;ication" (Ref. 10, Pg. 2-69,
referring to a statement on Fg. 2-39) which is (a) too vague
for the si nificance accorded it, and (b) a private record
unavailable to interested persons for purroce of co= cent.
Information on habitat quality does not appear to be so
-rare as to rake such com:unications the lynch pin of an
'imnortant d>teraination. Hence the determination is unsupported even
in this sotevhat cursory first look at sites..

Resp g f'117 g baitted,
'ksdJohnF.Doher{.y

os v.

Certificate of Service Enclosed.
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